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Towards comprehensive strategies that meet the  

cyber security challenges of the 21st century 
 

As our cyber infrastructure grows ever larger, more complex and more distributed, the systems 

that compose it, become not only more prone to failures, but more prone to security violations.  
At the same time, as our cyber infrastructures take more life-critical, mission-critical and infra-
structure-critical roles, the stakes of failure-free and violation-free operation grow ever larger.  
Furthermore, as perpetrators become more sophisticated, it becomes increasingly difficult to 
build adequate protection defenses.  The combination of increased vulnerability, increased 

stakes, and increased threats make cyber security one of the most important emerging chal-
lenges in the evolution of modern cyber infrastructure design and deployment. 
 

Though they may play a significant role in an overall strategy, piecemeal solutions to security 
vulnerabilities are not a match for the magnitude of the challenge at hand.  As cyber infrastruc-
ture dependents, how do we know we can trust what we see?  If we consider the viewpoints of 
all cyber infrastructure stakeholders then must we maximize the satisfaction of the policy mak-

ers, system administrators, resource consumers while anticipating the perpetrators' options?   
 

The goal of the workshop is to challenge, establish and debate a far-reaching discussion that 

broadly and comprehensively outlines a strategy for cyber security that is founded on sound 
technologies that meet the challenge of cyber security (beyond a Maginot line mentality).  The 
characteristics that we should see in such a strategy should include: 
 

! Better understanding of existing and emerging threats. 
 

! Advances in insider threat detection, deterrence, mitigation and threat elimination. 
 

! Ensuring the continuing security, survivability and dependability of our critical infrastructures.  
 
! Guaranteeing availability of time-critical scalably secure systems. 
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! Observable/ measurable/ certifiable security effects, rather than hypothesized causes. 
 

! Quantitative metrics of security, that enable us to specify security requirements, formulate secu-
rity claims, and certify security properties. 

 

! Solutions that provide a measure of assurance against known and unknown (though perhaps 
pre-modeled) threats (e.g., cryptography, QKD, building scalable secure systems, information 
provenance and assurance). 

 

! Mission fulfillment, whether or not security violations have taken place (rather than mitigating 
all violations indiscriminately) and whether or not they affect the system's mission (including 

situational understanding and attack attribution). 
 

Last year's theme was:  Beyond the Maginot line.  To pursue a military analogy, we must shift our 

focus away from winning battles, towards a strategy for winning the war. Our ultimate goal is to 
elevate trust in the mission and it's underlying critical infrastructures. 
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NICIAR: Pursuing Disruptive Technologies for Information Assurance   
Carl E. Landwehr, Ph.D. 

Chief of the Cyber Access and Protection Division of the Disruptive Technology Office under 

the Director of National Intelligence 

 

Keynote Abstract 

  Despite substantial research investments in the past, the U.S. (and global) cyber infrastructure 

remains highly vulnerable to a wide range of attacks.   The Disruptive Technology Office (DTO) 

is a research organization in the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI). Its 

mission is to incubate revolutionary research and development activities that address needs 

arising from all agencies under the ODNI. DTO originates and manages advanced research and 

development programs in a variety of domains that will have fundamental impact on future 

operational needs and strategies of its customers and demand substantial, long-term venture 

investment to spur risk-taking. The National Intelligence Community Information Assurance 

Research (NICIAR) program is one such program.  NICIAR has initiated two thrusts: (1) 

technologies to improve accountability in NIC systems, leading to more accountable information 

flow, and (2) technologies to improve defenses of large scale systems against attacks. This talk 

will provide some background on the motivation for these thrusts and the recently initiated 

research projects within the program.   

 

Speaker Bio 

  Carl E. Landwehr, Ph.D., is Chief of the Cyber Access and Protection Division of the 

Disruptive Technology Office under the Director of National Intelligence, on assignment from 

his position as Senior Research Scientist at the University of Maryland’s Institute for Systems 

Research. He is developing new strategies and directions for the programs in this division with 

the goal of achieving dramatic change in the overall trustworthiness of National Intelligence 

Community systems. He was recently named Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Security & Privacy 

Magazine. He has been active internationally as the founding chair of IFIP WG 11.3 (Database 

and Application Security) and is also a member of IFIP WG 10.4 (Dependability and Fault 

Tolerance).  Dr. Landwehr has received Best Paper awards from the IEEE Symposium on 

Security and Privacy and the Computer Security Applications Conference.  IFIP has awarded 

him its Silver Core, and the IEEE Computer Society has awarded him its Golden Core.  His 

research interests span many aspects of trustworthy computing, including high assurance 

software development, understanding software flaws and vulnerabilities, token-based 

authentication, system evaluation and certification methods, multilevel security, and 

architectures for intrusion tolerant systems.   
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Denial of Service Games 
C. Dingankar Student and R. R. Brooks Associate Professor 

Holcombe Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 

P.O. Box 340915 

Clemson University 

Clemson, SC 29634-0915 

Email: cdingan@clemson.edu,rrb@acm.org 

 

We use combinatorial game theory to analyze the dynamics of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 

attacks on an enterprise. An initial approach and in depth analysis of DDoS problems can be found in [5]. 

The attacker (Red) launches a DDoS on the distributed application (Blue). Both Red and Blue play an 

abstract board game defined on a capacitated graph, where nodes have limited CPU capacities and edges 

have bandwidth constraints. Our technique provides two important results that aid in designing DDoS 

resistant systems:  

(i) It quantifies the resources an attacker needs to disable a distributed application. The design 

alternative that maximizes this value will be the least vulnerable to DDoS attacks.  

(ii) When the attacker can not harvest enough zombies to satisfy the limit in (i), we provide near 

optimal strategies for reconfiguration of the distributed application in response to attempted 

DDoS attacks. While it is intractable to find the optimal strategy for typical applications, since 

our problem is P-Space complete (worse then NP-complete) [9], our approach finds a strategy 

that is within a known constant offset of the optimal solution [3, 9]. 

Our analysis starts by finding the feasible network configurations for Blue that satisfy its computation and 

communications requirements. The min-cut sets [1] of these configurations are the locations most 

vulnerable to packet flooding DDoS attacks. Red places “zombie” processes on the graph, which can 

consume network bandwidth. Given enough zombies, Red can win the game by disabling all possible Blue 

configurations. When the number of Red zombies is limited, the graph structure is used to define a board 

game. Red moves attempt to break Blue communications links. Blue reconfigures its network to re-

establish communications. We analyze this board game using the theory of surreal numbers [2, 6, 7, 8]. If 

Blue can make the game “loopy” (i.e. move to one of its previous configurations), it wins [3]. If Red 

creates a situation where Blue can not successfully reconfigure the network, it wins. We use “thermograph” 

based strategies, originally developed to analyze endgames for Go, to find near optimal reconfiguration 

regimes [2, 3, 4]. 

We define a simple two player game to be played on a computer network. The “physical” graph 

(computer network) is represented by a directed graph structure (EG) with N nodes: 

 

{ }

{ , }

{vertices (nodes) with known CPU bandwidth}

directed edges with known communications bandwidth

EG EV EE

EV

EE

=

!

!

 (1.1) 

The local communications bandwidth available when two processes are placed on the same node is infinite.  

The players are: 

• Blue is a distributed application on the network. A set of programs consume CPU resources on the 

“physical” nodes. For each pair of programs, there is a known communications bandwidth 

requirement. These constraints define a “logical” graph. The set of “feasible configurations” is the 

set of mappings of logical nodes to physical nodes, where the logical graph’s CPU and 

communications needs are satisfied by the physical graph. 

• Red is an attacker that places zombie processes on physical graph nodes. These processes can send 

network traffic over the physical edges to consume network resources. If the Red zombies 

consume enough communications bandwidth to make the physical graph unable to satisfy one of 

the logical graph’s constraints, Blue’s configuration is disabled. 

To determine the set of feasible configurations for Blue, we use the directed graph structure (BG) with M 

nodes: 
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 { }

{ }

{ , }

nodes representing distributed programs with CPU requirements

edges representing communications bandwidth needed between two programs

BG BV BE

BV

BE

=

!

!

 (1.2) 

The set of feasible configurations for blue is the set of mappings of BV onto EV that satisfy these two 

classes of constraints:  

• Node Capacity Constraints: The sum of the CPU requirements for the set of nodes from BV 

assigned to each element of EV is less than or equal to the CPU bandwidth of that element. 

• Edge Capacity Constraints: For each element beij of BE connecting two elements of BV (bvi and 

bvj), where bvi (bvj) is mapped to pvi (pvj)
1
  the max-flow [1] on EG from pvi to pvj must be greater 

than equal to the bandwidth requirement of bvij. If pvi and pvj are the same node, the value of the 

max-flow is infinite. 

The set of feasible blue configuration mappings is denoted as: 

  1 2{ , , , }LBC BC BC BC= K  (1.3) 

Red disrupts a Blue configuration by placing zombies so as to either: 

• Attack node capacities – Red places zombies on a node pvi hosting one or more Blue 

processes. If Red zombies consume enough CPU cycles, the performance of the Blue 

processes on pvi becomes unacceptable. The associated feasible configuration is disabled.  

• Flood arcs – Red places zombies on nodes that do not host Blue processes. These nodes 

produce network traffic that consumes communications bandwidth on edges in EE. If the 

capacity of the min-cut of EG corresponding to an element beij of BE in the current 

configuration falls beneath the value beij, the associated feasible configuration is disabled. 

The node capacity attack is rather trivial and not very interesting. Also, it is typically difficult for Red 

to compromise the servers used by Blue. When this does occur, Blue can also easily detect Red’s presence 

and disinfect the server. We therefore concentrate our analysis on flooding attacks. 

To determine the set of zombies needed by Red, we:  

(i) Calculate the mincut for each element of BE in BCi [1],   

(ii) Find the amount of blue slack capacity (BS) at the mincut,   

(iii) Find the expected number of blue packets dropped for a given volume of zombie traffic, 

and  

(iv) Find the volume of red traffic needed to make the number of blue packets dropped be 

greater than the slack capacity of the mincut. 

This gives us the red traffic (RT) we need to generate in order to flood an element of BE. 

 
1

RT C
BS

!

!

= "
"

 (1.4) 

where,  

!  packets is the Blue (legitimate) traffic 

C is the capacity of the physical arc to be attacked 

 

Zombie placement is done by looking at the maxflow between elements of EV. If the maxflow to a 

node in the mincut of an element of BE is greater than the value in step (iv), that node is a candidate for 

zombie placement. To find the minimum number of zombies required, we look for zombie nodes that can 

disable more than one element of BC. The smallest set of zombies needed to disable all elements of BC 

quantifies the resistance of Blue to DDoS attacks.  

If the attacker does not have enough zombies to disable all Blue configurations, Blue can reconfigure 

to recover from the DDoS attack.  This defines a simple board game, where:  

• Blue starts the game.  

• Each player is allowed one move at a time.  

• Once Red places a zombie on a node it cannot move that zombie until its next turn.  

• Blue reconfigures by migrating a single process from one element of PE to another.  

For the moment, we give both Blue and Red perfect knowledge of each other’s configurations. Red tries to 

force Blue into a position where it cannot recover by transitioning to another element of BC. Blue tries to 

find a “loopy” game [3], where it can always return to a previous configuration. If Blue succeeds in 

                                                
1  and i jpv PV pv PV! !  
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creating the “loopy” game where Red cannot escape from the loop, it wins since it can recover from any 

attack.  

Let’s consider an example. Each player’s moves are denoted by surreal numbers. Blue is the Left 

player. The moves of the Blue player are the configurations it can reach from the current configuration. Our 

example has 3 Blue nodes and 6 physical nodes. We find that 10 Blue configurations [1, 2, 3………10] 

satisfy all the constraints and we require 5 zombies to disable all ten Blue configurations. But Red can only 

use 2 zombies at a time. Each combination of 2 zombies is a Red move denoted by A, B, C, ... Table 1 

shows the details of the game. 

 

Blue Configuration Reconfigure Zombie Move Zombies Disrupt Blue Configurations  

1 2, 3, 4 A 3, 5 1, 2, 7 

2 1, 5, 6 B 1, 6 3, 4, 5 

3 1, 7 C 3, 4 2, 6, 9 

4 1,10 D 1,5 8, 9, 10 

5 2, 8, 9    

6 2, 9    

7 3, 10    

8 5    

9 5, 6    

10 4, 7    
 

Table 1: Details of an example game 

 

We assume that Blue starts the game with Blue configuration 2 and in response to that move Red can 

either choose A or C (as both the zombie moves – A and C can disable Blue configuration 2). Let’s assume 

that Red chooses A. The game tree for the above example would look like Figure 1. If we have to denote 

these game trees in the form of surreal numbers [2, 6, 7, 8, 9], the first level would look like {1, 5, 6 | A, B, 

C, D} where 1, 5, 6 are moves Blue can make (from Blue configuration 2) and A, B, C, D are moves Red 

can make. As we can see in Figure 1a at level 2 if Blue chooses configuration 6 it will loose but if it 

chooses configuration 5 it has a stronger chance of winning.  If Blue can form a loop as shown in Figure 1b 

[2-5-2] and [5-8-5] Blue will never loose as it can keep looping between these two nodes and Red will 

never be able to disrupt it as it will keep reconfiguring itself. In 1a we can see that Red has led Blue into a 

position where Blue is unable to reconfigure itself so Red wins the game.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1a: Game trees                                                                         Figure 1b: Game trees 

NA – Not Allowed 

 

In practice, any given enterprise relies on multiple distributed processes. Similarly, an attacker can not 

expect to destroy all of the processes used by the enterprise at any point in time. The attacker will try to 

maximize the number of processes it can disable at any point in time. This situation describes a “sum of 

games” problem [2], where Blue and Red alternate moves. At each turn, the player chooses a game 

(process) and a move to make in that game. This problem has been shown to be P-Space complete [9] but 
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Berlekamp has used thermographs, like the one in Figure 2, to tractably find near optimal solutions [2, 3, 

4]. In fact, the Sentestrat [2, 3] approach finds solutions within a known constant offset from optimal. In 

this approach, players calculate the amount of influence a given move can have on the final result and play 

the moves that remove volatility from the system first. 
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Fig. 2 Thermograph for {{5 | -5} || -20} 

 

The following application domains could benefit from this approach: 

1. Local Area Networks (LANs): We assume there are no zombies on local machines, but zombies 

exist in the larger Internet that may target processes on the LAN. This approach identifies system 

bottlenecks and tells the administrator if the volume of the external traffic is enough to 

compromise distributed processes on the LAN. 

2. Corporate Networks: When geographically separate offices (remote locations) are connected over 

the Internet using a Virtual Private Network (VPN), zombies can attack the VPN traffic that 

travels through the global Internet. By considering the graph structure of the VPN connections 

between corporate controlled autonomous systems, it is possible to create an adaptive VPN 

infrastructure that can tolerate DDoS attacks. 

3. Global routing problems: Routing between autonomous systems (AS’s) uses the Border Gateway 

Protocol, which is subject to instability in the presence of flooding DDoS attacks. Since some 

domains (*.edu, *.net, *.ru, …) are more likely to host zombies than others (*.mil, *.gov, …), we 

can analyze the AS graph structure to determine if the volume of traffic reaching sensitive BGP 

nodes is enough to disrupt the routing between critical agencies. 
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Introduction

• Combinatorial game theory to analyze the dynamics of
DDoS attacks on an enterprise

• A game is played on a capacitated graph (computer
network)
– Nodes have limited CPU capacities

– Links/Edges have bandwidth constraints

• A distributed application runs on the computer network

• Our approach gives two important results –
– It quantifies the resources an attacker needs to disable a

distributed application

– If the attacker does not have enough zombies required !
provide near optimal strategies for reconfiguration of the
distributed application in response to attempted DDoS attacks
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Physical Environment

• A simple two player game to be played on a
computer network

• The “physical” graph (computer network) is
represented by a directed graph structure (EG)
with N nodes
– EG = [EV,EE]

– EV! vertices with known CPU bandwidth

– EE! is a set of directed edges or links with known
communication bandwidth

– Local bandwidth on each node - Infinite
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Players

• Two players in the game –
– Blue – A set of distributed programs running on physically

connected computers
• BG = [BV,BE]

• BV! is a set of nodes representing distributed programs with
known CPU load

• BE! is a set of edges or links representing the communications
bandwidth needed between two programs

• Local bandwidth on each node - Infinite

• Represented by the color BLUE

– Red – Red is an attacker that places zombie processes on
physical graph nodes.

• Zombies send network traffic over the physical edges

• Number of zombies and where to place them

• Represented by the color RED
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• Set of feasible Blue configurations !set of

mappings of BV onto EV that satisfy two classes

of constraints:

– Nodal Capacity Constraint:

– Edge Capacity Constraint:

• Two Blue nodes on same Physical node – Infinite Arc capacity

• Maxflow for each pair of source and sink on the network

• Set of feasible configurations ! BC = {BC1, BC2... BCL}

 

   Nodal capacity of Physical node    >=   Nodal capacity of Physical node    >=   NodalNodal capacity  capacity of of BlueBlue

Feasible Blue Configurations

MaxflowMaxflow between two Physical nodes >= between two Physical nodes >=  Arc capacity of two Arc capacity of two BlueBlue  nodesnodes
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RED disrupts Blue

• Red disrupts a Blue configuration by placing
zombies so as to -
– Attack node capacities - Red places zombies nodes hosting

one or more Blue processes.
• The node capacity attack is rather trivial and not very interesting

• Difficult for Red to compromise the servers used by Blue

– Flood arcs – Red places zombies on nodes that do
not host Blue processes.

• Zombies produce network traffic that consumes communications
bandwidth on edges in EE

• A Blue configuration is disabled ! required arc capacity of any Blue
edge (s-t) becomes greater than the available maxflow from s-t on
the physical graph

• Our analysis focuses on flooding attacks
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• To determine the set of zombies needed by Red, we:
– Calculate the mincut for each element of BE

– Blue slack capacity at the mincut (BS)

– Expected number of blue packets dropped

– Volume of red traffic  so that ! no. of blue packets dropped > BS

– Red traffic (RT) ,

• Zombie Placement: If the Maxflow to a node in the mincut of an
element of BE is > RT then that node is a candidate for zombie
placement.
– We need minimum number of zombies ! so look for zombie nodes that

can disable more than one element of BC.

– We get a smallest set of zombies needed to disable all elements of BC

Zombie Traffic and Zombie

Placement
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Game

• If the attacker does not have enough zombies to disable all blue
configurations ! Blue has a chance to recover from the DDoS attack by
reconfiguring.

• A simple board game.

• Rules for the game:
– Blue starts the game.

– Each player is allowed one move at a time.

– Blue can take one possible configuration out of the available BC’s for one move.

– Blue cannot have redundancy i.e. multiple Blue copies.

– Once Red places a zombie on a node it cannot move that zombie until its next turn

– Blue reconfigures by migrating a single process from a physical node to another.

– Blue and Red have perfect knowledge of each other’s configurations.

• Aim of each player
– Red tries to force Blue into a position where it cannot recover by transitioning to

another element of BC.

– Blue tries to find a “loopy” game where it can always return to a previous
configuration.
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An Example Game

4, 710

5, 69

58

3, 107

2, 96

2, 8, 95

1,104

1, 73

1, 5, 62

2, 3, 41

ReconfigureBlue Configuration

8, 9, 101, 5D

2, 6, 93, 4C

3, 4, 51, 6B

1, 2, 73, 5A

Disrupt Blue

Configurations

ZombiesZombie

Move
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5

2

1 6

2 9

NA – Zombie at A

6 is chosen

NA – Zombie at C NA – Zombie at A

A

C

[1, 2, 7]

[2, 6, 9]

RED WINS THE GAME !!!!

An Example Game
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2 A [1, 2, 7]

51 6

NA – Zombie at A5 is chosen

B [3, 4, 5]

2 8 9

Loop – (2-5-2) Blue Wins 9 is chosen

C [2, 6, 9]

5 6

NA – Zombie at CLoop – (5-9-5) Blue Wins

BLUE WINS
THE GAME !!!!

An Example Game
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Thermographs

• Any given enterprise relies on multiple distributed processes
– Each distributed process represents a single game

• An attacker can not expect to destroy all of the processes at any
point in time ! tries to maximize the number of disabled processes

• This situation describes a “sum of games” problem

• Blue and Red have alternate moves

• At each turn, a player chooses a game (process) and a move to
make in that game

• This problem has been shown to be ! P-Space complete

• Thermographs can be used to find the near optimal solution

• Use of thermographs to choose a game from all the games and then
make a move in that game
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Applications

• Local Area Networks (LANs): Zombies in the larger
Internet may target processes on the LAN
– To identify system bottlenecks

– To determine if volume of the external traffic can compromise distributed
processes on the LAN.

• Corporate Networks: Zombies can attack the VPN traffic
traveling through global Internet
– Graph structure of the VPN connections can be used to create an

adaptive VPN infrastructure that can tolerate DDoS attacks.

• Global routing problems: Routing between AS uses the
BGP, which is subject to instability in the presence of flooding
DDoS attacks.
– AS graph structure can be used to determine if the volume of traffic

reaching sensitive BGP nodes is enough to disrupt the routing between
critical agencies.
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Trusted Passages: Managing Distributed Trust Needs of Emerging Applications
Mustaque Ahamad, Martim Carbone, Greg Eisenhauer, Jiantao Kong, Wenke Lee, Bryan Payne, Karsten

Schwan and Ramesh Viswanath
School of Computer Science

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30340

1 Motivation

Distributed systems and applications are becoming so complex that it is di!cult for end users to understand
or control (1) where their data will be accessed and stored, and (2) where their processing will be performed.
This is because modern information processing infrastructures routinely cache data, intermediate results
and parameters; they routinely integrate data, mine it, or operate on it on dynamically selected application
servers; and they are now beginning to extend these host-level actions to also make use of underlying platform
elements. At the same time, businesses must use the service architectures and infrastructures provided by
industry, to control costs, to be able to interoperate with their partners, and more generally, to carry out the
distributed IT processes that have now become routine. The following questions arise about the distributed
systems and environments in which applications critical to an enterprise’s operational capabilities are run.
First, to what extent can one trust the open service-based infrastructures companies must use to contain
costs and to gain interoperability with external partners? Second, can open systems like these be used to
construct distributed applications that deliver information critical to an enterprise’s ability to function, in a
timely fashion and with trustworthy results? Third, is it possible to use the cost-e"ective shared Internet-
based infrastructures for critical information processing and delivery in place of expensive enterprise-specific
or point-to-point solutions.

Unfortunately, the answer to the questions posed above is that today’s security technologies are insu!cient
to provide this type of trust for large, distributed applications. In many applications, data is passed between
databases, data processing applications, data format applications, and data serving applications. Moreover,
request parameters and intermediate results are cached in various locations between clients, applications,
and backends. Traditional security technologies, therefore, are unable to e"ectively monitor all of these
interactions and make autonomous trust decisions for the user. For example, a VPN could secure the data
traveling between the client and the server, but it cannot make guarantees about the processing that happens
within the distributed system ‘behind’ the server. Should the client trust the data produced by the server?
Traditional security solutions, which focus on secure storage and transmission of data, are not adequate when
data is processed and stored at multiple points that change over time. New security solutions are needed to
ensure that all applications that produce and process the data remain trustworthy.

2 Approach

Our approach relies on the notion of trusted passages which provide the framework necessary to address the
problem of securing applications that run on large-scale distributed systems. Specifically, this abstraction
dynamically manages trust for applications that execute on open distributed systems. From the client’s
perspective, any single component in a distributed system can be trusted only if it satisfies certain properties.
These properties can vary based on the client’s needs. Some examples include safety (e.g., correct execution
of requested operations), proper handling of information, and acceptable response times. Likewise, the entire
distributed application can only be trusted if each component that a"ects the application satisfies these
properties. This last point is critical to understanding trusted passages. Information traveling through the
components of a distributed application creates a virtual passageway. Therefore, the primary challenge is to
ensure that each part of the passage is trusted.

Dynamic trust management starts by continuously measuring the trust level of each component in the
distributed system. We define a platform as trusted if it processes data without any tampering of the data

1
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or the processing platform. A trusted passage builds on this to also prevent manipulation of data in transit
or the sending of corrupted data. While this definition, based on monitoring of components, is somewhat
weaker than that of a system that is guaranteed to remain secure at all times, it is more practical for
complex systems and is su!cient for the correct operation of important applications (i.e., to perform the
steps originally programmed into the application without undetected modifications due to malicious attacks).
A trusted passage accounts for all aspects of data processing, storage, and transport within the passage.

The trusted passage framework is composed of several components. A local trust controller monitors its
host’s activities using virtual machine introspection and innovative intrusion detection techniques. Multiple
trust controllers are connected to create a distributed system that can use the local information from each
host to provide dynamic management of trust and to construct trusted passages that meet application needs.
New system-level abstractions support e!cient trust controller operation, imposing only small overheads on
application and system execution.

2.1 Using Trusted Passages – An Example

Government and industry are increasingly relying on complex distributed systems to form their core com-
puting infrastructure. For example, companies like Google, Amazon, and eBay use tens of thousands of
computers to support Web service applications. The Federal Bureau of Investigation, along with various
state agencies, maintains a distributed database for crime-related information called the National Crime
Information Center. Delta Air Lines, one of our research partners, maintains a critical distributed system
responsible for processing flight and passenger information. Each of these systems has unique requirements
with regards to uptime, performance, storage, bandwidth, etc. However, they all utilize complex methods for
processing and sharing data: (1) these demanding, distributed applications are considerably more complex
than the traditional client-server model; and (2) data is passed throughout the system in complex paths, and
it is stored, processed, and forwarded at many points between its source and destination.

To illustrate how trusted passages address the emerging security issues in these applications, consider
the operational information system (OIS) used by Delta Air Lines. As shown in Figure 1, this massively
distributed system combines transactional processing, with push-based event delivery and manipulation,
with client-server actions at end points. Its purpose is to continually provide the company with up-to-
date information about all of its flight operations, including data events about passenger boarding, flight
arrivals and departures, flight positions, and baggage. Event generation, transport, processing, and output
use a wide-area distributed network of end systems, servers, and networking equipment that connects them.

CRMScheduling

. . . . . .
Crew

. . .
Flight

Data

Processing

FAA

Record

Keeping

Internal Data Stores

FAA Flight Info

Catering Partners

Maintenance Partners

WorldSpan Flight Reservations

Outsourced Revenue Pipeline
Tier 2 Webservices Farm

Delta Operational

Information System

Local trust Boundaries

Internal Communications

Figure 1: Delta Air Lines OIS.

Business logic applied to data creates
meaningful information and generates
the additional events used for tasks
ranging from the update of airport
terminal displays to notifications sent
to caterers of passengers’ food prefer-
ences. This logic is run on multi-
ple, high end server systems that con-
tinuously process input streams com-
prised of FAA flight position updates
and Delta-specific flight information.
These server systems form an Internal
Event System (IES) that interacts with
clients, both by generating continuously
derived system-state updates and/or by
responding to explicit external requests
for information. The large number of

clients, the complexity of the business logic being applied and its working set size of hundreds of gigabytes,
and a 24/7 uptime requirement dictate that business logic is implemented by multiple subsystems, some of
which may be replicated across multiple nodes (and locations, for disaster recovery). Requirements on a

2
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Figure 2: Trusted Passsages Architecture.

critical system like this include high performance, high reliability and availability, and the ability to maintain
constant service levels (as perceived by system clients), even under ‘unusual’ operating conditions.

The Delta OIS system exhibits many of the architectural features that make these distributed applications
challenging to secure. Trusted passages are designed to provide security to an architecture with these key
features:

• Distributed Data Processing. Data is generated, processed, and inspected at multiple locations
between its origination and destination, across machines internal to a company and with a variety of
external partners who are in di"erent trust domains.

• Distributed Data Storage. Data is stored at multiple locations. This can be for redundancy, locality,
or other architectural reasons.

• Architectural Redundancy. Critical architectural components are replicated in order to provide the
reliability and uptime that these applications demand.

Together, these features describe the framework of a complex distributed system. Trusted passages go beyond
existing security techniques to actively ensure trustworthy operation of these complex systems.

3 Architectural Overview

Figure 2 shows a trusted passage view based on di"erent subsystems and machines jointly providing services
to external clients. The presence of trust controllers running on all of the machines used by the application
processes, with a vertical line between trust controllers and application processes indicating platform-enforced
isolation between them, allows secure monitoring of the application processes. In addition to the the solid lines
indicating application-level communications, dotted lines indicate communications between cooperating trust
controllers. Not explicitly shown in the figure is how trust controllers detect problems and make decisions
about what machines and software systems to trust. Here, we simply note that such decisions will be based
on (1) localized trust – per platform monitoring of applications’ behavior, including their communication
actions, and (2) distributed trust – information exchanged between multiple trust controllers. Trust decisions
are made for each application, and the trust controllers to which an application has subscribed will endeavour
to maintain some viable trusted passage that enables it to carry out its distributed processing tasks.

3
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In our ongoing middleware research [2], we use a combination of active and passive standby nodes to attain
reliable operation in the presence of nodes that can no longer be trusted. In the Agile Store project [4], we
combine replication with secret sharing techniques to deal with dynamically detected attacks. In research
conducted in peer-to-peer settings, we have used a combination of timeouts and result comparison to detect
compromised subsystems, then react with runtime request re-routing and re-replication [5]. We envision a
strategy where a trusted passage is able to create a new, uncompromised domain on a machine used by
the application, and where the application uses its own methods for re-joining the computations and data
exchanges being performed. Conversely, trusted passages will attempt to detect compromised subsystems and
machines under attack, but application specific handling may be necessary to deal with detected problems.

3.1 Localized Trust

Trusted Passages demand that each participating platform actively monitors and manages its activities to
ensure that certain trust properties are met. At a local level, this is handled by the trust controller. The
trust controller has three primary responsibilities:

• Monitor the local host, collect this information, and make a local trust decision.

• Cooperate with remote hosts to support dynamic, distributed trust management.

• Interact with local host applications, to give applications access to trust information and therefore, the
ability to deal with trust gain or loss.

In order to properly perform these tasks, it is critical that the trust controller be inherently trusted. This
trust is provided using virtual machines to form a distinct boundary between the trust controller and the
monitored platform. Leveraging existing work, the proposed architecture uses the Xen hypervisor [1] as a
virtualization platform. The trust controller can execute in a privileged domain, and the monitored platform
can execute in an unprivileged or user domain. This separation isolates the trust controller from traditional
attacks. In addition to the isolation properties, each trust controller will operate in a protected environment
complete with a hardened operating system and an intrusion detection system. Combining this with the
isolation provided by the Xen hypervisor, the trust controller is able to operate at a significantly higher level
of assurance than the monitored operating system. Finally, in order to ensure trustworthy communication
between trust controllers, information must be securely transmitted. We plan to leverage existing work here
and use techniques seen in virtual private networks (VPNs) such as encryption, authentication, and integrity
checking using certificates.

Each trust controller will be responsible for monitoring any other domains running on the same hypervisor.
The process of monitoring between virtual machines is known as virtual machine introspection (VMI). VMI
allows one domain to monitor the current state of other domains including all physical memory, the CPU,
device I/O, and any other data that passes between the hypervisor and domain. In order to facilitate
interactions such as monitoring and response, we defined the XenAccess Library to provide the trust controller
with a high-level view of each domain. This higher level abstraction will facilitate rapid development and
exploration of new ways to leverage the powerful technique of virtual machine introspection.

Using the XenAccess Library, we are exploring innovative ways to monitor a domain. First, trust con-
trollers will monitor program execution and compare the results with execution of the same request on other
nodes. This technique is related to the behavior distance work by Gao et al. [3]. However, in contrast to
this work, we will explore the use of input beyond system calls. The XenAccess Library will allow behavior
distances to be computed using anything from the raw memory in a process image to user-level API calls.
We will research di"erent distance metrics to understand which input provides the most useful measurement
for trusted passages.

In addition to the behavior distance work, we plan to use the XenAccess Library to provide input for
anomaly detection of local program executions. As described above, the XenAccess Library provides an
opportunity to experiment with new types of system information as well as new abstractions. Our work
starts with a traditional anomaly detection approach, and then determines which new data sources (e.g.,

4
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resource utilization by the application) to add into the training set. The end result will provide an additional
tool that will detect deviation from a pre-defined normal behavior.

Combining these two techniques, the trust controller will have a powerful view into the state of the
monitored domain. If the anomaly detector indicates a problem, the trust level of that domain and its
host can immediately go down. However, if the domain passes the anomaly detection test, then the behavior
distance approach will provide a more fine-grained view into its operations. These two approaches complement
each other in such a way that it would be much more di!cult for an attacker to avoid detection while still
carrying out a malicious task.

3.1.1 Distributed Trust

We require that multiple trust controllers executing at di"erent machines coordinate and compare their
results. A compromised domain’s observations are likely to di"er from others and based on such comparisons,
a trust value is associated with the domain. We plan to use models where trust values, that are meaningful
at the application level, dynamically change in the range from 0 and 1 based on observed behavior of nodes.
These values are used to represent the level of trust a controller associates with a domain and the platform
where it runs. Higher trust values indicate a more trusted platform that meets the needs of a trusted passage
and lower values indicate that the resources at the platform cannot be trusted to support the passage. A
trust value degrades rapidly when the trust controller suspects that its observations indicate anomalous
behavior or when they di"er from observations of other controllers. We want the trust value of a platform
that e"ectively supports a trusted passage to gradually increase and get close to 1 with time. Notice that
we establish a distributed network of trusted hypervisors and controllers, and the trust value of a platform is
used to determine if the platform can meet the safety and performance needs of the trusted passage. In this
sense, our network of trust controllers acts as a distributed trust management infrastructure for a passage.
Our research is exploring models for dynamically evolving trust values based on trust controller observations.
We are also investigating how to e"ectively utilize dynamically computed trust values of multiple platforms
to make resource management decisions that ensure that a trusted passage can be supported e"ectively.

4 Conclusions

The trusted passage project is addressing multiple challenges to e"ectively meet trust needs of applications.
The primary thrust is on building trust controllers that are run on a distributed set of platforms to manage
the resources that support a trusted passage. To achieve this goal, we monitor platform execution using
virtual machine introspection and other performance metrics relevant to the trusted passage. The trust
controllers at di"erent nodes share their local information and coordinate their actions to ensure that the
entire passage fulfills our definition of trust. Trust controllers enable us to provide the rich distributed
processing and communication abstraction that we call a trusted passage. We plan to demonstrate the
usefulness of the trusted passage abstraction and our approach for implementing them by experimenting
with lab-scale versions of applications that deal with distributed information processing and dissemination.
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Application Characteristics & Needs:

Example: 3-tier Web Services

• Challenges:
– Execution with distributed set of resources

• Information creation, flow, transformation, caching, and access

– End user services with well-defined properties

• Timely information transport and processing; responsiveness
despite external threats/attacks; valid outcomes and results; …

– Need for online management

• Continuous monitoring and trust assessment

• Runtime reorganization to maintain high levels of trust
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Trusted Passages Approach

• Create and manage distributed
information processing overlays
– Example: sets of proxy servers `connecting’

clients with servers

• Actively manage the overlays to provide
online trust guarantees
– Example: monitor proxy server behavior and

adjust overlay accordingly

Approach: Example (refined):

Content Caching by Proxies

Need for Trusted Passage

Simple Trusted Passage:

Data caching with web proxies: need for a trusted passage:

Client <--> Proxy <--> Server

ClientServer Proxy
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Trusted Passages on Virtualized Platforms:

General Concept
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Trusted Passages - Summary of Concept

• Trusted computing base (hypervisor)

• Hardware support for isolation and safety (VT
technologies)

• Sophisticated monitoring and detection models
and tools:
– Isolated trust controllers

– Exploiting front end/back end device interactions to
eliminate need to instrument Guest OSs

“Trusted passages” uses emerging
technologies to provide new functionality to
end users

Trust Modeling and Management

• Trusted node is one that meets application needs
– Delivers desired performance levels

– Properly processes and handles information

– Probably not compromised

• `Better’ trusted nodes should be selected to
support a “Trusted Passage”

• Management example: use redundant processing
and communication paths to attain higher overall
levels of trust
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Dynamic Trust Evolution

• Trust Controller (TC) monitors actions of a VM
participating in a “Trusted Passage”
– Chosen measurements of VM code and data
– Logging of externally observed actions (e.g., virtualized

device access via Service VM)

• Trust Controllers compare their measurements
for replicated activity

• Incorrect results or incorrect operations degrade
trust in node, whereas correct operations
increase trust level

• Experiment with methods like trust incentives

Platform-level Online Monitoring and

Introspection

• Alternative techniques for monitoring guest OS
activity
– Intercept system activity (e.g., devices vs. using

hardware like performance counters)

– Dynamic integrity checking (e.g., use OS knowledge to
capture and compare key structures jump tables)

– Other methods (e.g., middleware instrumentation)

• Evaluate performance impact of monitoring
– Assistance from platform monitoring services?

• Experiment with trust violations
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Future Platforms and Services for Trusted

Passages

Multi-core

Hypervisor

Domains

(VMs)

• Multi-> Many-Core:
• Trusted Passages: Using

VMs:
• Specialized VMs: performance

impact of using trust controllers
• Management VMs: trust

controller actions on single
machines and interactions
across multiple machines

• Monitoring VMs: costs of
dynamic trust assessment,
introspection, …

• Future Platform Services:
• For Trusted Passages:

• TrustBus: system mechanisms
for hardware support for
efficient monitoring and
management, for on-chip VM-VM
interactions, for cross-platform
interactions

• Adaptive Scheduling: for
guest VMs vs. Trust Controllers
(TC), in response to threats

• Isolation: Isolating TC-TC from
VM-VM interactions for improved
survivability

Summary

• Trusted Passages: new functionality relevant to
large class of applications
– Information stream processing (multimedia, event based

systems – e.g., business activity monitoring, caching
services with proxies, …)

• Exploits new technologies (virtualization, multi-
core, hardware performance counters)

• Research Contributions
–  Useful trust models and dynamic trust evolution

– Platform level monitoring and introspection techniques

– Provides insights for potential new services for multi-
core platforms
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Network Pathogen Spread Model Using Random
Graphs

Christopher Gri!n and Richard R. Brooks

March 23, 2007

Abstract

This talk considers the spread of worms in computer networks using
insights from epidemiology and random graph theory. We provide three
new results. The first result refines previous work showing that epidemics
occur in scale-free graphs more easily because of their structure. We ar-
gue, using recent results from random graph theory that for scaling factors
between 0 and ! 3.4875, any computer worm infection of a scale-free net-
work will become an epidemic. Our second result uses this insight to
provide a mathematical explanation for the empirical results of Chen and
Carley (L. Chen and K. Carley, The Impact of Countermeasure Propa-
gation on the Prevalence of Computer Viruses, IEEE Trans. Sys. Man
and Cybernetics, 34(2), 823-834), who demonstrate that the Countermea-
sure Competing strategy can be more e!ective for immunizing networks
to viruses or worms than traditional approaches. Our third result uses
random graph theory to contradict the current supposition that, for very
large networks, monocultures are necessarily more susceptible than diverse
networks to worm infections.

To facilitate understanding, we will introduce the concepts of ”Random
Graphs” computer network worm, scale-free graphs. We will also provide
essential results from epidemiology when necessary. The results we present
were published in (C. Gri"n and R. R. Brooks, A Note on the Spread of
Worms in Scale-Free Networks, IEEE Trans. Sys., Man and Cybernetics,
36(1):198-202, Feb. 2006).
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UNCLASSIFIED

Worm Spread in

Scale-Free Networks
A Model Using Random Graph Theory

PRESENTED TO:

CSIIR Workshop

Oak Ridge National Lab

PRESENTED BY*:

Christopher Griffin

Penn State Applied Research

*Richard R. Brooks of Clemson University contributed to this study. 

2

Goals of Presentation

• Summarize the epidemiological models of

worm spread in the Internet

• Introduce Random Graphs as models of

the Internet

• Propose a natural model of worm spread

using Random Graphs

• Demonstrate quantitative results showing

this model may be appropriate
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Computer Worms

•• Computing a self-replicating program able toComputing a self-replicating program able to
propagate itself across a network, typicallypropagate itself across a network, typically
having a detrimental effect.having a detrimental effect.

• The name 'worm' comes from The
Shockwave Rider, a science fiction novel
published in 1975 by John Brunner.

• Researchers John F Shoch and John A Hupp
of Xerox PARC chose the name in a paper
published in 1982; The Worm Programs,
Comm ACM, 25(3):172-180, 1982), and it has
since been widely adopted.

4

Epidemic Models

• Epidemiology: The study

of the spread of disease in

populations.

• Diseases may spread

quickly and then die out

(Ebola) or remain

endemic within a

population (Chicken Pox)

• Populations can be

modeled in a number of

ways:

• “SI”, “SIS” or “SIR” models

are most common.
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Mathematical Epidemiology

• Classical Mathematical Epidemiology Uses 3

Key Parameters in SIS/SIR Models:

– R0: The number of secondary infections that occur

when one infective agent is introduced into a

population.

– !(t): The average number of effective contacts an

individual has during his/her infected period.

– R(t) : The average number of secondary infections

produced by an individual during his/her infected

period.

• In general, epidemic is only possible if R0 > 1.

6

Scale-Free Networks

• A graph G=(V,E) is scale
free if the number of vertices
with degree d follows an
inverse power law. That is:

• n(d) = k/d"

– n(d) is the number of
vertices with degree d.

– k is a constant of
proportionality, and

– " is the scaling parameter.

• Scale-free graphs have
gained popularity in recent
years.

• Examples: The World Wide
Web, Human Sexual
Contacts, Protein-Protein
Interaction Networks.
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Worm Models with Epidemiology

• R. Pastor-Satorras and A.

Vespigani studied the spread

of worms in Internet-like

networks using classical

mathematical epidemiology.

– Differential Equation Model

of Infection Spread

– Mean-Field Theory

Approximations

• They show that for certain

scale-free networks with

scaling parameter < 3,

epidemics will occur for all

diseases with R0 > 1.

8

OK, this model “looks” good. Why

not use it?

• Three reasons to search for a different model:

– These models assume a completely mixed population.

– Classical mathematical epidemiology assumes a fluid-like

behavior of individuals.

– R. Pastor-Satorras and A. Vespigani were studying general

scale-free networks, not computer networks specifically.

• Two dangers to note:

– In the absence of ad hoc mesh networks, computers do not

mix.

– The effective R0 is highly dependent on the initial infection

position.
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Graphs and Random Graphs

• A graph G=(V,E) is said to have a giant component H
if H is a subgraph and contains a majority of the
vertices of G.

• A random graph is a misnomer. A random graph is a
tuple (#,p), where # is a set of graphs and p is an
appropriately defined probability measure on a sigma
algebra of #.

• The most widely studied random graph family is
#(n,p), where each graph in # has n vertices when
any graph G is chosen from # the probability that
there is an edge between two arbitrarily chosen
vertices is p.

• These are the Erdös-Renyi Random Graphs.

10

Random Graph Model of SF Graphs

• Aiello et al. have formulated a random graph
model of SF graphs.

• Let #(!,") be the collection of graphs whose
degree distribution follows the curve
n(d)=$exp(")/d%&.
– Here $x& denotes the greatest integer lower bound

for x.

– Aiello et al. have shown that this definition is
mathematically sufficient and that a reasonable
probability measure can be defined.

• In this model, " (roughly) controls the size of
the graph while % controls the scaling of the
graph.
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Relation to Epidemic Models

• Lemma [Griffin & Brooks 2006]: If G is an
element of #(",%), and vertices of G are

uniformly randomly kept with probability

0<p!1 to produce G’, then a.s. G’ has the

same properties as G.

• Theorem [Griffin & Brooks 2006]: For any
infection in graph G'#(",%) with %>2, and with

nodes having susceptibility probability p, then

for all time

! 

R
0

=" t( ) = p
# $ %1( )
# $( )

12

Infection Potential

• Theorem [Griffin & Brooks 2006]: If 2<%<%0,

and for any infectious agent with infection

probability p, a.s. limt() i(t) = p. Where i(t) is

the proportion of infected nodes.

• This result is particularly interesting:

– Often the affects of Internet worms have been

blamed on the monoculture of Microsoft products.

– This theorem suggests that even in the absence of

a network monoculture, for appropriate Internet

structures, 100% infection would occur among the

susceptible nodes.
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Rate of Infection

• Theorem [Griffin & Brooks]:
Suppose that the rate of
infection is constant, then the
time required to achieve total
infection is a.s. O(log|G|).

• Suppose that the infection rate
is r(t), then:

• For certain r(t) we can obtain
an “S” curve matching the
data.

• This gives a natural model of
infection rate that matches the
given data and does not
appeal to continuous mixing
models.

! 

I(t) = exp r(t)dt
0

t

"( )

14

Comparison of Approaches

• When we try a model:

• We obtain:

• The model is seen to be imperfect
because the true “logarithmic rate”
does have hump, but it is probably
not Gaussian in nature.

• G/B puts the diameter of this
monitored network at ~13--this is a
bit smaller than most estimates of
the diameter of the Internet.

r(t) = !1 exp !2 (t " µ)
2( )
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Infection Countermeasures

• Theorem [Griffin & Brooks 2006]: Centralized
patch distribution runs in O(|G|), while decentralized
“white worms” can inoculate machines in time
O(log|G|) assuming a constant rate of transmission.

• This theorem was “experimentally verified” by Chen
and Carley (2005).

• What does this mean?
– Centralized patch distribution is inefficient but…

– Centralized patch distribution is safe.

– Inefficiency is the cost of safety.

• Here is a real tradeoff: either we distribute patches
quickly and prevent global infection at the risk of
creating patch-based errors or we live with our
current security model.

16

Conclusions

• Infectious agents in computer networks can be

modeled using natural “random graph” models.

• These models are more appropriate than continuous

mixing models.

• For scale-free random graph models, total infection is
a.s. whenever %<%0, hence infections are a function of

network structure as much as pathogen.

• Infection rates can be well described using the

random graph model.

• There is a natural trade-off between security

countermeasures efficiency and safety. This confirms

experimental results presented by Chen and Carley.
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Robustness and Adaptation in "Information Ecosystems"  

 

Stephen Racunas, Stanford University 

 

 

Abstract 

 

We have been developing techniques for monitoring and "proofreading" knowledge 

resources, and these techniques proved to scale remarkably well.  We are easily able to 

dynamically proofread the knowledge base containing all known and curated human 

metabolic pathways at speeds that enable real-time human interaction with both the data 

and with continuous evaluations of that data’s internal consistency and reliability.   

 

Recently, both manual and automated techniques for the attachment of machine-

understandable meta-data to incoming knowledge streams have proved to be effective 

ways of  verifying and cross-checking information validity at multiple levels of resolution 

during the evaluation of medical and biological data.  We illustrate the power of such 

techniques by detailing our construction of model verification and hypothesis evaluation 

software for S. cerevisiae.   

 

We outline how one might combine these two technologies to achieve a context-aware 

system capable of recognizing and mitigating both accidental and malicious information 

loss and conflict.  By attaching meta-data to broad classes of information records to 

indicate what an adversary would be able to do with such information if it were 

compromised and what an adversary might do to such information if it were in fact 

misrepresented, we can use our techniques to automatically formulate and evaluate 

hypotheses about historical and potential threats.   

 

As attacks become more commonplace and information infrastructure becomes more 

complex, we believe it will make less and less sense to try to eradicate, forstall or 

backtrace each individual attack.  Organizations produce information which is of value to 

others.  Various allied entities must consume this information in a timely manner for both 

participants to function optimally, and various antagonistic entities must be prevented 

from interfering.  Rather than considering only individual information transactions, we 

believe it makes sense to apply biologically-inspired techniques for evaluating and 

maximizing the fitness of information strategies on the level of entities competing for 

resources  – the level of the “information ecosystem.”  
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Robustness and Adaptation in

"Information Ecosystems"

Stephen Racunas

Christopher Griffin

“Cross-Disciplinary Cross-Pollination”

Bioinformatics work Information Security
Managing hypotheses, evaluating scenarios

Inference based on observations in context

Integration of heterogeneous data to support inference

Information Security Bioinformatics
Identify, prove, discourage IP violations

Confidentiality vs. availability tradeoffs

Secure management for large and oft-used data sets

Common Problems and Overlapping Interests
Inference without compromise

Provenance and tracking

Medical records || compartmentalized data
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Compose and Evaluate Hypotheses

Intuitive interface for
composing and editing
hypotheses

Library of events

Formal semantics specify
hypothesized events in
context

Identify errors in hypotheses

Multiple data types, sources

Suggest refinements

Directly Address End-User Concerns

People worry about specific security threat scenarios

These concerns can be used to form hypotheses
about historical, ongoing, or potential attacks

Hypotheses relate entities and intent
Do data from observed breaches support the hypothesis?

Do current observations disprove the hypothesis outright?

If there is little support for this particular hypothesis, what
entity+intent combinations are more highly supported?

How are these highly supported combinations related?
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Considerations of Intent

Actions always happen in a context

Attacks are caused by a certain set of root intents
Perhaps an intruder intends to probe the security of the US
DoD infrastructure in order to garner sensitive information

Perhaps an intruder intends to cause economic damage to a
specific target within a network or to the network itself

Identification of intent
Help protect from future attacks

Dramatically reduce false alarms

Mitigate the effects of an attack in progress

Help responders identify intent by identifying streams
of events directed to a common goal

Approach the problem with a method firmly rooted in
the formal scientific method of hypothesize-and-test

“Proofreading” Knowledge Sources

Identify “holes” in knowledge

Proofread for:

Inconsistencies

Incompleteness

Gaps

Well-formedness

Misleading Cycles

Suggest “patches”

Internal consistency

Cross-validation with
respect to similar resources
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0%

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

Release 10 Release 11 Release 12 Release 13 Release 14

Incompleteness

Incons is tency

Gaps

Verbos ity

Terseness

Sample KB Proofreading

0%0 %0 %0 %0 %Self-loops

47 %44 %45 %42 %40 %90% Well formed

0.30 %0.32 %0.32 %0.32 %0.40 %Terseness

5.40 %5.85 %6.52 %6.10 %6.80 %Verbosity

0.60 %0.65 %0.65 %0.64 %0.60 %Gaps

1.70 %1.84 %1.95 %2.60 %3 %Inconsistency

3.60 %4.00 %3.80 %3.90 %2 %Incompleteness

R- 14R- 13R- 12R- 11R- 10Property

0 %0 %0 %0 %0 %Self-loops

47 %44 %45 %42 %40 %90% Well formed

0.30 %0.32 %0.32 %0.32 %0.40 %Terseness

5.40 %5.85 %6.52 %6.10 %6.80 %Verbosity

0.60 %0.65 %0.65 %0.64 %0.60 %Gaps

1.70 %1.84 %1.95 %2.60 %3 %Inconsistency

3.60 %4.00 %3.80 %3.90 %2 %Incompleteness

R- 14R- 13R- 12R- 11R- 10Property

Techniques and scripts

used by KB staff for

proofreading their future

releases

Knowledge Base Unification

Human (981 pathways)
Reactome (688 pathways)

BioCyc (185 pathways)

KEGG (108 pathways)

E coli (494 pathways)
Reactome (184 pathways)

BioCyc (235 pathways)

KEGG (75 pathways)

Yeast (548 pathways)
Reactome (313 pathways)

BioCyc (173 pathways)

KEGG (62 pathways)
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Hypothesis-Based Querying

Given at least a “semi-
formal” phrasing…

1. Select the best-
match resource

2. Highlight conflicts

3. Present the “best
completion” from
the union of all
other resources

Meta-Data and Testing for Intent

What could someone actually do if they could gain
access to a given information resource?

Game theory

Meta-data

 Hypothesis space consisting of motives, potential future
actions, and the contexts in which actions take place

Analysis of hypothesis space
Past precedents

Online observations

Prune the potential outcome structure in real time

Provide a “least likely to reject” solution set
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Biologists and Information Security

Biologists worry about information security too…

Unauthorized use of experimental results by others
Data (very bad)

Paradigm-shifting insights (much worse)

“Getting scooped” can ruin a career or a lab

All this without even broaching the issue of bio-medical data!

How to be helpful without being overly vulnerable?
Help others to avoid following false leads

But don’t allow others to steal your unpublished good ideas

Track what results contradict which hypotheses and how

But respect sensitive aspects of methodologies or raw data

Community Tools
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“Information Ecosystem”

Organizations and individuals produce, consume,
and compete for information

Most require outside information to function

Primary objective is not to restrict information flow

Objective is to make an entity or organization
maximally competitive in its information
environment

Such optimization is possible

Rich history in biological domain

We seek new techniques for combining logical and
numerical optimization in a contradiction-based way

The End

Thank you!
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Deploying Statistical Anomaly Detection to Improve Cyber Security:
Strategy, Benefits, and Results

Dr. Greg Shannon, Chief Scientist, CounterStorm, Inc.

There will always be new vulnerabilities in the information networks that control our nation’s critical

infrastructure. Problems arise both in legacy systems and in any new device or software application
that we deploy. This is a persistent problem because our adversaries work constantly to find new and

inventive means to uncover our vulnerabilities and attack our information and control systems.
Our current approach to the problem with signature-, rule- and policy- based intrusion detection
is self-limiting; it only protects us from what has happened in the past.  In contrast, anomaly detection

(AD) tools allow us to recognize new conditions on the network that may be indications of previously
unknown attack mechanisms, i.e. zero-day attacks. In this presentation, we describe the advantages
and challenges of AD for protecting our critical information systems.

Some vendors advocate a broad-based approach to the problem; a one-system fits all solution. One

such approach is exemplified by NBAD systems. These systems use anomaly detection but they use it to

provide a system administrator with an overview of network performance statistics with the goal of
maintaining the health of the network.  Our view is much more focused; we are using anomaly
detection strictly for security purposes.  The Netflow data used by NBAD systems does not provide

sufficient granularity for useful analysis of network security-related events. We use normal traffic on a
healthy network as a baseline from which to learn when abnormal traffic flow indicates an impending
attack.

We have deployed our anomaly detection software successfully to recognize targeted attacks, botnets,

and worms. Our experience from use in the field makes us confident that our sensors detected threats

for which there are as yet no known signatures; in fact signatures for these attacks were not developed
until 4 to 48 hours later.

In this presentation, I first discuss the truly disruptive nature of anomaly detection technology. I’ll

describe the state of the art in AD and where I believe the technology will most benefit from a new
research focus. Deployment considerations for AD sensors will be discussed along with the advantages

and disadvantages inherent in each example. One commercially available AD system will be described
in detail. Results from field deployment of CounterStorm’s Active Threat Recognition Suite will be
described along with results of a joint deployment with an Autonomous System Traceback program

developed by Southwest Research Institute. The advantages of coupling these two systems – one that
can recognize an impending or on-going network attack and one that determines attribution for that
attack – will be discussed.

The challenges that need to be addressed with AD tools are similar to any network detection system:

Once we have determined that network behavior is significantly different from normal, what should be

done? What information does the end-user need and how best do we convey this information? How
much of the mitigation of the threat should be done automatically and what oversight role should the
human play in this mitigation? Many of these issues depend on the deployment environment. Will there

be a CERT team in-place to address the problem? How do we reduce the number of false positives in
the system? For a particular environment (such as the Insider Threat for the Intelligence Community),

would it be better to not report than to over-report? Who sets these policies and how do we help to
determine how they should be set?

Like any truly disruptive technology, adaptation through operational use is the key that will allow AD

sensors to radically change the way we currently do business. The future is not in vulnerability patches
and fast signature distribution; the future is in recognizing that the system is malfunctioning before the
damage is done.
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Dr. Greg Shannon:  Dr. Greg Shannon is CounterStorm's primary representative to U.S. government

agencies and system integrators. He is also the Company's Principal Investigator for its two DHS SBIR
Phase II awards. Dr. Shannon's research, development and management experience spans two decades

with industry, academic and government working on security, networks and data analysis. Prior to
joining CounterStorm, Dr. Shannon worked at Lucent Technologies, Ascend Communications, his own
startup, Los Alamos National Lab, and Indiana University on such projects as FCC-recommended cyber

security best practices, normalization of encryption export controls for network security equipment,
and building scalable network-security appliances. Dr. Shannon received his B.S. from Iowa State
University in computer science with minors in mathematics, statistics and economics, and earned his
Ph.D. in Computer Sciences from Purdue University.

Company Overview: CounterStorm is a leading provider of modular threat detection and mitigation

software development kits (SDKs) to security and infrastructure companies, as well as sophisticated
government and commercial end users. Headquartered in New York City, the company was formed in

August 2001 to commercialize patent-pending technologies developed at Columbia University under
grants from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). CounterStorm is venture funded,
with Novak Biddle Venture Partners, JK&B Capital, and Paladin Capital Group as lead investors. The

company has also been awarded Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) grants by the Homeland
Security Advanced Research Projects Agency (HSARPA) of the Department of Homeland Security's
Science and Technology Directorate.

www.counterstorm.com
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Comments on Disruptive Technologies

• The DT usually has

new / unique

capabilities

• The DT often is

invented by or at

least known by the

incumbents

• The DT always has

an initial niche area

of REAL application

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Disruptivetechnology.gif
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Serious Cyber Threats

How do we protect mission-critical networks and

applications against the growing volume of

sophisticated cyber attacks?

• Attacks are designed to avoid detection

• Protection is needed BEFORE attacks start

Microsoft

Clients

Microsoft

Servers

Unix

Servers

Custom

Applications

Known,

Common

Threats

Unknown,

Zero-day,
Targeted,

Slow,

Polymorphic,

Stealthy

ThreatsC
u

rr
e

n
t 

D
e

fe
n

s
e

s
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Thesis

• Statistical Anomaly Detection is a disruptive technology to

the incumbents of signatures, policies and rules for

detecting the most serious threats to information systems

and networks

• Statistical Anomaly Detection now has a niche in improving

federal cyber security where incumbent solutions are

significantly inadequate

• Statistical Anomaly Detection needs R&D investments to

improve the demonstratable scope of threats detected,

understanding alerts and threat scalability
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CounterStorm Background

• Protecting against politically and criminally motivated attacks

• Handle the next generation of threats

• CounterStorm-1 appliance for internal threat protection

• Software subsystems

• Founded in 2001

• Headquartered in NYC

• Started with research at Columbia funded by DARPA since the mid-90s

• Enterprise proven, government supported

• Enterprise customers in healthcare, media and finance

• Two Department of Homeland Security SBIR phase II grants

• Used in DoD programs
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What is Statistical Anomaly Detection?

• Anomalies reflect important observable behavior

• Bad ! Anomaly         …    Finding Lose Threads

• Statistical Anomaly Detection:

• A machine-learning technique for detecting when observed behavior
statistically deviates from a base-line behavior profile

• E.g., The probability of observing this value/event is .001%

• A packet of all K!s on port 80

• 100 SMTP connections in 10 seconds

• Anomaly Detection leverages the inherent complexity of networked
systems to detect the growing variety of threats, especially evasive
zero-day threats

• It is NOT:

• Detecting protocol violations (protocol anomaly detection)

• Setting value thresholds (network behavior analysis, NBAD)

• Drawing graphs for operators to “see” unusual behavior
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Problem Space – Detecting Cyber Threats

• Problem

• Detect cyber threats in a timely manner

• Status Quo

• Signatures, rules and policies

• Based on past or anticipated threats

• Key Detection Properties

• Coverage of known threats

• Installability

• Alert understandability

• Coverage of evasive and new threats

• Scalability to threat volume, velocity and variety

• Accuracy

Copyright 2007, CounterStorm, Inc. May, 2007 88

Status Quo v. Anomaly Detection

PoorExcellentInstallation

FairFairAccuracy

GoodPoorThreat Scalability

GoodPoorEvasive & New Threats

PoorExcellentUnderstanding Alerts

FairExcellentKnown Threats

Anomaly DetectionStatu Quo
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What Can Statistical Payload Analysis (SPA) Do?

CR II Distribution v. Normal-Packets Distribution

Copyright 2007, CounterStorm, Inc. May, 2007 1010

• Detects anomalous payloads

• Compared with previously seen traffic on that network

• Correlate anomalies by source or destination

• Anomalous payloads are common in botnets

• Asking hosts to behave differently

• Difficult for any botnet to avoid detection

• Creation

• Exploits – known and zero-day

• Command & Control

• Tunneled traffic (IRC over HTTP)

• Unexpected encrypted/compressed traffic

• Action

• Data exfiltration

Finding Botnets with Statistical Payload Analysis (SPA)

DHS Funded
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CounterStorm-1 Appliance: How It Works

• Multiple advanced detection engines  ense
• Statistical payload analysis (SPA)

• Recognizes exploits at layer 7 without signatures

• Behavioral attack recognition

• Recognizes initial attack propagation patterns

• Requires no signatures or protocol rules

• Flow anomaly detection

• Dynamically baselines network traffic to detect
anomalous activity

• Dynamic honeypot

• Detects attacks on unused network addresses

• Dynamic real-time correlation Infer
• Processes evidence from multiple sensor engines

• Eliminates false positives

• Quarantine engine Act
• Applies flexible response policy to stop attacks

Flow

Anomalies

Dynamic

Honeypot

Behavioral

Engine

Statistical

Payload

Analysis

Correlation

Engine

Quarantine

Engine

Sense

Infer

Act

CounterStorm Confidential
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0
2 2 2 3

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

False Positive

True Positive

Healthcare Case Study

The customer:

• East coast community hospital system

• 7 centrally managed hospital facilities with 2 data centers

• 2,700 bed facility, 23,000 employees, 4,600 physicians

• Diverse user community

CounterStorm Detected:         97% accuracy over 6 months

• Zero-day attacks

• Botnets

• Root-kits

• P2P

• Worms

Copyright 2007, CounterStorm, Inc. May, 2007 1414

R&D to Strengthen Anomaly Detection!s Advantages

• Evasive and new threats

• Training on dirty data

• Anit-mimicry via combinatorics

• Scalability to threat volume, velocity and variety

• Scalable use of signaures

• Account for new attack modes

• Web 2.0/user content

• IPv6

• Virtualization

• Continuous pressure from Moore!s Law

• Accuracy Improvements

• T/F positives, false negatives

• Protocol/modality-specific

• Correlation/inference techniques
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R&D to Make Anomaly Detect Competitive

• Coverage of known threats

• Update test methodologies to account for training

• Available / relevant zoos

• Communicate results

• Alert understandability

• What!s an anomaly mean?

• What do correlated anomalies mean?

• How can we provide autonomic explanations?

• How to “pull the lose thread?”

• Installation

• Plug and play

• Environment drift
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Recap

• Statistical Anomaly Detection is a disruptive technology to

the incumbents of signatures, policies and rules for

detecting the most serious threats to information systems

and networks

• Statistical Anomaly Detection now has a niche in improving

federal cyber security where incumbent solutions are

significantly inadequate

• Statistical Anomaly Detection needs R&D investments to

improve the demonstratable scope of threats detected,

understanding alerts and threat scalability
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Application of Risk Management Principles in Information Technology Permitting 
Decision Makers to Target Funding for Security Investments 
 
by Dr. Martin A. Carmichael, Chief Information Officer, The Rader Network, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
 
Abstract 
 
Federal, state, and corporate security officials find it difficult to communicate with 
decision makers – in the business terms they understand – why investing in information 
technology security is an imperative1.  In particular, Chief Information Officers (CIOs) 
and Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) must effectively explain that security is 
not an overhead cost but a business enabler, allowing organizations to comply with the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act and other governance regulations.  This is largely due to the fact 
there has not been a cost effective, efficient, or comprehensive tool to establish a 
mathematically-provable business case.  Statistical analysis software that applies risk 
management principles to information technology has been developed to resolve this 
inadequacy.  Technology Risk Manager (TRM) software is specifically designed as a 
comprehensive strategy to meet the challenge of creating defensible, cyber security 
business cases. 
 
Problem 
 
The combination of increased vulnerability, increased stakes, and increased threats 
make cyber security one of the most important emerging challenges in the evolution of 
modern cyber infrastructure design and deployment.2  Correspondingly, there is 
increased difficulty to establish a “return-on-investment” business case that decision 
makers can understand and appreciate as cyber infrastructures become larger, more 
complex, and more distributed.  Security officials must be able to communicate the 
importance of information technology security in terms easily understood by those who 
control investment in cyber infrastructure design and deployment to prevent loss of life 
… and the loss of our way of life. 
 
“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.”3  Regardless, organizations develop 
budgets and expend funds without an effective means of measuring information 
technology security.  For example, Gartner Incorporated advises organizations to spend 
from 4% to 6% of their information technology budgets on information security.  
Yet determining “bang for the buck” is currently subjective, indefinite, ad hoc, 
indefensible, and lacking in scientific methodology. 
 
Information security budgets are expected to increase 4.5 percent in the next year.4  
As with the Maginot Line, it is becoming increasingly difficult to build affordable 
information technology protection defenses.5  Organizations that can accurately 
measure information technology risk can reduce costs. 
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Approach 
 

Not all numbers qualify as metrics.  The so-called “metrics” currently captured during 
network scans are simply counts -- patches to upload, vulnerabilities noted, past 
security compromises, etc.  The metrics that result from TRM analyses are true metrics 
that can be scientifically scrutinized.  TRM metrics are numerical facts based on 
statistical analyses.  TRM metrics are objective, quantitative, repeatable, and 
defensible.  TRM metrics predict the likelihood of security failure within an information 
technology environment along each of the four dimensions of risk:  confidentiality, 
integrity, availability, and audit.  TRM Risk Indices describe the likelihood of security 
failure as a statistically-derived percentage along each risk dimension within a defined 
period of time and a baseline threat.  Each process on an enterprise is evaluated for its 
security characteristics.  Adjacencies are measured and the results are aggregated to 
determine each host’s security characteristics.  Adjacencies are measured a second 
time and the host calculations are aggregated to calculate the Risk Indices.  TRM 
provides a systemic view of information technology security, empowering managers to 
direct this activity with the same precision they use to manage risks in their other 
resources.  Upon establishing a baseline, a TRM-certified user can accurately model 
and simulate how strategies and technologies can be best used to protect assets.  
Decisions can then be made based on proactive analyses and predictive modeling.  
TRM reduces the certification and accreditation reporting process from months to 
weeks.  TRM converts information assurance from a subjective to an objective 
management process. 
 

Results 
 

We can only trust what can be quantitatively measured.  Implementation of the modeled 
and simulated recommendations following a TRM analysis historically have resulted in 
an average 19% decrease in overall risk within an enterprise. 
 

Conclusion 
 

TRM is commercially available software specifically designed to empower security 
officials to determine return on investment in objective, quantitative, repeatable, 
defensible, and predictive terms.  The selective outputs of a TRM analysis yield results 
that can be certified and accredited versus in hypothesized prose.  TRM provides 
quantitative metrics of information technology security, which enable users to specify 
security requirements, formulate security claims, and certify security properties as a 
comprehensive strategy to meet the challenge of creating defensible, cyber security 
business cases.  TRM is specifically designed as a comprehensive strategy to meet the 
challenge of cyber security in the 21st century.  TRM permits information technology 
security professionals to shift their focus away from winning battles towards the 
strategies to win the war.  TRM will elevate trust in critical infrastructures.  
The Rader Network sincerely believes that TRM will fundamentally change information 
technology security as we currently know it.
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PhilosophyPhilosophy

Quantitative metrics are desirable, and should be
attempted in all verification, validation, and
accreditation activities

Quantitative metrics in information assurance
eliminate ambiguity in computational-experimental
comparisons

Prior to TRM, obtaining quantitative metrics in
information assurance and defining their associated
success criteria was not possible
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The Challenge (Narrative View)The Challenge (Narrative View)

Prior to TRM,

not possible in

information assurance

National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP)

National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST)

National Security Agency (NSA)

Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs)

Department of Defense (DoD):

DOD Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation

Program (DIACAP)

DoD Information Technology Security Certification and

Accreditation Process (DITSCAP)

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)

Defense Information Technology Contracting Office (DITCO)

Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO)

U.S. Air Force (USAF)

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996

Public Key Infrastructure

Non-Parametric Parametric
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The Challenge (TRM View)The Challenge (TRM View)

Non-parametric risk data Parametric risk data
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Variable ###

Variable ###

Variable ###

TRM©

Proprietary

Database

Accepted

Business

and

Academia

Theorems

Theorem E

Theorem F

Theorem G

Theorem H

Theorem I

Theorem J

Theorem D

Theorem C

Theorem B

Theorem A

TRM© is a
Computer Security
Objects Register

(CSOR)
Registered Algorithm

Maximum

Minimum

Result
(“weighted

factor”)

Only TRM© can convert non-parametric values to parametric values
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TRM TRM –– Calculating Metrics Calculating Metrics

Each process on the network is evaluated for its

security characteristics

Adjacencies are measured and the results are

aggregated to determine each host’s security

characteristics

Adjacencies are measured a second time and the

host calculations are aggregated to calculate the

Risk Indices
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DefinitionsDefinitions

Not all numbers qualify as metrics.  True metrics are
numerical facts based on statistical analyses:

Objective:  the number is based strictly on mathematical risk
characteristics

Quantitative:  the number represents the only true statistical
knowledge

Repeatable:  mathematical or scientific facts must always be
repeatable

Defensible:  statistical analysis is a long-established and highly
respected science
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Definitions (continued)Definitions (continued)

TRM Metrics are predictive:

TRM metrics predict the likelihood of a future security failure

along each of the Four Dimensions of Risk

Other “metrics” consist of counts -- patches to upload,

vulnerabilities noted, past security compromises, etc
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Definitions (continued)Definitions (continued)

The Four Dimensions of Risk

Confidentiality: measures how well an organization can
authenticate and authorize its users

Integrity: shows how reliable the systems of an organization are
in keeping information accurate

Availability: measures how likely an authorized individual is to
be able to access appropriate information

Audit: shows how effectively an organization can determine
which individuals accessed what data while on their systems
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Definitions (continued)Definitions (continued)

TRM Risk Indices describe the likelihood of failure

(as a percentage) along the specified dimension

given three months and a hacker of average abilities

High Numbers are Bad
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EmphasisEmphasis

TRM Return on Investment – TRM’s metrics enable

straightforward ROI calculations
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Emphasis (continued)Emphasis (continued)

TRM’s Consistency and Variance -- reducing the

Risk Index is not the whole story.  There needs to be

consistency across the network.
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TRM TRM –– Maturity Maturity
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TRM TRM –– The Next Level of Security The Next Level of Security

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it”

Peter Drucker

TRM enables you to both measure and manage

information assurance with unprecedented accuracy
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ABSTRACT 

Secure coding standards define rules and recommendations to 

guide the development of secure software systems.  Establishing 

secure coding standards provides a basis for secure system 

development as well as a common set of criteria that can be used 

to measure and evaluate software development efforts and 

software development tools and processes. This paper describes 

plans by the CERT/Coordination Center at the Software 

Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University to establish, 

through a coordinated community effort, a set of secure coding 

standards for commonly used programming languages. 

Keywords 

Security, Standardization, Programming languages. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Society’s increased dependency on networked software systems 

has been matched by an increase in the number of attacks aimed 

at these systems. These attacks—directed at governments, 

corporations, educational institutions, and individuals—have 

resulted in loss and compromise of sensitive data, system damage, 

lost productivity, and financial loss [19]. 

Software vulnerability reports continue to grow at an alarming 

rate [1] and a significant number of them result in technical alerts 

[2]. To address this growing threat, the introduction of software 

vulnerabilities during software development and ongoing 

maintenance must be significantly curtailed. 

An essential element of secure software development is well 

documented and enforceable coding standards. Coding standards 

encourage programmers to follow a uniform set of rules and 

guidelines determined by the requirements of the project and 

organization, rather than by the programmer’s familiarity or 

preference.  Once established, these standards can be used as a 

metric to evaluate source code (using manual or automated 

processes) to determine compliance with the standard. 

There are numerous available sources, both online and in print, 

containing coding guidelines, best practices, suggestions, and tips. 

For example, the following books have been published containing 

C/C++ programming languages rules and guidelines:  

! C++ Coding Standards: 101 Rules, Guidelines, and Best 

Practices [21] 

! Effective C++ : 55 Specific Ways to Improve Your Programs 

and Designs (3rd Edition) [10] 

! More Effective C++: 35 New Ways to Improve Your 

Programs and Designs [11] 

! Effective STL: 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of the 

Standard Template Library [12] 

! C++ Programming Guidelines [16] 

! C Programming Guidelines [17] 

Industry-specific standards such as the Motor Industry Software 

Reliability Association (MISRA) Guidelines for the use of the C 

language in critical systems [13] have also been published. 

Additionally, many companies have internal coding standards.  

An example of a publicly released coding standard is the Joint 

Strike Fighter Air Vehicle C++ Coding Standards [9]. 

Many online sources of coding practices and coding rules also 

exist, including the Build Security In web site [4] sponsored by 

the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National 

Cyber Security Division.  The SAMATE Reference Dataset 

(SRD), maintained by NIST [15], provides a set of programs with 

known weaknesses in code, design, or architecture that can lead to 

exploitable vulnerabilities. The Common Weaknesses 

Enumeration (CWE), maintained by MITRE, is a dictionary of 

known security weaknesses in code, design, and architecture that 

can lead to exploitable vulnerabilities [14].  

With all these sources of information, it might seem that a secure 

coding standard for these languages would be unnecessary. 

However, none of these sources provides a prescriptive set of 

secure coding standards that can be uniformly applied in the 

development of a software system.  This conclusion is reinforced 

by the Secure Software Assurance Common Body of Knowledge 

[18] published by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 

which laments the “lack of public standards as such for secure 

programming.” 

 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 

personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 

not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that 

copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page.
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2. SCOPE 
At one extreme, a secure coding standard can be developed for a 

particular release of a compiler from a particular vendor.  At the 

other extreme, the standards can be designed to be not only 

compiler independent but also language independent.  

A coding standard for a particular compiler release has the largest 

possible benefit to the smallest group of users.  Targeting a 

particular compiler allows for the definition of rules and 

guidelines that deal specifically with the peculiarities of that 

implementation, including defects in the implementation and non-

standard extensions.  At the other extreme, a language- 

independent coding standard has the least possible benefit to the 

largest possible group of users, as the rules and guidelines 

specified at this level of abstraction are largely notional.  

The secure coding standards proposed by CERT are based on 

documented standard language versions as defined by official or 

de facto standards organizations. For example, secure coding 

standards are planned for the following languages: 

! C programming language (ISO/IEC 9899:1999) [5] 

! C++ programming language ( ISO/IEC 9899:1999) [6] 

! Sun Microsystems’ Java2 Platform Standard Edition 5.0 API 

Specification [20] 

! C# programming language (ISO/IEC 23270:2003) [7] 

Applicable technical corrigenda and documented language 

extensions such as the ISO/IEC TR 24731 extensions to the C 

library [8] will also be considered.  

The scope allows specific guidance to be provided to broad 

classes of users.  Programming language standards, like those 

created by ISO/IEC, are primarily intended for compiler 

implementers. Secure coding standards are ancillary documents 

that provide rules and guidance directly to developers who 

program languages defined by these standards. 

3. GOALS 
The goal of each coding standard is to define a set of rules that are 

necessary (but not sufficient) to ensure the security of software 

systems developing in the respective programming languages. 

A secure coding standard consists of rules and recommendations.  

Coding practices are defined to be rules when all of the following 

conditions are met 

1. Violation of the coding practice will result in a security flaw 

that may result in an exploitable vulnerability. 

2. There is an enumerable set of exceptional conditions (or no 

such conditions) where violating the coding practice is 

necessary to ensure the correct behavior for the program. 

3. Conformance to the coding practice can be verified. 

Rules must be followed to claim compliance with a standard 

unless an exceptional condition exists.  If an exceptional 

condition is claimed, the exception must correspond to a pre-

defined exceptional condition and the application of this 

exception must be documented in the source code. 

Recommendations are guidelines or suggestions. Coding practices 

are defined to be recommendations when all of the following 

conditions are met 

1. Application of the coding practice is likely to improve 

system security. 

2. One or more of the requirements necessary for a coding 

practice to be considered a rule cannot be met. 

Compliance with recommendations is not necessary to claim 

compliance with a coding standard.  It is possible, however, to 

claim compliance with one or more verifiable guidelines. The set 

of recommendations that a particular development effort adopts 

depends on the security requirements of the final software 

product.  Projects with high-security requirements can dedicate 

more resources to security, and are thus likely to adopt a larger set 

of recommendations. 

4. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 
The development of a secure coding standard for any 

programming language is a difficult undertaking that requires 

significant community involvement. To produce standards of the 

highest possible quality, CERT is implementing the following 

development process: 

1. Rules and recommendations for a coding standard are 

solicited from the communities involved in the development 

and application of each programming language, including the 

formal or de facto standard bodies responsible for the 

documented standard. 

2. These rules and recommendations are edited by senior 

members of the CERT technical staff for content and style 

and placed in the Secure Coding area of CERT web site for 

comment and review [3].  

3. The user community may then comment on the publically 

posted content using threaded discussions and other 

communication tools.  Once a consensus develops that the 

rule or recommendation is appropriate and correct the final 

rule is incorporated into the coding standard. 

Various groups, including the ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22/WG14 

international standardization working group for the C 

programming language have expressed an interest in supporting 

this model. 

5. USAGE 
These rules may be extended with organization-specific rules.  

However, the rules contained in a standard must be obeyed to 

claim compliance with the standard.  

Training may be developed to educate software professionals 

regarding the appropriate application of secure coding standards.  

After passing an examination, these trained programmers may 

also be certified as secure coding professionals. 

Once a secure coding standard has been established, tools can be 

developed or modified to determine compliance with the standard. 

One of the conditions for a coding practice to be considered a rule 

is that conformance can be verified.  Verification can be 

performed manually or automated.  Manual verification can be 

labour intensive and error prone.  Tool verification is also 

problematic in that the ability of a static analysis tool to detect all 

violations of a rule must be proven for each product release, to 

detect regression errors. Even with these challenges, automated 

validation may be the only economically scalable solution to 

validate conformance with the coding standard. 
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Software analysis tools may be certified as being able to verify 

compliance with the secure coding standard. Compliant software 

systems may be certified as compliant by a properly authorized 

certification body by the application of certified tools. 

6. SYSTEM QUALITIES 
Security is one of many system attributes that must be considered 

in the selection and application of a coding standard. Other 

attributes of interest include safety, portability, reliability, 

availability, maintainability, readability, and performance.  

Many of these attributes are interrelated in interesting ways.  For 

example, readability is an attribute of maintainability; both are 

important for limiting the introduction of defects during 

maintenance that could result in security flaws or reliability 

issues.  Reliability and availability require proper resources 

management, which contributes also to the safety and security of 

the system.  System attributes such as performance and security 

are often in conflict requiring tradeoffs to be considered.   

The purpose of the secure coding standard is to promote software 

security.  However, because of the relationship between security 

and other system attributes, the coding standards may provide 

recommendations that deal primarily with some other system 

attribute that also has a significant impact on security.  The dual 

nature of these recommendations will be noted in the standard. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The development of secure coding standards is a necessary step to 

stem the ever-increasing threat from software vulnerabilities.  

Establishing secure coding standards allows for a common set of 

criteria that can be used to measure and evaluate software 

development efforts and software development tools and 

processes.  Once established, secure coding standards can be 

incrementally improved, as a common understanding of existing 

problems and solutions allows for the development of more 

advanced security solutions. 
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Increasing Vulnerabilities

Reacting to vulnerabilities in

existing systems is not working
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3

Vulnerabilities Cost Vendors

A study based on real vulnerability announcements in 1999-

2004 revealed: an average drop of  the concerned vendor's

stock price  of 0.6% after each vulnerability announcement

— Tehang / Wattal, Carnegie Mellon Univerisity, 2004

"Impact of Software Vulnerability Announcements on the Market

Value of Software Vendors – an Empirical Investigation"

... not to mention the damage to the vendor's reputation

4

Most Vulnerabilities caused by
Programming Errors

64% of the vulnerabilities in NVD in 2004 are due to

programming errors

• 51% of those due to classic errors like buffer overflows, cross-site-

scripting, injection flaws

• Heffley/Meunier (2004): Can Source Code Auditing Software Identify

Common Vulnerabilities and Be Used to Evaluate Software Security?

Cross-site scripting, SQL injection at top of the

statistics (CVE, Bugtraq)  in 2006

"We wouldn't need so much network security if we

didn't have such bad software security"

  --Bruce Schneier
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5

Unexpected Integer Values

Unexpected values are a common source of software

vulnerabilities (even when this behavior is correct).

An unexpected value is not

one you would expect to get

using a pencil and paper

6

Fun With Integers

char x, y;

x = -128;

y = -x;

if (x == y) puts("1");

if ((x - y) == 0) puts("2");

if ((x + y) == 2 * x) puts("3");

if (x != -y) puts("4");
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7

CERT Vulnerability Analysis

8

CERT Secure Coding Initiative

Work with software developers and software

development organizations to eliminate vulnerabilities

resulting from coding errors before they are

deployed.

• Reduce the number of vulnerabilities to a level where

they can be handled by computer security incident

response teams (CSIRTs)

• Decrease remediation costs by eliminating vulnerabilities

before software is deployed
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9

Overall Thrusts

Advance the state of the practice in secure coding

Identify common programming errors that lead to

software vulnerabilities

Establish standard secure coding practices

Educate software developers

10

Current Capabilities

Secure Coding in C and C++

• Addison-Wesley book

• Training

Secure coding web pages

www.cert.org/secure-coding/

Secure string and integer library development

Involvement in international standards activities:

• ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22/WG14 C programming language

international standardization working group

• ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22 OWG Vulnerabilities
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11

Current and Planned Efforts

CERT Secure Coding Standards

• C and C++ Programming Language

• Community development process

Training courses

• Direct offerings

• Partnered with industry

Software Validation and Verification

• Partner with software tool vendors to validate

conformance to secure coding standards

• Partner with software development organizations to

evaluate the application of secure coding standards

12

CERT Secure Coding Standards

Identify coding practices that can be used to improve

the security of software systems under development

Specific objectives include

• avoiding undefined behaviour

• avoiding implementation defined behaviour

• improving clarity for review and maintenance

• providing a consistent style across a program or set of

programs

• avoiding common programmer errors

• incorporating good practice, particularly with regard to

‘future proofing’
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13

Scope

The secure coding standards proposed by CERT are based

on documented standard language versions as defined by

official or de facto standards organizations.

Secure coding standards are under development for:

• C programming language (ISO/IEC 9899:1999)

• C++ programming language (ISO/IEC 14882-2003 )

Applicable technical corrigenda and documented language

extensions such as the ISO/IEC TR 24731 extensions to the C

library are also included.

14

Secure Coding Web Site (Wiki)
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15

Rules and Recommendations

Coding practices are classified as either rules or

recommendations

• Rules need to be followed to claim compliance.

• Recommendations are guidelines or suggestions.

16

Rules

Coding practices are defined as rules when

• Violation of the coding practice will result in a security

flaw that may result in an exploitable vulnerability.

• There is an enumerable set of exceptional conditions (or

no such conditions) where violating the coding practice is

necessary to ensure the correct behavior for the

program.

• Conformance to the coding practice can be verified.
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Recommendations

Coding practices are defined as recommendations

when

• Application of the coding practice is likely to improve

system security.

• One or more of the requirements necessary for a coding

practice to be considered as a rule cannot be met.

18

Community Development Process

Published candidate rules and

recommendations at:

www.securecoding.cert.org

Rules are solicited

from the community

Threaded discussions for public vetting

Candidate coding practices are

moved into a secure coding standard

when consensus  is reached

Secure

coding

standards

development

is a

community

effort
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Priorities and Levels

L3 P1-P4

L1 P12-P27 

L2  P6-P9

High severity,

likely,

inexpensive to

repair flaws

Low severity,

unlikely,

expensive to

repair flaws

Med severity,

probable, med

cost to repair

flaws

20
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Applications

Establish secure coding practices within an organization

• may be extended with organization-specific rules

• cannot replace or remove existing rules

Train software professionals

Certify programmers in secure coding

Establish base-line requirements for software analysis tools

Certify software systems

22

Questions
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For More Information

Visit CERT® web sites:

http://www.cert.org/secure-coding/

https://www.securecoding.cert.org/

Contact Presenter

Jason A. Rafail      jrafail@cert.org

Contact CERT Coordination Center:

Software Engineering Institute

Carnegie Mellon University

4500 Fifth Avenue

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

USA

Hotline: +1 412 268 7090

CERT/CC personnel answer 24x7, 365
days per year

Fax:       +1 412 268 6989

Mailto: cert@cert.org
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Abstract 
 

Security, as an architectural quality, is often thought to be measured in terms of availability, 

confidentiality and integrity. These qualities are part of a broader quality - dependability. There are 

inherent tradeoffs among the qualities that define security and dependability. Architectural tactics, or 

architectural design decisions, that enhance one aspect of dependability can decrease security and vice-

versa. In addition, this is a multi-scale problem in that different quality attributes are measured on 

different scales of reference including some that are not quantitative. In this paper we present a 

qualitative approach to managing interactions among the attributes used to define security. 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Defining a system architecture to support products that are secure requires the architect to address both 

functional and non-functional requirements. Quality-driven techniques require the architect to explicitly 

consider these non-functional requirements – referred to as quality attributes - during even the earliest 

architecture decisions. Techniques such as quality attribute workshops (QAW) and the architecture 

tradeoff analysis method (ATAM) [Kazman 00] are used to identify the desired quality attributes of a 

system but it is hard for the architect to design the system when several of the quality attributes interact 

with each other. That is, an architecture decomposition that enhances one attribute may degrade another. 

Managing the tradeoffs among qualities is hard for several reasons. It is hard for an architect to be 

knowledgeable about all the quality attributes that are involved in a particular system and some of the 

qualities, such as security, are not measured on quantitative scales while others are quantitative. There 

are reasoning frameworks that assist the architect in quantitatively analyzing quality attributes such as 

performance. But there are few techniques for reasoning about attributes that are qualitatively 

represented, such as security. In this paper, we present a qualitative approach to reasoning about security 

at the architectural stage. 

 

Background 
 

Dependability is defined as the degree to which trust can be justifiably placed on a computer system. 

This is usually taken to include the qualities of reliability, availability, safety, integrity, confidentiality 

and maintainability. [Avizienis 00] This subsumes the definition of security usually taken to include: 

availability, integrity, and confidentiality. In our work on designing dependable systems we have 

identified four interactions among the qualities within dependability that involve qualities related to 

security. 

• Availability vs. Confidentiality 

Design decisions that increase the availability of the system can decrease confidentiality by 

introducing prolonged exposure. [Warns 05] 

• Availability vs. Integrity 
Design decisions that increase the availability of the system can decrease integrity by exposing 

data for longer periods of time to the possibility of malicious changes. [Warns  05] 

• Safety vs. Confidentiality 
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Design decisions that increase safety can come in direct conflict with confidentiality because 

safety decisions often require distribution of knowledge. (e.g. replication prevents loss of data at 

the cost of a higher probability of theft and unauthorized modification) [Schneier 03] 

• Safety vs. Integrity 

Design decisions that increase safety can come in direct conflict with integrity because safety 

decisions often require distribution of knowledge. [Schneier 03] 

 

The architect must evaluate the tradeoffs between qualities when designing a dependable system. 

Analytically reasoning about composite qualities, i.e. qualities defined in terms of other qualities, that 

are measured on different scales, some of which are not quantitative, is not readily handled by existing 

techniques. Since security is not measured on a scale, a goal based scale will be used to support design 

reasoning. [McGregor 07] The goals on which these scales are based are called softgoals because there 

is no precise, objective definition of the goal or exact criteria for satisfying them. [Chung 00] A softgoal 

will not capture the level of detail found in performance models based on queuing theory but it will 

provide qualitative “indicators” that guide the architect. A softgoal is satisfactory for our purposes 

because qualitative reasoning techniques will allow us to make decisions about satisficing a softgoal but 

not optimizing it.  

 

Qualitative Reasoning about Security 
 

Qualitative reasoning [Iwasaki 97] provides a means of making decisions involving attributes that can 

not be expressed quantitatively. Qualitative techniques do assume some type of ordinal scale. The 

reasoning rules use two fundamental characteristics: a current position on an ordinal scale and an 

indication of whether the attribute is changing its value and if so in which direction along the scale. For 

example, the security attribute of a piece of software might be rated on an ordinal scale as “very” secure 

and that recent architectural changes are making the software “more” secure. Qualitative reasoning 

supports building models that represent these relationships between qualitative values. These models 

support inferences about how the values change over time and how they cause other values to change.  

 

For qualitative reasoning about security, the model must consider the direction of change for each 

quality and the inequality relationship that exists among tactics in relation to how each tactic influences 

the qualities that comprise security. This matrix of relationships is the minimum required to evaluate the 

impact of the choice of tactics on the system being designed. For example, as shown in Table 1, consider 

two tactics that improve security [Steel 05] and a tactic that improves availability.  It is difficult to assess 

the net effect of these three tactics on the degree to which the resulting system is secure since relative 

magnitudes of the “-“ effect of replication and the “+” effect of a validator can not be compared. ( ++ is 

strong positive satisficing, + is weak positive satisficing, -- is strong negative satisficing, -  is weak 

negative satisficing) [Chung 95] 

 
Table 1 - Effect of Tactic on Quality Attribute [Warns 05, Steel 05]  

  Availability  Confidentiality Integrity 

Implementing 
a secure pipe No change ++ ++ 

Implement a 
intercepting 
validator ++ ++ ++ 

Replication of 
modules ++ -- -- 

 

The complexity in reasoning about these tactics is present partially because these attributes are not 

quantitative and partially because the measures are on different scales. It can be overwhelming to keep 

track of how each tactic influences each sub-quality of security and how each tactic relates to other 
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tactics. For this reason, we are developing a modeling technique to assist the architect in reasoning about 

security. 

 

Satisficing security requirements: An Example 
 

The qualities that are of most importance to a financial web-service are the following:  

1. Confidentiality 

2. Integrity 

3. Reliability 

4. Availability 

 

How will the use of the two tactics, implementing secure pipes and introducing replication affect the 

overall quality goals of the system? As shown in figure 1, the two tactics influence confidentiality and 

integrity in different directions, but the confidentiality and integrity of the overall system would have 

decreased after the application of the two tactics. This is because there is an inequality relationship 

between the tactics as it was determined that “percentage of replicated elements” has a greater impact on 

confidentiality and integrity than “percentage of secured pipes.” (The application of these tactics results 

in an increase in the “percentage” of the replicated elements and secured pipes) 

 

 

Software sytem
Software sytem

Percentage of secured pipes

Zp

Plus

Zero

Percentage of replicated elements

Zp

Plus

Zero

Confidentiality and integrity

Maabz

Max allowed

Above avg

Average

Below avg

Zero

 
Figure 1 

 

The inequality relationships between tactics are subject to change depending on the context of how they 

are applied and the architect has to decide on the relationship. The Garp3 tool used for qualitatively 

reasoning generates all possible cases if no inequality is specified. The power of the qualitative method 

comes when we combine these model fragments (such as the two shown in figure 1) that contain these 

inequalities to reason how the overall security of the system changes in response to the tactics that have 

been applied to the system. In our example, the financial web-service firm has confidentiality and 

integrity as its top priority and therefore it is not advisable to implement replication as an architectural 

tactic for the system.  
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To facilitate the application of qualitative reasoning to security a causal/qualitative model of security is 

needed. This model will describe how each tactic influences the sub-qualities of security (availability, 

confidentiality and integrity) and provide a knowledge base for qualitatively reasoning about security. 

The knowledge base will also contain the necessary data for reasoning about security in a broader 

context such as dependability. Capturing the causal/qualitative model will be very much like capturing 

an ontology but with relationships such as relative orders of magnitude and inequalities.    

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The qualitative method used to reason about security may, on the surface, seem too simplistic to be 

useful but research [Hastie 01] indicates that simple linear models are very accurate in supporting 

decision making and predictions. In this paper, we have presented how security architectural tactics can 

influence dependability and vice-versa. Certain security tactics can hinder the dependability goals of a 

system. We have also presented a reasoning method to choose architectural tactics that can help the 

architect achieve the quality goals of a system.  
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1. Introduction 
It is necessary to combine cryptographic primitives, compiler optimizations and adaptive hardware to 

create a truly secure mobile computing environment. Here we consider embedded applications, but this 

approach can also create secure co-processors for desktop systems. FPGA hardware can use standard 

symmetric and public key cryptography approaches. 

All chip input and output can be encrypted putting a strain on chip performance. Caches on the FPGA 

alleviate this strain. Data and program security in memory, peripherals, and communications will rely on 

the complexity guarantees of cryptography algorithms.  

Security of the underlying hardware is based on two premises: (i) Fielded devices will be created 

and/or initialized in a secure facility. (ii) Devices will have physical safeguards against tampering and 

directly reading the internal state of the processor.  

Covert channels, including monitoring resource consumption, are an important vulnerability. To 

counter attacks using covert channels use a secure instruction set approach, which masks resource usage 

when processing sensitive information. Extensions can include physically and temporally isolating 

processing on the chip minimizing information leakage. Physically isolated processes share no common 

memory. 

An interpreter embedded on the chip can execute programs. The interpreter associates keys with users. 

Access rights and security policies are enforced using in-line reference monitoring. All programs are 

monitored during execution and terminated before an active policy can be violated. 

System integrity can use the approach in [1] to maintain a trust hierarchy. The top layer of the 

hierarchy is an integrity monitor that uses secure hashing to guarantee that the level beneath it has not been 

corrupted. The level beneath it includes the interpreter, encryption primitives, and key management 

functions.  

Hardware integrity is assumed. No mechanism will exist on the FPGA for modifying the integrity 

monitor. The integrity monitor verifies that the level beneath it has not been corrupted. Lower levels in the 

hierarchy guarantee that changes are made only by authorized entities, and that no corruption occurs after 

the fact.  Trust in the rest of the system rests on the sanctity of the higher levels. Violations of trust result in 

the system restoring the initial state of the violator, terminating the process, or signaling the violation. 

2. Detailed approach 
This creates a secure computing environment by using hardware and software co-design. Consider a 

processor with an embedded interpreter executing arbitrary programs, using a set of cryptographic 

primitives. We consider the system secure, when the following are true: 

• Basic infrastructure is not corrupted. 

• The system’s security policy is maintained. 

• Confidential information is kept secret. 

• Covert channels are removed. 

• Data storage and communications are either encrypted or physically shielded. 

This paper sketches a research agenda for creating this type of secure environment using adaptive 

hardware. 

Table 1 provides initial implementation results for symmetric key applications on a small FPGA. 

Public key implementation in hardware is possible, but most public key algorithms rely on modular 

exponentiation. Modular exponentiation implementation in hardware is problematic. An alternative, 

consistent with our vision, is to use an FPGA containing standard processor sub-units. The public key 
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algorithms will execute in the standard processor. As we will explain, access to this standard processor can 

be controlled. 

Table 1: 
Virtex-II Pro XC2VP50 Frequency Area (Slices) Throughput Percentage 

Block Ciphers 

AES (128/128) 123.793 MHz 5539 1.585 Gbps 23.45443767 

AES Encryptor 142.349 MHz 2661 1.822 Gbps 11.26778455 

AES Decryptor 124.332 MHz 3364 1.591 Gbps 14.24457995 

3DES 214.362 MHz 1070 807.009 Mbps 4.530826558 

DES 219.394 MHz 441 825.954 Mbps 1.867378049 

Secure Hash Functions 

SHA 97.914 MHz 1722 626.650 Mbps 7.291666667 

MD5 58.261 MHz 1838 466.088 Mbps 7.782859079 

In-line reference monitoring (IRM) will enforce security policies. Policies control issues like key 

management. The set of policies enforceable using IRM are strictly defined. Violations are detected before 

they occur, and prevented. The violating process can be stopped or restored to a safe state. The monitor is 

part of the interpreter embedded in the chip. 

The processor will be hardened and all chip I/O encrypted. This lets us assume that the hardware 

retains integrity and the system’s internal state is secret. All chip I/O is routed through the encryption 

primitives. Code signing authenticates the sources of information and identifies the keys used for 

decryption. A new cache structure is needed to minimize the impact on processor performance. 

It should be possible to verify FPGA circuit consistency with security policies. Each hierarchy layer (Fig. 

1) has: 

• No access to configuration registers of higher layers 

• Read-only access to its own configuration 

• Full access to configuration registers of its subregions. 
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Fig. 1 Each hierarchy level can only access FPGA regions (incl. configuration registers) under its control. 

Only the integrity monitor has global read access. 

The top layer of the trust hierarchy is an integrity monitor. These rules mean that no portion of the 

FPGA has write access to the integrity monitor. This monitor can verify its own integrity and signal an 

alarm should it be corrupted. The integrity monitor uses secure hashing to guarantee the integrity of level 

one components, including: interpreter, key management, and user entity roots. The equivalent of a secure 

bootstrap is provided by the security guarantees of the hardened processor and lack of support for 

modification of the integrity monitor. The circuit in Fig. 2 illustrates hardware enforcement of a policy 

restricting modification of an FPGA region. The hardware and integrity monitor together form the trusted 

computing base. Both are simple enough to allow exhaustive formal verification. 

If the integrity monitor finds corruption at a lower layer, it can either stop the corrupted process or restore 

it to a trusted initial state. Corruption is thus detected, contained and controlled. It can only flow down the 
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hierarchy. This provides security guarantees for the system in spite of the fact that many desirable security 

issues, like the presence of viruses or implementation correctness, are often undecidable. 

Note in the following discussion the goal is not to create new key management schemes, but to create 

adaptive hardware support for key management. Keys are stored in protected on-chip memory regions. 

Users usually access the clear text information they are authorized to use, with no direct access to their 

keys.  

Keys can be stored indirectly using hardware signatures, generated using physical unclonable functions 

(PUF). A PUF is a circuit outputting a random bit sequence constant on a given chip, but differing from 

chip to chip. At key setup time, an XOR of the key value and the FPGA digital signature is computed and 

stored. The key can be recovered using the stored XOR value and device-specific hardware signature. This 

ensures security because 1) the PUF cannot be determined without destroying it and 2) the XOR value is 

useless outside the given device. 

 
Fig. 2 Configuration memory can only be accessed by the secure control. Uni-directional bus and control 

multiplexer prevent communication or eavesdropping by other modules. Configuration memory 

readback is prevented.  

Key generation can be external to the system or internal using pseudo-random number generators (like 

hash functions or block encryption ciphers). Only one key generation server is allowed. 

Symmetric key management can use a binary tree structure. Key-encryption keys (KEK) are used to 

transmit session keys (SK). Each node in a tree of n participants is a leaf with an associated KEK. The root 

node of the tree provides a global KEK. Intermediate nodes have KEKs accessible to all leaves descended 

from the node. An SK can then be securely distributed to any group of participants without performing an 

excessive number of encryptions. In addition, each participant stores at most log n keys. This reduces the 

work needed to revoke a user's key. 

For public key approaches, key management will use the X.509 standards. Public key approaches are 

difficult to implement in hardware. FGPA’s with embedded processors are suited to PKI technology. We 

will also test hybrid key management schemes. 
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Fig. 3 DES encryption energy consumption difference with keys differing by one bit (top), using secure 

instructions (bottom) masks this energy consumption difference making it impossible to infer key 

contents. 
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To use a secure instruction set, variables and procedures are tagged with a security level. A separate set 

of hardware instructions are used for handling sensitive information. This approach successfully counters 

differential power analysis on smart cards. Using dual-rail logic for sensitive variables and masking the 

lower 6 bits of memory accesses, our DES implementation consumed the same power for any key and 

consumed 13% more energy than normal implementations (Fig. 3). Extensions are needed to mask covert 

channels other than power consumption. For example, an extension to the interpreter could mask memory 

access patterns when the FPGA accesses encrypted data external to the FPGA. 

It is also possible to implement spatial and temporal isolation of processes in the FPGA. Spatial isolation 

restricts processes to a physical region (Fig. 4). If no communications channel exist, direct communications 

is impossible. Temporal isolation restricts operations from occurring concurrently. It is difficult for inactive 

processes to find covert communications channels.  

Applications of these concepts for secret key algorithms include: (i) Spatial isolation operates on keys in 

blocks. They exist and are used only as fragments. The entire key never exists as a single entity at any 

given time. This allows parallelism since key operations are primarily XORs, which are bit-parallel (unlike 

addition). (ii) Symmetric key algorithms implicitly require temporal isolation, since the key is modified 

every round. Though the secure hash algorithm (SHA-1) does not have a key, initial constants used to 

operate on the data are stored independently as well.  

 
Fig. 4 Bus control is only accessible by a secure region. Blocks cannot control their own I/O. Similarly, the 

VDD control for each processing block is only accessible by the secure control. The control line’s 

routing channel is accessible only to the secure control module. Bus control is mutually exclusive. 
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FPGA security enforcement
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Differential Power Analysis

• Using statistic method in order break the

secret key

• Using several runs on several sample

inputs, for instance 1000 sample inputs

• An attacker guesses a particular key and

based on that key he can determines a

theoretical value for one of the

intermediate bits generated by the

program

RRB/STS ORNL Workshop

Dataflow Analysis

a = ……

b = a … f = ……

d = b  …

c = ……

e = ……

g = ……

h = b

Assume: “a” is the variable

that holds secret informationa = ……

b = a …

d = b  …

h = b
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 ………. 

// Left Side Operation 

for (i=0; i<32; i++) 

         newL[i] = oldR[i] 

……..  

 
................. 

$L12: 

  ...............  

$L15: 

  lw      $2,i 

  ............... 

  la      $4,newL 

  addu    $3,$2,$4 

  move    $2,$3 

  lw      $3,i 

  move    $4,$3   

  sll     $3,$4,2    

  la      $4,oldR 

  addu    $3,$3,$4 

  move    $4,$3 

  lw      $3,0($4) 

  sw      $3,0($2) 

$L14: 

  lw      $3,i 

  addu    $2,$3,1 

  move    $3,$2 

  sw      $3,i 

  j       $L12  

$L13: 

................. 

(a) Original Assembly Code  

................. 

$L12: 

  ............... 

$L15: 

  lw      $2,i 

  ...............  

  la      $4,newL 

  addu    $3,$2,$4 

  move    $2,$3 

  lw      $3,i 

  move    $4,$3   

  sll     $3,$4,2    

  la      $4,oldR 

  addu    $3,$3,$4 

  move    $4,$3 

  slw     $3,0($4) 

  ssw     $3,0($2)     

$L14: 

  lw      $3,i 

  addu    $2,$3,1 

  move    $3,$2 

  sw      $3,i 

  j       $L12  

$L13: 

................. 

(b) Modified Assembly Code  

Differential Power Analysis Vulnerability

RRB/STS ORNL Workshop
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Conclusions

• Since we do not hide the energy behavior

of all instructions, our approach consumes

less energy overhead than other

approaches

• Our approach has 83% less energy

overhead than dual-rail logic

RRB/STS ORNL Workshop

Overview of Symmetric Encryption Architectures

• The dotted lines indicate the smallest subset of

hardware capable of performing a single encryption.

• Features to note:

– Parallel architectures have multiple key schedulers. This is

both an advantage and a disadvantage.

– Parallel architectures employ feedback routing.
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Encryption Implementations – AES

•Industry & Published Results:

–Helsinki University of Technology:

•Virtex-II Pipelined: 17.8 Gbps

–Helion Technology:

•Spartan-3 Pipelined: 10.0 Gbps

•Virtex-II Pro Pipelined: 16.0 Gbps

•ASIC Pipelined:      25.0 Gbps

•Single Spartan-3:    1.0   Gbps

•Single Virtex-II Pro: 1.7   Gbps

RRB/STS ORNL Workshop

Encryption Implementations –

AES

Memoryless Throughput: Parallel & Pipelined
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FPGA Security Concerns

• Differential Power Analysis

– Published Solutions

• Selective dual-rail logic

– Use dual-rail logic to create a uniform power profile for

sensitive operations. Only minimal additional energy is

consumed as dual-rail operations are not always

employed.

• Power supply noise injection

– Obfuscates the power profile by adding random noise

to the supply voltage within a specific range. Maintains

functionality while making differential power analysis

practically infeasible.

• Both are good solutions

RRB/STS ORNL Workshop

FPGA Security Concerns

• Parallel Advantages

– Irregular power profile

• Variable number of simultaneous encryptions

• Variable number of different keys

• Variable number of active modules

• Variable number of implemented modules

– Dynamic key values

• Within each encryption module, both the key
data and the encryption data are changed
dynamically

– Differential power analysis becomes practically
infeasible
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Conclusions

• A number of physical attacks exist:

•  Power analysis

•  Bit flipping

• Pure software solutions can not address them

• Pure hardware solutions can have prohibitive resource

requirements (power, heat).

• Integrated compiler / instruction set support needed

• Hardware support essential for necessary throughput (ex.

Symmetric encryption)

• Fixed hardware architecture can not adapt to varying system

needs (ex. Number of processes requiring encryption.)

• Reconfigurable hardware architectures are attractive.

• Hierarchical verification possible.

• Isolating processes can take many forms (spatial, logical,

temporal).
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Models of Models: Digital Forensics and
Domain-Specific Languages

(Extended Abstract)

Daniel A. Ray! Phillip G. Bradford!

ABSTRACT

There are numerous and diverse digital forensics models for driving digital investigative
processes. To encompass these diverse models we argue that there is need for two
Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) [5]: a static DSL and a dynamic DSL.

This paper motivates research towards building DSLs for proactive digital forensics
investigations. In particular, we propose the creation of two descriptive languages for
digital forensic models. We elaborate on both static and dynamic DSLs for static and
dynamic forensic modeling, respectively. There may be a natural place to integrate
these two DSLs as well.

1 Motivation

Good comprehensive models of digital investigation must provide a consistent and
standardized framework that supports all stages and levels of an investigation. Digitial
investigation levels range from detailed technical IT and computer science to high-level
procedural methods and best practices. Digital investigation stages range from site
identification and preperation to analysis and presentation.

There are numerous digital forensics models, see for instance [9, 7, 4, 1].
The purpose of digital investigation models is to inform, shape, and standardize

digital investigations. We are interested in how these models can be used in an inte-
grated fashion to assist investigators. For example, a digital forensics DSL may have
a library of the classical digital forensics models. The di!erent models may be used
and combined from this library by the DSL. We are particularly interested in having
dynamic forensics models for proactive forensics [3, 2].

We di!erentiate two basic types of computer crimes: computer assisted crimes and
computer focused crimes. In computer assisted crimes, the suspect uses computers for
their basic functionality. In computer focused crimes, the suspect uses computers as
a primary focus of their criminal activity.

We argue that digital forensics for computer assisted crimes can often be modeled
using static models. Where the more dynamic nature of computer focused crimes
requires a Turing-complete DSL. For example, an on-going investigation may have

!Department of Computer Science, The University of Alabama, Box 870290, Tuscaloosa, AL
35487-0290. DanielRay@cs.ua.edu , pgb@cs.ua.edu

1
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to dynamically model criminal behavior. Such dynamic models may use static mod-
els intermittently. A possibility would be to integrate such a system into Proactive
Forensics systems [3, 6, 2].

DSLs are, “. . . languages tailored to a specific application domain.” [5] DSLs pro-
vide a formal means for representing domain specific information that is not easily
supported by General Purpose Languages such as C++, Java, Fortran, etcetera. DSLs
are often developed because they can support domain-specific notation, constructs and
abstractions [5].

DSLs can be Turing-complete and have well-defined execution semantics (i.e. Excel
macros, Prolog, etc.) or less powerful (i.e. XML, UML, and HTML). In any case, these
languages may be used as an “application generator” for a digital investigation. The
application may drive the digital investigation and be honed specifically based on
the initial circumstances of the investigation. We believe that the domain of digital
forensics is one that would benefit from the creation of one or two DSLs at any of
these levels, but particularly at the static as well as the Turing-complete level.

2 A Selection of Previous Work on Models of Dig-
ital Investigation

A selection of models for digital forensics investigation follows.

2.1 The DFRWS Framework Meta-Model

The DFRWS Framework was developed between 2001 and 2003 at the Digital Foren-
sics Research Workshop (DFRWS)[9]. The framework introduces “Digital Investiga-
tion Action Classes.” The framework’s classes serve to categorize the activities of an
investigation into groups.

The framework does not dictate what particular actions must be pursued. Instead,
it provides a list of candidate techniques, some of which are required. The specifics of
the framework must be largely redefined for each particular investigation.

The framework is represented by a table including columns for each activity class.
Each row contains candidate techniques. These candidate techniques may be per-
formed in pursuit of the goals of the associated action class. In addition, the specific
goals and purposes of each action class are described in [8].

2.2 The Reith, Carr, and Gunsch Model

The model presented by Reith, Carr, and Gunsch [7] is very similar to the DFRWS
Framework [9]. The model includes Preservation, Collection, Examination, and Pre-
sentation classes similarly defined as those of the DFRWS.

2
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The model also adds supports for tool preparation and the dynamic formulation
of investigative approaches. This model also loosely supports iterations of individual
activity classes.

2.3 The Ciardhuain Model

The model suggested by Ciardhuain [4] is based on previous models but exhibits an
augmented waterfall architecture. The model’s activity classes are doubly linked so
that the pursuit of work in one activity class can cause an iteration of some or all of
the work in the previous activity classes.

The inclusion of structures known as information flows allows a deeper under-
standing of the source of evidentiary and other data. These flows must be defined
on an organizational basis, but can apply to di!erent investigations within the same
organization.

2.4 The Beebe and Clark Model

The Beebe and Clark model [1] provides structure for activities through phases con-
sisting of multiple sub-phases rather than through activity groupings. Sub-phases are
objective based rather than strictly activity based. The objective based sub-phases
each fall into a particular phase and consist of a hierarchy of particular activities that
are subordinate to the particular objective.

In addition, the Beebe and Clark model [1] includes “digital investigation princi-
ples” which over arch all the phases and sub-phases and a!ect how they are performed.

The ultimate goals for each sub-phase are represented as objectives rather than
specific tasks. This is an important and unique di!erence from the task-based models
we have discussed thus far. Objectives are goals that can be expected of activities
that are similar in nature regardless of the specific case. Tasks are directly related to
a specific case, type of crime, platform, etcetera.

2.5 Overview of Models

Each model’s distinct characteristics give it inherent advantages and disadvantages.
The DFRWS model is somewhat rigid and linear but is particularly suitable where nec-
essary investigative activities are well-understood. The RCG model is more dynamic
and supports a limited form of iteration between activity classes. The Ciardhuain
model supports iterations of activities between activity classes and provides support
for tracking information sources. The objective-based structure of the Beebe and Clark
model is most flexible and provides the best support when very little is known about
what investigative techniques will be required.

Each model, despite their di!erences, has quite a lot in common with other models.
On one hand, it seems striking how these models are similar. On the other hand,

3
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their di!erences are driven by varying needs in di!erent investigative situations. The
similarities and di!erences suggests a descriptive language for use in describing the
domain for investigative forensics.

Stephenson [8] gives a lisp-like language for post-incident cause analysis. This
language allows a structured description of the post-incident forensic analysis.

3 Creating a Digital Investigation Domain-Specific
Language

Domain characteristics will change from investigation to investigation. These charac-
teristics influence which model, and which specific activities should be used. Questions
must be answered such as: is reuse of investigative techniques important? which inves-
tigative results will be highly scrutinized? Will investigators be required to explicitly
handle many flows of information both inside and outside the investigation? Are the
necessary activities clearly defined? etcetera.

According to Mernick, et al. [5], generating a DSL involves executing an analysis,
design, and implementation phase. The problem domain is identified and domain
knowledge is gained during the analysis phase. In the case of the digital forensics
domain, much of this work has already been done. Indeed, we have already covered
several of the most prominent domain models, and no doubt more exist. The single
“domain model” that is needed for the purposes of designing the DSL will simply need
to incorporate the approaches used by all the previous models.

Next, the design phase must be executed. Two considerations must be made during
DSL design. Will the new DSL be related to any previous language or not and will the
DSL design specification be formal [5]? In desinging a new DSL, one may piggyback
on a general purpose language, specialize or restrict an existing language, extend the
features of a language or even do something completely new [5]. Ultimately, we are
looking to achieve gains in expressiveness, ease of use, and enforcement, all the while
incorporating domain knoweldge.

Lastly, the implementation phase must be executed in order to determine how the
DSL will be implemented. Will the language be interpreted, compiled, pre-processed,
etcetera [5].

4 Concluding Remarks and Further Directions

One possibility would be to base the creation of a descriptive level DSL on the Unified
Modeling Language (UML). Action classes suggest classes or class hierarchies with
individual activities as methods. The iterative nature of some of the models sug-
gests the language must support iteration. The language must also support possible
flows of work or computation. Also, the need to store data sources might be fulfilled

4
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by special language supported data types or meta-data. Obviously, these and other
considerations will need to be addressed.

The implementation phase must be executed in order to determine how the DSL
will be implemented. Will the language be interpreted, compiled, pre-processed,
etcetera [5]? It is very important such a DSL is exteremely trustworthy.

Our goal is to enhance “best practices” heuristics for digital forensics with “pro-
gramming patterns” for (dynamic or proactive) digital forensics.
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!! SummarySummary

!! MotivationMotivation
–– Process of Evidence CollectionProcess of Evidence Collection

–– Proactive ForensicsProactive Forensics

!! Models for Digital ForensicsModels for Digital Forensics
–– Different from Classical ForensicsDifferent from Classical Forensics

–– Leverage Computer ScienceLeverage Computer Science
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!! Sequential Statistics & DM techniquesSequential Statistics & DM techniques
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SummarySummary

!! Modeling the investigative processModeling the investigative process
–– Different investigation processes for different incidentsDifferent investigation processes for different incidents

!! Classical forensics: different tools and procedures for differentClassical forensics: different tools and procedures for different
incidentsincidents

!! Digital forensics: different tools and procedures for differentDigital forensics: different tools and procedures for different
incidentsincidents

–– ““Smoking gunSmoking gun”” is very different from classical forensics is very different from classical forensics

!! Final objective: make the criminal case obvious toFinal objective: make the criminal case obvious to
a lay-persona lay-person
–– Depends on the method and procedure of the modelDepends on the method and procedure of the model

!! A failure on evidence gathering may damage or destroy theA failure on evidence gathering may damage or destroy the
casecase

!! Can we catch the smoking gun when it is fired, when the smokeCan we catch the smoking gun when it is fired, when the smoke
starts and when the smoke is wafting though the room?starts and when the smoke is wafting though the room?

Motivation:Motivation:

Classical & Digital ForensicsClassical & Digital Forensics

!! Computer Security is often Computer Security is often preventativepreventative
–– Focus on preventative measuresFocus on preventative measures

!! IDS--anomaly detection may be proactiveIDS--anomaly detection may be proactive

!! Classical Forensics is Classical Forensics is reactivereactive
–– Post-mortemPost-mortem

!! Digital forensics is Digital forensics is reactivereactive
–– A lot of focus on file recovery from disksA lot of focus on file recovery from disks

–– Digital Forensics has opportunity to be proactiveDigital Forensics has opportunity to be proactive

!! Proactive Forensics!Proactive Forensics!
–– Online Monitoring stakeholdersOnline Monitoring stakeholders……

–– Internal anomaly detection: easier to get lots of detailsInternal anomaly detection: easier to get lots of details
on behavior and potential evidence locationson behavior and potential evidence locations
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Motivation:Motivation:

Proactive Computer-SystemProactive Computer-System

ForensicsForensics
!! System structuring and augmentation forSystem structuring and augmentation for

–– Automated data discoveryAutomated data discovery

–– Lead formationLead formation

–– Efficient data preservationEfficient data preservation

!! Make these issues proactiveMake these issues proactive

–– How?How?

!! ChallengesChallenges

–– System resourcesSystem resources

–– ExposureExposure

!! Double edged swordDouble edged sword……

Motivation:Motivation:

Proactive Computer-SystemProactive Computer-System

ForensicsForensics

!! What data should we capture?What data should we capture?

–– Different crimes may require different investigativeDifferent crimes may require different investigative

proceduresprocedures

!! Static: when and where illicit data was placed on a diskStatic: when and where illicit data was placed on a disk

!! Dynamic: what system states do we document when there is anDynamic: what system states do we document when there is an

intrusion?intrusion?

–– What is being written to logs or disks? Which programs are beingWhat is being written to logs or disks? Which programs are being

run? Where is the smoking-gun?run? Where is the smoking-gun?

–– Depending on the nature of our online investigation, weDepending on the nature of our online investigation, we

may need to secure evidence in several differentmay need to secure evidence in several different

modelsmodels
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Motivation: Crime TypesMotivation: Crime Types

!! Computer Computer AssistedAssisted Crimes Crimes
–– Computers provide basic help in criminal activityComputers provide basic help in criminal activity

!! Computer Computer EnabledEnabled crimes crimes
–– Computers are a Primary focus on criminal activityComputers are a Primary focus on criminal activity

!! Focus:Focus:
–– Dynamic: computer enabled crimesDynamic: computer enabled crimes

!! Range from viruses to spam to sophisticated attacksRange from viruses to spam to sophisticated attacks

–– Static: Computer Assisted CrimesStatic: Computer Assisted Crimes
!! Stolen data, spreadsheets to compute illicit gains, etc.Stolen data, spreadsheets to compute illicit gains, etc.

!! Proceeding backwards: What evidence are we looking forProceeding backwards: What evidence are we looking for
when we are analyzing a crime?when we are analyzing a crime?
–– Proactively look in the right places!Proactively look in the right places!

!! Ideally, as the crime is being committedIdeally, as the crime is being committed

Motivation: Variations on DigitalMotivation: Variations on Digital

Equipment and SoftwareEquipment and Software

!! Mobility & wirelessMobility & wireless

–– Cell phones, Cell phones, PDAsPDAs, Laptops, etc., Laptops, etc.

!! Enterprise Level SystemsEnterprise Level Systems

–– Database systems, dynamic Internet sites, largeDatabase systems, dynamic Internet sites, large

proprietary systems,proprietary systems,

!! Distributed systemsDistributed systems

–– Virtual private networks, network file systems,Virtual private networks, network file systems,

user mobility, distributed computation, etc.user mobility, distributed computation, etc.
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Gathering Statistics for ProactiveGathering Statistics for Proactive

ForensicsForensics

!! Running sequential statistical proceduresRunning sequential statistical procedures

–– What data to save?What data to save?

!! The data we need may change as things progressThe data we need may change as things progress

–– Proactive not reactiveProactive not reactive

–– How much data do we save?How much data do we save?

–– How costly?How costly?

!! Stephenson gives a post-incident DSL using aStephenson gives a post-incident DSL using a

lisp-like languagelisp-like language

!! LeighlandLeighland and  and KringsKrings give a formalized model for give a formalized model for

digital forensics analysisdigital forensics analysis

The DFRWS ModelThe DFRWS Model
http://www.dfrws.org/2001/dfrws-rm-final.pdfhttp://www.dfrws.org/2001/dfrws-rm-final.pdf
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Ciardhuain Model

by S. O. Ciardhuain

!! Extends DRFWS Model by working on Extends DRFWS Model by working on information flows

! Class-based model
– Authorization activity

– Planning activity

– Notification activity

– Hypothesis activity

– etc.

! An augmented “waterfall model”
– supports iterative backtracking between consecutive activities

– models information flows

– Feedback critique

Mobile Forensics Platform (MFP)

by F. Adelstein

! To remotely perform early investigations into

mobile incidents

! Analyze a live running (mobile) machine

! Maintains original evidence which is

verifiable by a cryptographic hash

! Connect to same LAN as the suspect

machine
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DSLsDSLs

! DSLs are, “. . . languages tailored to a specific
application domain” Mernik, Heering, and Sloane

!! Most Digital Forensics ModelsMost Digital Forensics Models
––  Have a good deal in common Have a good deal in common

!! Evidence verification and storageEvidence verification and storage

!! Flow of investigationFlow of investigation

!! DLSsDLSs can be built by: piggybacking, extension, can be built by: piggybacking, extension,
restriction and from scratchrestriction and from scratch

!! Pulling together data storage, data modeling andPulling together data storage, data modeling and
authentication-verificationauthentication-verification
–– Combining other Combining other DSLsDSLs: XML, UML, DB Blobs, etc.: XML, UML, DB Blobs, etc.

DSLsDSLs

!! May be fairly complex to build a single DSLMay be fairly complex to build a single DSL

–– However, worth investigatingHowever, worth investigating

!! Must be a very trusted languageMust be a very trusted language

–– Numerous cases may depend on the trust-levelNumerous cases may depend on the trust-level

of the languageof the language

!! Move from Move from ““best practicesbest practices”” to more formal to more formal

““programming patterns for digital forensicsprogramming patterns for digital forensics””
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ConclusionsConclusions

!! Digital forensics is complexDigital forensics is complex

–– Digital Forensics Models are complexDigital Forensics Models are complex

!! Static and DynamicStatic and Dynamic

!! There may be a need to automaticallyThere may be a need to automatically

choose from a diversity of digital forensicschoose from a diversity of digital forensics

modelsmodels

–– A programming languageA programming language
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Automatic Generation of Certifiable Aerospace
Communication Software

Johann Schumann and Ewen Denney
RIACS / NASA Ames, Mo!ett Field, CA 94035

{schumann|edenney}@email.arc.nasa.gov

The need for reliable, secure and e!ective methods for communication in
the aerospace domain is becoming increasingly important. Communication
between a spacecraft and the ground station is central to all space missions,
and an optimal design and implementation of the communication subsys-
tems is an important prerequisite for a successful mission, since control of
the spacecraft and the e!ective downlink of mission or science data clearly
depend on reliable communication. This is especially the case for deep-space
missions, where bandwidth is at a premium.

Also, advanced techniques for air tra"c control require digital communi-
cation both between the aircraft and the control tower and between multiple
aircraft in order to enable a smooth and safe control of the aircraft in a dense
national airspace.

Furthermore, heightened needs for operations security add substantial
complexity to the communication system requirements. A malicious attack
or a simple flaw in the code can put human life at risk or jeopardize the
mission.

Although secure communication protocols are in wide use, history has
shown that many errors and vulnerabilities do exist and have been actively
exploited. Security flaws can be introduced (or fail to be detected) during
all stages of the software development cycle and may include
Misunderstanding of protocol requirements: the wrong protocol may be used
for a specific application, or specific requirements might be violated (e.g.,
the existence of a trusted key server).
Weak cryptography : often, cryptographic algorithms are used that are much
weaker than originally intended. Thus, attackers can hack or reverse engi-
neer the code to expose vulnerabilities. Sometimes, proprietary encoding
schemes are much weaker than published and proven protocols and algo-
rithms.

1
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Coding errors are a major source of vulnerabilities. Most security warnings
regarding software like the Windows OS or Internet browsers have been
caused by implementation errors like bu!er overflow, uninitialized variables,
deadlocks, etc.
Errors in protocol optimization: optimizing a complex, layered protocol to-
ward maximal performance can lead to hard-to-detect errors and security
vulnerabilities.
Errors during testing and deployment : a bad or incomplete selection of test
cases will not exhibit flaws in the protocol. Incorrect testing and deployment
procedures can thus lead to serious problems.

It is our contention that reliable and secure communication software can
best be developed with a unified approach throughout the entire software
life-cycle. We have developed a set of tools that facilitate a unified end-
to-end approach to the design, analysis, implementation, and certification
of communication software. Our tools are based upon rigorous logical and
mathematical foundations, and are capable of automatically generating high
quality communication (protocol execution) software from a high-level model
using certifiable program synthesis.

As a modeling framework, we use UML, in particular sequence diagrams
or scenarios to specify the temporal behavior of the protocol as a sequence of
messages between participants (communication partners, key servers, etc.).
In order to formalize a deeper semantic content, we augment the sequence
diagrams with formal logical annotations in OCL (UML’s Object Constraint
Language).

The code is automatically generated from this model, and undergoes an
automatic, tamper-proof certification process that provides explicit guar-
antees about important reliability and security properties, as well as the
absence of implementation and design errors. These properties include ab-
sence of bu!er-overflow errors, guarantees for variable initialization and cor-
rect usage (i.e., all required data are packed/unpacked and transmitted in
the right way), and the correct use of encryption algorithms, although we
do not analyze the mathematical properties of such algorithms. Security
authentication properties are expressed using the well-known BAN logic.
Although this logic is relatively weak, it is amenable to automatic process-
ing and, as our tools can produce readable proofs, allows protocol designers
to quickly find and fix flaws in a protocol.

2
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Automatic Generation of
Certifiable Space Communication

Software

Ewen Denney, RIACS / NASA Ames

Johann Schumann, RIACS / NASA Ames

Secure Communication — Overview

Security is a multi-headed beast...

• Security of space communication protocols (software)

• Tool workflow

• The individual tools

• Conclusions
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Introduction

Software for secure communications can become insecure due to flaws

during any phase of the software life cycle

• Design

– wrong algorithm or protocol
– wrong requirements

• Implementation

– bu!er overrun, uninitialized variable, . . .
– sleeper codes

• Verification and Validation

– wrong tests
– insu"cient test coverage

• Deployment

– wrong code (e.g., disabled crypto)
– code tampering

Tool-supported Design and Analysis Process
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Software Process and the V-shape

Requirements:

• iterative process

• fast turnaround

• security analysis

• reliable, secure code

• support verification

• support validation

• support certification

Our Tool Chain

Tools to support

• high-level modeling

• automatic security analysis

• generation of designs

• autocoding

• safety-certification support

• Automatic generation of security

cases and documentation
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Example Protocol Specification

• Authentication of communication between satellite S and ground G.

• A key server K on the ground is used

• A Yahalom-style protocol shall be used

Specification of Protocol using Sequence Diagrams

• describes interaction between the various (sub-)systems

• annotations with actions and logical conditions

A number of di!erent scenarios (sequence diagrams) comprise the

specification of the protocol
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Specification of Protocol using Sequence Diagrams

• another scenario

• satellite already has fresh key

A number of di!erent scenarios (sequence diagrams) comprise the

specification of the protocol

Statechart Synthesis: Annotations

<features> <type> SAT_RXTX

<attributes>

key_is_valid : Boolean;

key_recd : Boolean;

</attributes>

<invariants>

context SAT_RXTX:: msg4(...) : Void

post: key_recd = true;

context SAT_RXTX:: rqenc(...) : Void

pre: key_recd = true;

Annotations are used to specify conditions on the state of the

subsystems and control a correct and consistent merge of the sequence

diagrams.
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Automatic Synthesis of Statecharts

• merge of SDs

• conflict detection

• loop detection

• introduction of hierarchy

• can be used for autocoding

Security Analysis

A formal analysis is necessary to ensure that the protocol is working

correctly, i.e., it provides a secure session key and it does not

compromise any information.

• We use BAN (Burrows, Abadi, Needham) logic

• Modal logic to express security properties

– S|! K|! fresh Kgs (satellite “believes” that the keys coming from

the key server are valid (fresh)
– G, S|! Kgs (ground and satellite “believe” they have the right

session key)

• BAN logic relatively weak (e.g., cannot model confidentiality) but

well-used in design/modeling of security software
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BAN representation of our protocol

A BAN logic specification of the protocol can be extracted from the

sequence diagrams and annotations.

1 G =" S send tel(Ng)

2 S =" K {Ng, Ns}(Ksk)

3 K =" G {Ksg,#Ksg, Ng, Ns, S|# Ng}(Kgk), {Ksg}(Ksk)

4 G =" S {Ksg}(Ksk), {Ns,Ksg, S|! #Ksg}(Ksk)

Properties that must hold after execution of the protocol:

• S|! K|! fresh Kgs: S “believes” that the keys coming from the key

server (K) are valid (fresh)

• G, S|! Kgs: ground and satellite “believe” they have the right session

key

• obligations 3. . . 12 ommitted

Our tool PIL-SETHEO uses an automated theorem prover to automatically

process all proof obligations and produce human-readable proofs

Protocol Analysis: Example Proof

Proof generated and typeset by PIL-SETHEO
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Conclusions and Future Work

• We presented a loosely coupled set of tools that can support the

design and implementation of secure communication protocols

• Tools provide assurance with respect to security properties and

software safety

• Additional tools for security analysis, e.g., Model Checking, will

increase level of assurance

• Combination with other modeling frameworks (e.g., UMLSec)

• Integration of correct optimization of Protocols

• Tight integration of tools into SW development tool chain and with

COTS tools
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LONG TERM VISION FOR IT SECURITY
         Stop focusing on the system and start focusing on the data.

R. Scott StudhamR. Scott Studham

The data.

Intranet

InternetInternet
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The vandal.

Intranet

Vandal

InternetInternet

     Firewall

Script-kiddy vandals can

typically be stopped by a

corporate firewall.

The trespasser.

Intranet

Vandal

InternetInternet

Trespasser

Intrusion Detection

Trespassers are

typically motivated by

personal fame so they

tend to be easier to

spot.

Desktop Firewalls
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The thief.

Intranet

Vandal

InternetInternet

Trespasser

Thief

The thief.

Intranet

Vandal

InternetInternet

Trespasser

Thief

    Multiple layers of

Defense in Depth

•Isolate data by sensitivity

•Enhance configuration

management on computers

•Real-time asset inventory

•Improved identity proofing
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“The seed of 

 revolution is repression”
Woodrow T. Wilson

Technology innovation is

driven by consumer products
“I can do this at home, why not in the office?”

Digital Natives (younger workers)

have new expectations
“You want me to do what?  You must be joking, I’ll

just use my Groove / Flikr / MySpace / del.icio.us for

collaboration.  Next time IM me.”

The line between personal and business is increasingly blurred.
“You want to contact me in the evening, that is fine.  We are going to use my home computer, IP phone, gmail, not yours”

Consumer products cost

less.
“How much?  I could have 50 skype

accounts for the cost of one of those old

ISDN phones”

Business needs greater agility to

survive.
“I can’t wait for IT to deliver that”

“By 2007, employee-owned notebook plans will be adopted by at least 20% of

Type A companies (0.6 probability).”  - Gartner

Adopted from Gartner presentation by Steve Prentice

In order to lead the revolution instead of

repressing it we must….

Focus on securing the data, not the device
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Typical policy expression…

…lacks enforcement tools

Enterprise Digital Rights Management (EDRM)

AKA: Document level security

Information

Author

The Recipient

EDRM Server

2 3

4

5

2. Author defines a set of usage

rights and rules for their file;

Application creates a “publishing

license” and encrypts the file.

3. Author distributes file.

4. Recipient clicks file to open, the

application calls to the EDRM

server which validates the user

and issues a “use license.”

5. Application renders file and

enforces rights.

1. Author receives a client licensor

certificate the first time they rights-

protect information.

1

Content based on Microsoft RMS architecture slide

EDRM: This is not the same as DRM (iTunes / RIAA)
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Currently EDRM lacks adopted standards

Applications must have EDRM built in in order to read content.

Vendors EDRM solutions don’t interoperate.

Microsoft Rights Management Server clients

Office 2003 (Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook)

HTML using the RHTML SDK and IE Add-in

Via 3rd Party Extensions for: HTML, Visio, Acrobat, Blackberry, etc

Custom in-house applications using the RMS SDK

Adobe

EMC Corporation (Acquired Authentica 3/9/06)

Oracle (Acquired Stellant 11/2/06)

Liquid Machines (interoperates with Microsoft)

What EDRM does not protect from:

Slide courtesy of Microsoft 136136



Wouldn’t it be cool if the Cyber R&D community

helped EDRM with:

Standards

Trusted clients

Classification templates

Auto classification of data sensitivity.

“It will take three to five years before we begin
to see the integration of automated tools
within EDRM systems that are effective
enough to meaningfully minimize the work of
applying EDRM controls to existing
documents (0.8 probability).” - Gartner
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TCIP: Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the Power Grid  
 
William H. Sanders 
Donald Biggar Willett Professor of Engineering 
Director, Information Trust Institute 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, and 
Coordinated Science Laboratory 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign!  
 
 
Abstract 

The Information Trust Institute is the home of the TCIP Center, a national center 

created in August 2005 to address the challenge of how to protect the nation's 

power grid. The National Science Foundation awarded $7.5 million over five 

years to the project, which will be led by the University of Illinois ITI team and 

also involve researchers at Cornell University, Dartmouth College, and 

Washington State University. The Department of Energy and the Department of 

Homeland Security have pledged to join NSF in funding and managing the effort. 

!!The center will significantly improve the way the power grid cyber infrastructure is 

built, making it more secure, reliable and safe. 

Our quality of life is dependent on the continuous functioning of our nation's 

electric power infrastructure, and the functioning of the power infrastructure is 

dependent on the health of an underlying computing and communication network 

infrastructure that is at serious risk from both malicious cyber attacks and 

accidental failures. Industry studies suggest that the risk of future cyber attacks 

on the electric power grid cyber-infrastructure is significant, and that such 

attacks, if successful, could have severe consequences. The August 14, 2003 

blackout demonstrated how quickly the failure and/or misbehavior of individual 

components (in that case, partially caused by software failure) can spread across 

a large geographical area. Furthermore, the constraints of the power system IT 

infrastructure, which include changing relationships among participants, 

increasing data volume, and rapid response requirements, are similar to those 

faced by many other critical networked information systems, so solutions for the 

power system IT infrastructure will have applicability to cyber infrastructures for 

other critical systems. 
 
TCIP is working to provide the fundamental science and technology needed to 
create an intelligent, adaptive power grid that can survive malicious adversaries, 
provide continuous delivery of power, and support dynamically varying trust 
requirements. We will do so by creating the necessary cyber building blocks and 
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architecture, and by creating validation technology to quantify the amount of trust 
provided by the proposed approach.  
 
Personnel attached to the project include researchers from UIUC, Washington 
State University, Dartmouth College, and Cornell University. Industry partners 
include ABB, Ameren, AREVA, California ISO, Cisco Systems, Entergy, Exelon, 
GE, Honeywell, KEMA, Open Systems International, PJM Interconnection, 
PowerWorld Corporation, Siemens, and TVA.  
 
Biography 

William H. Sanders is a Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, Information Trust Institute, and the Coordinated Science Laboratory 
at the University of Illinois. He is the Director of the Information Trust Institute 
(ITI) at the University of Illinois. He is a Fellow of the IEEE and the ACM.  He 
serves as the Vice-Chair of IFIP Working Group 10.4 on Dependable Computing. 
In addition, he serves on the editorial boards of IEEE Transactions on Reliability 
and Performance Evaluation, and is the Area Editor for Simulation and Modeling 
of Computer Systems for the ACM Transactions on Modeling and Computer 
Simulation. He is a past Chair of the IEEE Technical Committee on Fault-Tolerant 
Computing. 
 
Dr. Sanders"s research interests include performance/dependability evaluation, 
dependable computing, and reliable distributed systems. He has published more 
than 150 technical papers in these areas. He is a co-developer of three tools for 
assessing the performability of systems represented as stochastic activity 
networks: METASAN, UltraSAN, and Möbius. Möbius and UltraSAN have been 
distributed widely to industry and academia; more than 300 licenses for the tools 
have been issued to universities, companies, and NASA for evaluating the 
performance, dependability, security, and performability of a variety of systems. 
He is also a co-developer of the Loki distributed system fault injector and the 
AQuA/ITUA middlewares for providing dependability/security to distributed and 
networked applications. 
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1
University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

TCIP: Trustworthy Cyber

Infrastructure for Power

William H. Sanders

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

for the TCIP Project Team

2University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

The Nation’s Power Cyber Infrastructure is at Risk

1997:

• “The widespread

and increasing use

of SCADA systems

for control of energy

systems provides

increasing ability to

cause serious

damage and

disruption by cyber

means”

140140



3University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

The Nation’s Power Cyber Infrastructure is at Risk

2002:

• “Simultaneous attacks

on a few critical

components of the grid

could result in a

widespread and

extended blackout.”

• “Conceivably, they

could also cause the

grid to collapse, with

cascading failures in

equipment far from the

attacks, leading to an

even larger, longer-

term blackout.”

4University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

The Nation’s Power Cyber Infrastructure is at Risk

2004:

• “A failure in a software
program not linked to
malicious activity may
have significantly
contributed to the power
outage.”

• “Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA)
networks to other
systems introduced
vulnerabilities.”

• “In some cases, Control
Area (CA) and
Reliability Coordinator
(RC) visibility into the
operations of
surrounding areas was
lacking.”
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NERC is Concerned about such Attacks
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6University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

A Smart, Responsive, and

Self-Healing Grid is Needed

“Building the Energy Internet,” The Economist, March 11, 2004.

   More and bigger blackouts lie ahead, unless

today’s dumb electricity grid can be transformed

into a smart, responsive and self-healing digital

network …

www.economist.com/displaystory.cfm?story_id=2476988
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7University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

• Need to create 

  secure and reliable

  computing base 

• Multiparty interactions with partial & changing trust requirements

• Regulatory limits on information sharing 

• Support large # of 

  devices

• Timeliness, security, 

   and reliability 

   required of data and

   control information

Next-Generation Power Grid Cyber

Infrastructure Challenges

Control

Area

Other

Coordinators
Market

Operator

Market

Participant

Automatic

Generation Control

Day Ahead

Market

Coordinator
Cross Cutting Issues

• Large-scale, rapid propagation of effects

• Need for adaptive operation

• Need to have confidence in trustworthiness of resulting approach

8University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

TCIP Vision and Strategy

• Provide the fundamental science and technology  to
create the cyber infrastructure for an adaptive, available,
and secure power grid which

– survives malicious adversaries and accidental failures

– provides continuous delivery of power

– supports dynamically varying trust requirements.

• By:

– Creating the cyber building blocks and architecture

– Creating simulation- and experimental testbeds to
quantify the amount of trust provided by proposed
approach
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9University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Secure and Reliable

Computing Base

TCIP: Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for Power

Address technical challenges motivated

by power grid problems in

Ubiquitous exposed

infrastructure

Real-time data

monitoring and

control

Wide area information

coordination and

information sharing

By developing

Trustworthy

Communication &

Control

Protocols

Quantitative &

Qualitative Evaluation

tcip.iti.uiuc.edu

Education

10University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Technical Approach & Challenges

1. Secure and Reliable Computing Base: Make low-level

devices and their communications trustworthy. Challenges:

• Sheer number of devices to be secured

• Cost of securing them

• Performance impacts of security on the devices’

functionality

2. Communication and Control Protocols (1): Efficient, timely

and secure measurement and aggregation mechanisms for

edge device data.

• Challenge: devising and implementing adaptable policies

and mechanisms for trading off performance and security

during

• Normal conditions

• Cyber-attacks

• Power emergencies
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11University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Technical Challenges

3. Communication & Control Protocols (2):

• Mechanisms for scalable inter-domain authorization

• Fundamental principles for security in emergency

situations.

• Approaches

• Dynamic negotiation under normal, attack and

emergency conditions

• Mechanisms to exploit the trusted computing base.

4. Quantitative & Qualitative Evaluation: Validate the TCIP

designs and implementations produced in the other areas.

• create security metrics, multi-scale abstractions and attack

models

• emulation technology  to allow quantitative analysis of real

power grid scenarios.

12University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

TCIP Senior Investigators

• Secure & Reliable Base

– Gross, Gunter, Iyer,

Kalbarczyk, Sauer, and

Smith

• Trustworthy Communication

& Control Protocols

– Bakken, Bose, Courtney,

Fleury, Hauser, Khurana,

Minami, Nahrstedt,

Sanders, Scaglione,

Welch, Winslett

• Quantitative & Qualitative

Evaluation

– Anderson, Campbell,

Nicol, Overbye,

Ranganathan, Thomas,

Wang, Zimmerman

• Education

– Kalbarczyk, Overbye,

Reese, Sebestik, Tracy

• Partner Institutions

– Cornell

– Dartmouth

– University of Illinois

– Washington State University
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13University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

TCIP Graduate and Undergraduate Researchers

Graduate Students:
• Stian Abelsen (WSU)

• Angel Aquino-Lugo (UIUC)

• John Kwang-Hyun Baek* (Dartmouth)

• Scott Bai (UIUC)

• Nihal D’Cunha* (Dartmouth)

• Matt Davis (UIUC)

• Reza Farivar (UIUC)

• Chris Grier (UIUC)

• Joel Helkey (WSU)

• Alex Iliev* (Dartmouth)

• Sundeep Reddy Katasani (UIUC)

• Shrut Kirti (Cornell)

• Peter Klemperer (UIUC)

• Jim Kusznir (WSU)

• Adam Lee* (UIUC)

• Michael LeMay* (UIUC)

• Sunil Murthuswamy (WSU)

• Suvda Myagmar (UIUC)
• Hoang Nguyen (UIUC)

• Hamed Okhravi* (UIUC)

• Karthik Pattabiraman* (UIUC)

• Sankalp Singh* (UIUC)

• Erik Solum (WSU)

• Kim Swenson (WSU)

• Zeb Tate (UIUC)

• Patrick Tsang (Dartmouth)

• Erlend Viddal (WSU)

• Jianqing Zhang (UIUC)

Undergraduates:

• Katy Coles* (UIUC)

• Paul Dabrowski* (UIUC)

• Sanjam Garg (UIUC)

• Steve Hanna* (UIUC)

• Loren Hoffman (WSU)

• Allen G. Harvey, Jr.* (Dartmouth)

• Nathan Schubkegel (WSU)

• Evan Sparks* (Dartmouth)

• Erik Yeats* (WSU)

 * Not funded by TCIP, but working

on TCIP

14University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Area 1 Approach

• Focus: Move from perimeter security to platform security in the

power grid cyber infrastructure

• Focus: Secure power infrastructure by ensuring security of

infrastructure applications

– Derive security requirements from application logic

– Derive hybrid solutions and constraints from application

context

• Project Areas:

– Build new types of platforms to achieve specific security goals

for power applications

– Make these hardened platforms reconfigurable and

customizable, so one platform secures multiple power

applications

– Integrate hardened platforms into comprehensive security

architectures for power grid scenarios
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Year 1 Accomplishments / Research Directions

• Hardening platforms:

–Demonstration of automatic tool to secure high-stakes ISO
computation against dedicated insiders with physical access

–Design and initial prototype of fast, novel crypto for control centers and
substations

–Design and prototype of processor modules:

• Reconfigurable hardening

–Customize and implement, into an FPGA, Illinois Reliability and Security

Engine (RSE) for substations and control center applications of the

power grid infrastructure

–Incorporation of attack detectors and error detectors within RSE

–Methodology and associated tools for generation of application-specific

assertions for runtime detection of malicious and accidental errors in

SCADA applications

• Application Integration

–Applied Trusted Computing (TC) and virtualization technologies to
develop an attested meter

–Analyzed security architecture requirements for relays in substations to
understand prospects for individually secured IEDs that can meet timing
requirements

16University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

 Trustworthy Communication & Control Protocols

The past

• Un-secure communication

• Slow communication links

• Lack of inclusion of networking and

computing standard technologies

Trends

• Data collection at control areas

• High-speed wide area

communication and computation

solutions available (optical/SONET,

multi-core devices, Linux)

• Standard wireless network

technologies available

• 802.11, 802.15, 802.16,

Bluetooth

• IP-based protocol solutions available

Challenges

• End-to-end real-time, security,

reliability, and QoS guarantees

Approach

• Provision of real-time and reliable

monitoring, detection, alert, and

control solutions in case of

perturbations, vulnerabilities and

attacks

• Self-adaptation to new security

needs due to long-lifetime

installed base (RTUs)

• Handling of adversarial threats

to end devices (IEDs), control

centers, ISOs, and communication

links among them
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Communication & Control Protocols

Year 1 Accomplishments / Research Directions

• Evaluated SCADA architectures and protocols for data transmission

and aggregation (IEC 61850)

• Identified security threats and attacks in SCADA networks

• Explored mathematical models for QoS/data/alarm aggregations

• Analyzed requirements for generalized trust in pub/sub systems

• Achieved rigorous reasoning about trust negotiation

• Designed Architectural Innovations

– Exploration of selected aggregation functions and algorithms

over wireless network technologies

– Initial design of alert and attack containment to limit spread of

unwanted updates

– Deployment of Real-Time QoS mechanisms in standard IP-

based network technologies for QoS-aware dissemination of

TCIP information

– Development of trust management for TCIP components

– Design of Credentialing for Emergencies at ISO level

18University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Quantitative & Qualitative Evaluation

Approach:

• Developing tools and

methodologies for

evaluating and validating

next-generation power grid

designs

• Developing tools and

methodologies for

evaluating existing system

configurations with respect

to best practice

recommendations and

global policies

• Studying the sensitivity of

the power grid

infrastructure to various

kinds of cyber attacks
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Evaluation Year 1 Accomplishments

/ Research Directions

Simulation

– Emulation, transparent integration of IP devices {project,external} servers, routers,
clients

– Modbus speaking simulators of power grid, and SCADA control center

– Algorithms for high speed virtual background network traffic

– Cyber-attack models (algorithms/optimizations + implementation)

• Random scanning worms, flash-worms, packet reflection, packet redirection

Intruder client

– New man-in-middle code attack on Modbus timing

– Database of co-opted traffic

Power Markets

– Experimental design + technical support, co-opting auction information

System Evaluation

– Methodology for analyzing properties of system configuration vis a vis formalized
interpretation of best practices

– Tool (APT) for analyzing firewall configurations vis a vis formalized global policy

Integration

– Network simulation/emulation operationally integrated with

• Simulated power grid and SCADA

• Simulated power auction server

• Intruder client

– Conceptually integrated with system evaluation

20University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Education Goals

• Facilitate the integration of research, education and

knowledge transfer by linking researchers, educators

and students

• Connect with K-12 teachers and students

• Share higher education courses and instructional

modules across disciplines involved in the project (CE,

EE, CS)

• Provide research experiences to undergraduate and

graduate students

• Develop hands-on laboratories and tools
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Education : Year 1 Accomplishments

/ Research Directions

• TCIP Researchers, in partnership with math/science

education specialists:

5th grade student at Olympia North

Elementary School using TCIP applet

• Developed interactive and open-ended

applets for middle-schoolers

• Produced printed activity materials and

teacher guides  coordinated with the

applets

• Aligned lessons to content standards

• Started process of piloting and

disseminating educational materials to

students and educators in middle

schools

22University of Illinois  •  Dartmouth College  •  Cornell University  •  Washington State University

Industrial Partnerships – Spanning Stakeholders

Electrical Power

Generation, Delivery, and

Management

Ameren – Major traditional utility in

Mo. and IL

Entergy – Major traditional utility in

South

Exelon – Major traditional Utility –

Midwest & East

TVA – Largest public power

company

Technology Providers/Researchers

ABB – Industrial manufacturer and supplier

Siemens – Industrial manufacturer and supplier

AREVA – Major SW vendor for utility EMS

systems

Cisco Systems – CIP Researchers

Cyber Defense Agency  – Security Assessment

EPRI – Electric Power Research Institute

GE Global Research – Research in

communication and computing requirements for

US power grid

Honeywell – Industrial control system provider and

SCADA researcher

KEMA - Supports clients concerned with the

supply and use of electrical power

OSII – Major SW vendor for utilities including

SCADA and EMS systems

PNNL – National Lab doing SCADA research

PowerWorld Corp – System analysis and

visualization tools

Sandia National Lab – SCADA research

Schweitzer – Industrial control system provider

Starthis – Automation Middleware

CAISO – Independent system operator for CA

PJM – Regional transmission organization (RTO) for 7

states and D.C.
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Year 1 Industry Interactions

• Comprehensive group of industrial advisors

representing industries across the nation

• Industry seminars  - ongoing

• Faculty visits and connections - ongoing

• Field trips for TCIP project team

– MISO and Ameren IP during summer 2006

• Industry kickoff meeting – December 2005

• Industry workshop – December 2006

• Power systems infrastructure tutorial (in progress)

• Directory of industrial contacts (in progress)
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Measuring Dependability as a Mean Failure Cost

Ali Mili,

College of Computing Science,
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April 2, 2007

1 Challenging the Mean Time to

Failure

The Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) is a commonly ac-

cepted measure for system reliability. Some variations

of it (MTTD, MTTE) have also been adopted to measure

other dependability attributes [1]. In this short note we

wish to submit a tentative challenge to this measure, pro-

pose an alternative, and discuss how the alternative can be

deployed.

When we say that a system has an MTTF , we

mean that the mean time to the failure of the system with

respect to some implicit specification is . In doing

so, we are usually making two implicit assumptions:

Independence with respect to subspecifications. A

complex specification is typically the aggregate of

many individual requirements; the stakes attached to

meeting each requirement vary from one requirement

to another. Yet the MTTF makes no distinction be-

tween requirement; failing any requirement counts as

a failure.

Independencewith respect to stakeholders. Typically

the operation of a system involves many stakehold-

ers, who have different stakes in the system meeting

any given requirement.

Taking these dependencies into account, we must now

consider a substitute for the MTTF, which varies accord-

ing to which specific requirement is violated, and accord-

ing to which stakeholder we consider. We propose the

concept of Mean Failure Cost per Unit of Time (MFC),

which reflects how much a particular stakeholder stands

to lose, on average, as a result of possible failure, per unit

of time. Given a system whose MTTF is , we can de-

1
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cide whether to rely on this system or not by comparing

to the time we expect to use the system: If the ra-

tio is small enough, whence the likelihood of failure

during the period of usage is small enough, then we can

decide to use it. By contrast, given a system whose MFC

is , we can decide whether to rely on this system or

not by comparing to the mean benefit ( ) that we gain

from using this system per unit of time.

2 Quantification Infrastructure

To estimate the MTTF of a system, we only need to model

its probability of failure with respect to its specification,

. By contrast, to estimate the MFC we need the follow-

ing information:

The probability of the system to meet various sub-

specifications of .

A matrix that shows, for each relevant stakeholder,

the associated failure cost with respect to each sub-

specification.

What makes the estimation of MFC difficult is that the

decomposition of a specification into subspecifica-

tions is not orthogonal, in the sense that subspecifications

may overlap arbitrarily and that the decomposition is not

unique. Also, decompositions may vary from stakeholder

to stakeholder. To fix our ideas, we consider a sample/

simplistic example of a flight control system for a passen-

ger airplane, for which we list some sample subspecifica-

tions, some sample stakeholders, and some sample failure

costs.

Sample Subspecifications:

Ensure a smooth ride.

Ensure adherence to flight vector within governmen-

tal guidelines.

Ensure timeliness/ adherence to flight schedule.

Ensure fuel efficiency.

Ensure adherence to noise pollution standards.

Ensure responsiveness to Auto Pilot settings.

Ensure that the reverse thrust is never applied in mid

air.

Ensure that the landing gears are always activated

prior to landing.

Ensure that the aircraft speed does not fall below the

stalling speed.

... .

This list is neither complete (of course), nor orthogonal

(many requirements overlap a great deal). As for stake-

holders, we consider:

The airplane’s pilot.

The passengers.

2
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The Aviation authorities (e.g. FAA).

The CEO of the airline.

The CEO of the aircraft manufacturer.

The CEO of the insurance company ensuring the air-

line.

Environmental activists/ organizations.

Residents in the neighborhood of the airports (depar-

ture, destination of the flight).

The beneficiary of a passenger’s life insurance.

Sample Failure Costs:

CEO of the Airline, Fuel efficiency: Bottom Line.

CEO of the Airline, Timeliness: Company’s reputa-

tion for timeliness.

CEO of the Airline, Smoothness of the flight: Loy-

alty of the passengers.

CEO of the aircraft manufacturer, Fuel efficiency:

corporate image, selling point.

Environmental activists, fuel efficiency: carbon im-

print.

Reverse thrust, passenger: Life.

Reverse thrust, insurance company: Claims.

Reverse thrust, airline company: Reputation for

safety.

For a given stakeholder, the the Mean failure Cost can be

estimated by considering the probability of failure with

respect to all relevant subspecifications (i.e. those sub-

specification whose associated failure cost is non-zero),

along with the associated failure costs for the stakeholder.

By extension, a party who has no stake in the operation of

a system views the MFC of the system as zero (one could

argue that for this party theMTTF of the system is as good

as infinite).

One of the consequences of this model is that the dis-

tinction between reliability and safety is blurred: what is

usually referred to as safety is merely reliability with re-

spect to a subspecification whose associated failure cost

(with respect to some implicit stakeholder) is very high.

The proposed model makes no distinction between low

failure cost and high failure cost, and integrates a contin-

uum of subspecification with varying failure costs. Hence

MFC encompasses not only reliability, but also safety.

What we must consider now is how to estimate the

mean failure cost, indeed what is its formula. To begin

to understand this question, we consider the refinement

structure of specifications, because it is at the core of how

specifications are structured as aggregates of subspecifi-

cations.

3
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3 Refinement Structure

We approach this problem from the standpoint of rela-

tional specifications. The results we present here have

been explored in the context of relational specifications,

though we suspect that they hold in other refinement cal-

culi as well. Requirements specifications are represented

by relations, which map system inputs to correct systems

outputs. We define a partial ordering on relational speci-

fications, under the name of refinement ordering. This or-

dering, which we represent by the symbol , is reflexive,

transitive and antisymmetric. It is relevant to us because a

system is correct with respect to a (relational) specifica-

tion if and only if refines . Because the refinement

ordering is transitive, we infer that if refines , then

any system that is correct with is correct with .

If we turn to lattice properties of the refinement order-

ing, we find that it has lattice-like properties, in the follow-

ing sense. Any two specifications and which admit

a common upper bound have a least upper bound, which

we denote by . We refer to the least upper bound

of and as the join of and , and we interpret

it as the specification that captures all the requirements

of and all the requirements of . While the least up-

per bound exists conditionally, the greatest lower bound

of two specifications is defined for any two specifications.

We represent it by , and we find that it reflects re-

quirements information that is common between and

.

Perhaps as a consequence of the conditional nature of

the join and the unconditional nature of the meet, the lat-

tice of refinement has a universal lower bound, which is

represented by the empty relation, but it has no univer-

sal upper bound. Instead, maximal elements of the re-

finement lattice are total deterministic relations. Figure 1

represents the outline of this lattice-like structure. This re-

finement structure allows to reinterpret some concepts we

have been discussing informally, such as:

That is a subspecification of : we can write this

as:

That is the aggregate of subspecifications , ,

, ... :

That and are independent requirements, in the

sense that refinement one of them does not imply re-

fining any part of the other:

4 Estimating/ Approximating the

Mean Failure Cost

We consider a system and a specification , and we

are interested in estimating the mean failure cost of sys-

4
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Total Functions

Figure 1: Refinement Lattice Structure

tem with respect to specification for some implicit

stakeholder K, which we denote by . We consider

a simple case, where specification is the aggregate of

subspecifications , , , ..., , that are mutually

independent (i.e. refining any one of them does not imply

refining any part of any other subspecification). Then, we

argue that the mean failure cost of with respect to is:

where represents the probability of an event. In other

words, the mean failure cost of the aggregate specifica-

tion is the weighted sum of the failure costs of the various

components of the specification, weighted by the proba-

bility of failing with respect to each component.

The very unique situation above is the only one that is

simple. In general, if we apply the formula above to an

arbitrary collection of subspecifications, two things hap-

pen that make the results wrong: Because subspecifica-

tions overlap, many failure costs are counted more than

once; also, because subspecifications overlap, failing to

meet one is not independent from failing to meet another.

One way to resolve this is to redecompose the specifica-

tion into independent subspecifications, but this is rather

very impractical, since the failure costs that we know of

pertain to overlapping subspecifications.

Another approach, that which we are pursuing, is to ex-

plore identities that involve failure costs between of sub-

specifications. Examples of such identities include:

5
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Generalizations of the formula above are under investiga-

tion.
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MotivationMotivation

MTTF of System S with respect to specification R isMTTF of System S with respect to specification R is

M:  mean time to next failure to satisfy R.M:  mean time to next failure to satisfy R.

Two implicit assumptions:Two implicit assumptions:

•• Independence Independence wrtwrt  SubspecificationSubspecification.  R is a.  R is a

monolith.  Failing any requirement.monolith.  Failing any requirement.

•• Independence Independence wrtwrt Stakeholder.  All stakeholders Stakeholder.  All stakeholders

have the same stake in failure free operation.have the same stake in failure free operation.
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MotivationMotivation

Distinction betweenDistinction between

•• Reliability:  failure with respect to lowReliability:  failure with respect to low
stake requirements.stake requirements.

•• Safety:  failure with respect to high stakeSafety:  failure with respect to high stake
requirements.requirements.

•• Security:  failure with respect to securitySecurity:  failure with respect to security
requirements.requirements.

Necessary distinctions?Necessary distinctions?

ProposalProposal

Wish ListWish List

•• Varies according to which requirement isVaries according to which requirement is
violated.violated.

•• Varies by stakeholder.Varies by stakeholder.

•• Continuum of failure costs.Continuum of failure costs.

•• Captures requirements dependenciesCaptures requirements dependencies
((subsumptionssubsumptions, redundancies)., redundancies).

•• Integrated measure of failure cost, regardless ofIntegrated measure of failure cost, regardless of
source.source.
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Tentative formulationTentative formulation

•• Mean Time To Failure:Mean Time To Failure:

•• Mean Failure Cost:Mean Failure Cost:

Must be heavily qualified.  Not really a sum.Must be heavily qualified.  Not really a sum.
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Quantification InfrastructureQuantification Infrastructure

•• MTTF: Probability distribution of failure.MTTF: Probability distribution of failure.

•• MFC:MFC:

–– Probability distribution of failure with respect toProbability distribution of failure with respect to

various sub-specifications.  Depends on sub-spec, andvarious sub-specifications.  Depends on sub-spec, and

on V&V effort.on V&V effort.

–– Cost matrix, stakeholder Cost matrix, stakeholder vsvs sub-specification. sub-specification.

Difficulty:  sub-specifications overlap.Difficulty:  sub-specifications overlap.

Decompositions vary by stakeholder.  MFC is aDecompositions vary by stakeholder.  MFC is a

sum only for orthogonal sub-specifications.sum only for orthogonal sub-specifications.

Quantification Infrastructure:  AnQuantification Infrastructure:  An

ExampleExample

StHld1StHld1

StHld1StHld1

StHld1StHld1

CostCostStHld1StHld1

StHld1StHld1

SubSp5SubSp5SubSp4SubSp4SubSp3SubSp3SubSp2SubSp2SubSp1SubSp1
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Flight Control System, StakeholdersFlight Control System, Stakeholders

•• PilotPilot

•• PassengerPassenger

•• Aviation authoritiesAviation authorities

(FAA)(FAA)

•• EnvironmentalEnvironmental

organizationorganization

•• Airport area residentsAirport area residents

•• CEO, airlineCEO, airline

•• CEO, aircraftCEO, aircraft

manufacturermanufacturer

•• CEO, insuranceCEO, insurance

companycompany

Flight Control System,Flight Control System,

RequirementsRequirements

Requirements (naïve). UserRequirements (naïve). User
driven decomposition driven decomposition !!

V&V decomposition V&V decomposition !!

Designer decompositionDesigner decomposition

•• Smooth rideSmooth ride

•• Adherence to flight vectorAdherence to flight vector

•• TimelinessTimeliness

•• Fuel efficiencyFuel efficiency

•• Noise pollution standardsNoise pollution standards

••  Responsiveness to AP Responsiveness to AP

settingsetting

•• Avoid reversing thrust inAvoid reversing thrust in

mid airmid air

•• Avoid stalling conditionsAvoid stalling conditions

Overlap significantlyOverlap significantly..
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Flight Control System, StakesFlight Control System, Stakes

•• CEO of Airline, FuelCEO of Airline, Fuel
Efficiency:  Bottom Line.Efficiency:  Bottom Line.

•• Passenger, FuelPassenger, Fuel
efficiency: 0.efficiency: 0.

•• CEO of Airline, timeliness:CEO of Airline, timeliness:
corporate image.corporate image.

•• Passenger, timeliness:Passenger, timeliness:
scheduling inconvenience.scheduling inconvenience.

•• Safety requirement,Safety requirement,
passenger:  Life.passenger:  Life.

•• Safety requirement, CEOSafety requirement, CEO
of airline:  corporateof airline:  corporate
image.image.

•• Safety requirement,Safety requirement,
manufacturer:  futuremanufacturer:  future
sales.sales.

•• Safety requirement,Safety requirement,
insurance company:insurance company:
value of insurance claims.value of insurance claims.

Quantifying MFCQuantifying MFC

Key Construct:  Requirements Structure.Key Construct:  Requirements Structure.

Requirements Specifications:  ordered byRequirements Specifications:  ordered by
refinement.  Partial ordering.refinement.  Partial ordering.

Lattice Properties:  Semi Lattice.  Join existsLattice Properties:  Semi Lattice.  Join exists
conditionally (adding requirements).  Meet existsconditionally (adding requirements).  Meet exists
unconditionally (common requirements).unconditionally (common requirements).
Universal lower bound.  No universal upperUniversal lower bound.  No universal upper
bound.bound.
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Lattice-like StructureLattice-like Structure

R1 R2

R1*R2

R1+R2

Specification StructureSpecification Structure

•• Compound/ Composite Specifications:Compound/ Composite Specifications:

•• Composition is neither unique, nor orthogonal.Composition is neither unique, nor orthogonal.

•• Illustration:Illustration:

1
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Computing MFCComputing MFC

•• Specification,Specification,

•• Mean Failure Cost, if Mean Failure Cost, if RiRi’’ss are independent: are independent:
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Requirements IndependenceRequirements Independence

Independent Sub-specifications:Independent Sub-specifications:

Interpretation:  Relatively prime.Interpretation:  Relatively prime.

1 2
0.R R! =
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ImplicationsImplications

•• Interpretation:  being multiple of 11Interpretation:  being multiple of 11
makes no difference whether number is ormakes no difference whether number is or
is not multiple of 15.  Being multiple of 9is not multiple of 15.  Being multiple of 9
makes us more likely to be multiple of 15.makes us more likely to be multiple of 15.

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

( ( )) ( ) ( ).

( ( )) ( ) ( )

P S R R P S R P S R
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! = +

õõõ

õõõ

General CaseGeneral Case

•• Stakeholders know failure costs ofStakeholders know failure costs of
arbitrary sub-specifications.  Needed:arbitrary sub-specifications.  Needed:
identities that allow us to derive failureidentities that allow us to derive failure
costs of independent (orthogonal) subcosts of independent (orthogonal) sub
specs.specs.

–– Refinement Identities,Refinement Identities,

–– Lattice Identities.Lattice Identities.

•• Probabilities:  textbook material.Probabilities:  textbook material.
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Cost IdentitiesCost Identities

•• Refinement Ordering:Refinement Ordering:

•• Refinement Lattice:Refinement Lattice:

1 2 1 2( ) ( ).R R C S R C S R! "õõõ

1 2 1 2 1 2( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ( )).C S R R C S R C S R C S R R! = + " #õõõõ

Conclusion/  SummaryConclusion/  Summary

Mean Failure CostMean Failure Cost

•• Acknowledges variance in failure cost by stakeholder.Acknowledges variance in failure cost by stakeholder.

•• Acknowledges variance in failure cost by requirement.Acknowledges variance in failure cost by requirement.

•• Provides uniform metric for many dimensions ofProvides uniform metric for many dimensions of
dependability.dependability.

•• Consistent with spirit of Value Based SoftwareConsistent with spirit of Value Based Software
Engineering.Engineering.

Very speculative; very preliminary.  Urgent:  sampleVery speculative; very preliminary.  Urgent:  sample
application.application.
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Survivability in Wireless Networks:
A Case for Overhead Reduction

Axel W. Krings
University of Idaho

Moscow, Idaho 83844-1010, USA

Abstract: A link scheduling model is presented that uti-
lizes primary-backup scheduling for packet scheduling.
The advantage of this scheduling paradigm is that over-
head can be suppressed in the fault-free case and over-
head only needs to be endured in case of actual faults. The
scheduling paradigm significantly increases survivabil-
ity and can be used to reduce overhead of redundancy-
based approaches. The foundation for using primary-
backup scheduling in networks is derived. The schemes
presented are very effective for multi-path protocols and
MIMO and can be applied where watchdog-based algo-
rithms fail or where geographic-centric disruptions ren-
der local approaches useless.

1 Introduction

With the tremendous growth of wireless applications in
recent years comes great concern for the lack of reliabil-
ity, security and survivability. Especially in applications
in the area of ad hoc and sensor networks there are many
new challenges due to their features and the inherent char-
acteristics of wireless technology. The main considera-
tions have been routing and the overhead resulting from
dealing with disruptions of the communication paths. As
a result, many protocols have been introduced. However,
in critical applications operating in hostile environments
the security and survivability requirements may be much
higher than usual and fault assumptions should include
pathological behavior capable of introducing value faults.
Furthermore, most research has focused on operation in
benign environments where security considerations were
not the driving motivation.

Since this work relates to tolerance of faults of differ-
ent types under possibly pathological scenarios, we need
to explore redundancy mechanisms. As such, any ap-
proach utilizing multipath and multiflow communication
could have the potential for tolerating faults, if these con-
cepts are exploited for reliability [12]. Many multipath
and multiflow approaches have been presented in the lit-
erature, but their focus has not been on tolerating diverse
faults but have rather been limited to overcome benign
link or node faults. For example, the concept of multiflow
has been used in [13] in the context of QoS enhancement,
however, the focus is on transmission congestion. Mul-
tipath routing has been used to increase end-to-end relia-
bility, e.g. the MP-DSR protocol in [8] forwards outgoing
packets along multiple paths that are subject to a particu-
lar end-to-end reliability requirement; this however raises
overhead concerns.

Primary and backup communication paths are consid-
ered in [9]. However, disjoint paths are not exploited for
data redundancy but discarded as unwanted overhead. In
their use of redundant disjoint paths the overhead to re-
silience tradeoff becomes unfavorable for a larger num-
ber of paths [2, 10]. We consider a different approach to
primary and backup communication adopted from fault-
tolerant multi-processor scheduling with focus on over-
head reduction.

2 Network Survivability Model

For our purposes, the term survivability and reliability
may be interchanged. Survivability was elected to em-
phasize that the operating environment may be malicious.
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The communication network is represented as a digraph
G = (V,E), where computational nodes are the vertices
and communication “links” are the edges. An edge eij

is present in E if node vj receives the signals of node
vi. If a source node vS wants to establish a communi-
cation path with a destination node vD, then the reliabil-
ity of the path vS-vD is clearly depending on the reliabil-
ity of the nodes and communication links along the path.
To tolerate faults, may they be of benign nature or mali-
ciously induced, one can chose to increase the survivabil-
ity of the primary communication path vS-vD, e.g. using
schemes such as presented in [11] or [6], or one can use a
multi-path approach, considering alternative paths under
the assumption that a certain threshold of “good” paths
can mask faults.

Adding path diversity to the communication scheme,
one inherits the undesirable overhead of multi-path rout-
ing and packet redundancy. In order to reduce overhead,
we revert to using a proven mechanism from real-time
scheduling. Specifically, we adopt primary-backup (PB)
link scheduling, which was introduced in the context of
fault-tolerant scheduling in real-time multiprocessor sys-
tems [1, 4]. Essentially, non-preemptive computational
tasks (consisting of a primary and a backup task) are ac-
cepted into the real-time system if a feasibility test guar-
antees that the task can be scheduled to meet its deadline.
Otherwise the task is rejected. If the primary task fails,
due to transient or permanent faults, the backup task is
executed. To avoid unnecessary overhead in the non-fault
case, backup overloading is utilized. Whereas multipro-
cessor scheduling considers scheduling tasks onto proces-
sors, we are concerned with scheduling packets onto com-
munication links. As such, a communication link and a
processor are analogous. Similarly, data packets and com-
putational tasks are analogous.

...
in-queue(s)

queue M

queue 1

queue 2

...

link 1

link 2

link M

Figure 1: Conceptual Network Node

To make the analogy between links and processors
some justification is necessary. We view a network node
vi of G as having separate links, i.e. channels, as shown
in Figure 1. Packets are received into one or more input
queues and scheduled on links via their associated output
queues. This makes perfect sense in fixed networks, but
in wireless nodes this view is only conceptual. Only in the
case of MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output), where
dual-array multiple-antenna systems are used, is this rep-
resentation apparent. However, in the absence of MIMO,
we can still justify this view using multiplexing. For ex-
ample, consider code division multiple access (CDMA).
In CDMA multiple channels are multiplexed without di-
viding up the channel by time, thus logically implement-
ing the concept of Figure 1. Time division multiple access
(TDMA), on the other hand, allows multiple links to be
emulated by sharing the link in a time-division scheme.
Again, assuming the time slots are relatively small, the
concept in the figure is preserved.

Next, we introduce notation for scheduling packets on
links, or practically, their associated queues. Given the
abstraction of a wireless node above, let Lj denote link
j. We will speak of “scheduling packets on links”, which
actually means that packets are scheduled in the respec-
tive queues. Associated with each data packet Pi are the
attributes arrival time ai, i.e. the time at which Pi enters
the in-queue of the node, the ready time ri, which is the
time the packet is ready to be moved to the outgoing link
queue, the start time si, the time the packet is starting to
be transmitted, transmission time li, which is the time it
takes to send out the packet of size l, the finish time fi,
the time the last bit of the packet has left the link, and
the deadline di, which defines the latest deliver time as
needed to guarantee QoS. Note that li = fi ! si.

For each packet Pi a primary Pri and a backup copy
Bki are defined. Note that “copy” can refer to redun-
dant pointers to a single data object. The purpose of Bki

is that, if the transmission of Pri fails, it will serve as
a backup. The deadline for the acknowledgment of the
primary’s delivery in the fault-free case is called acknowl-
edge time, ack(Pri). Thus ack(Pri) constitutes the max-
imal time up to which one can wait for an acknowledg-
ment. The actual time when Pri is acknowledged is de-
noted by tack(Pri), with tack(Pri) " ack(Pri) in the
fault-free case. Thus, if an acknowledge of delivery has
not been received by ack(Pri), it is assumed that a fault
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has occurred. However, if Pri is successfully delivered,
which would be confirmed at tack(Pri) " ack(Pri),
then Bki can be discarded from the queue. The backup
only requires link resources if the primary fails. Other-
wise, the only penalty for utilizing the backup is the over-
head associated with queue management. From a practi-
cal point of view, the value for ack(Pri) is chosen based
on the expected transmission time in the no-fault scenario.
If the expected time it takes to acknowledge Pri is ta,
then ack(Pri) = s(Pri)+!ta where ! # 1 is a constant
affecting how sensitive the fault detection is. This should
be only an expected (pessimistic) value, and thus high ac-
curacy in a minimal ack(Pri) may not be meaningful.

An acknowledge tack(Pri) of a packet Pi addresses
the round-trip delay of the packet, i.e. the time to de-
liver the packet plus the time it takes to send and de-
liver the acknowledge back to the sender. We will as-
sume that the only way we can practically expect that
a packet is delivered is at the time of its acknowledge
tack(Pri) " ack(Pri). This way we avoid the issues as-
sociated with the case where faults occur during the time
of transmission or acknowledge. Note that ack(Pri) is
a parameter reflecting the expected transmission time in
the absence of faults. This should not be confused with
timeout parameters of the transport control protocol, e.g.
TCP

The packet attributes defined for Pi above will be used
for Pri and Bki as well, e.g. s(Pri) is the primary’s
starting time or f(Bki) the finishing time of the backup.
We assume that in the schedule of packet Pi the tim-
ing relationship between Pri and Bki is ai " ri "
s(Pri) < f(Pri) " ack(Pri) " s(Bki) < f(Bki) <
tack(Bki) " di. Furthermore, we assume that if Pri fails,
then backup Bki will succeed. Thus, at most one fault is
assumed for packet Pi. An important assumption for PB
scheduling is that the primary and backup of Pi cannot be
scheduled on the same link, i.e. L(Pri) $= L(Bki).

In order to minimize the overhead associated with
scheduling backup packets the concept of backup over-
loading is adopted. Figure 2 shows the concept. Packet P1

has its primary Pr1 scheduled on link L1 and its backup
Bk1 on L2. Similarly, P2 has Pr2 scheduled on L3 with
its backup Bk2 on L2, thus overloading L2 from s(Bk2)
to f(Bk1). This has consequences for the assumptions
about faults.

In the figure both backup packets overlap. It can eas-

Bk1

Pr1

Pr2

L1

L2

L3

Bk2

timehead of queue

!t1

ack(Pr1)

ack(Pr2)

∬

Figure 2: Backup Overloading

ily be shown that if two backups Bki and Bkj are over-
lapping on a link, then their respective primaries must be
scheduled on different links. Conversely, if Pri and Prj

are scheduled on the same link, then their backups must
not overload.

The desirable feature of backup scheduling is that given
packet Pi, backup Bki can be deleted if Pri is deliv-
ered successfully at tack(Pri) " ack(Pri). The usage
of backup overloading requires the introduction of the no-
tion of Time to Second Fault (TTSF), which is the time at
which a second fault can occur without risking the loss
of a packet due to overloading. Note that the smaller
TTSF is, the more resilient the system becomes to sec-
ond faults. Let TTSF(Li) indicate the time to second fault
with respect to link Li. It can be shown that TTSF is the
maximum TTSF(Li), which is defined as the maximum
time of the acknowledge of the primary whose backup is
scheduled on the link and the acknowledge of the backup
scheduled on the link.

Whereas the previous discussion considered benign and
omission faults, we now turn to the impact of value faults,
i.e. the case where the content of a packet is manipu-
lated. To tolerate k such faults, by definition, one needs
2k + 1 redundant packets, which will guarantee that the
good packets are in the majority. This should not be con-
fused with the Byzantine majority of asymmetric faults in
distributed agreement [7].

If one wants to detect a single value fault using PB
scheduling one can extend the concept to include two pri-
mary copies and a backup. Thus, for packet Pi we con-
sider primary Pri, secondary Sei and backup Bki. The
deadline for the acknowledge of both Pri and Sei is as-
sumed to be ack(Pri). Upon acknowledgment of both
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Pri and Sei the backup Bki is unscheduled. Conversely,
if either Pri or Sei fail to acknowledge, Bki is required.
It should be noted that in principle scheduling of a pri-
mary and a secondary on disjoint links allows for correc-
tion in the case of a benign and omission fault and for de-
tection of a value fault. In the latter case, the possible tie
between packets can be resolved with the backup packet,
constituting fault recovery. Thus, logically this scheme
corresponds to the so-called hybrid-SCP-TMR [3], where
in the case of real-time multi-processor scheduling two
copies execute first, implemented as a Self Checking Pair
(SCP). If the outputs do not agree, the third copy is sched-
uled to break the tie, thus implementing Triple Modular
Redundancy (TMR).

In the context of link scheduling, the detection mech-
anism of the hybrid-SCP-TMR requires further explana-
tion. Note, that by the definition of this configuration the
detection of a value fault requires that a difference in the
packet contents must be observed. In the multiprocessor
case of [3] this is done by a comparator, e.g. a voting
task, which detects that the results of the two tasks differ.
In the network protocol stack the detection of differences
in the packet contents can be observed by the receiver of
the packets, e.g. by the observation that the signatures
(or frame check sequences) of the primary and secondary
packets do not match.

If the receiving node detects that the content of Pri

and Sei do not match, then an explicit or implicit message
rejecti is issued. An explicit reject message identifies the
mismatch of the packet content between the two copies of
Pi. Alternatively, an implicit reject is realized by simply
not acknowledging a packet, thus triggering a timeout at
ack(Pri). In both cases backup Bki is sent to break the
tie.

Next, we want to establish the timing relationships
of the packets. Assuming s(Pri) " s(Sei), the tim-
ing relationship between Pri, Sei and Bki is r(Pi) "
s(Pri) " s(Sei) < ack(Pri) " s(Bki) < f(Bki) <
tack(Bki) " di. Furthermore, we have f(Pri) "
ack(Pri) and f(Sei) " ack(Pri).

To avoid packet loss in the presence of a permanent
value faults the primary, secondary and backup of a packet
must be scheduled on different links, i.e. L(Pri) $=
L(Sei) $= L(Bki). This follows directly from the func-
tion of a TMR, which can handle exactly one value fault
under the assumption of independence of faults. Schedul-

ing two or more copies of the packet on the same link
would violate this independence assumption.

As in simple PB scheduling we assume that if Pri or
Sei fail, i.e. one packet content is corrupted, then backup
Bki will succeed. Assume that packets Pi are scheduled
using backup overloading under a hybrid-SCP-TMR strat-
egy. Furthermore, assume that at time t link Lk experi-
ences permanent value faults. Then another fault can be
tolerated at time t! = max{t1, t2, t3}, where

t1 = max{tack(Bki), %Pri : L(Pri) = Lk}

t2 = max{tack(Bki), %Sei : L(Sei) = Lk}

t3 = max{tack(Pri), tack(Sei), %Pri, Sei :
L(Bki) = Lk}

If the exact time of tack(Pri) " ack(Pri) is not known,
tack(Pri) = ack(Pri) must be assumed. The same holds
for Sei and Bki. Contrary to the case of a simple primary-
backup scheme, now the overhead associated with the sec-
ondary has to be tolerated. However, overhead induced
by the backup packets are still suppressed in the non-fault
case.

3 Reliability Analysis
The reliability of a communication channel, R(t), is the
probability that the communication is failure-free during
the entire time-interval [0, t]. In order to determine the re-
liability of communication using PB link scheduling four
approaches were analyzed, assuming fail rate " = 10"3

per time unit. First, a Single Path was considered, i.e.
a communication path without packet redundancy. Sec-
ond, simple PB scheduling was considered, however, we
relaxed the assumptions about a guaranteed delivery of
the backup packet, since in a real system no such guar-
antee can be given. Thus, the results shown are more re-
alistic, but at the same time more pessimistic. Third, we
considered Hybrid SCP-TMR scheduling for value faults,
again under the relaxation of guaranteed backup packet
delivery. Fourth, we used the previous scheme, but only
considered benign faults. This effectively changes the hy-
brid SCP-TMR into a 1-of-3 system. The results of the
four different approaches are shown in Figure 3. As can
be seen all primary-backup approaches show significant
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Figure 3: Unreliability for PB Scheduling

improvements over the single path approach. Further-
more, in non-faulty scenarios the improvements come at
no communication cost.

4 Conclusions
Primary-backup link scheduling was introduced as a
mechanism that significantly increases survivability for
wireless networks. The concept was demonstrated for
multi-path networks for simple fault models (benign and
omission faults) and value faults. The overhead associated
with the scheme results in only negligibly small local link
scheduling overhead in the fault free case. Thus, the bur-
den of multi-path packet overhead was only induced if an
actual fault occurred.
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Introduction
Wireless Networks have gained great popularity

Special focus

Ad hoc networks, MANETs

Sensor networks

Wireless has many potential problems w.r.t.

Security

Reliability

Mobility
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Introduction
Problems include

Security

broadcast, “everybody can see”

nodes may be captured/impersonated/... many flavors

Reliability

nodes may be mobile

links and nodes have reliability/availability constraints

external interference,  benign - malicious
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What are the assumptions about faults?

crash faults, omission faults, etc.

independence of faults

dependence of faults => common mode fault

recovery differs greatly depending on the fault model

Fault Models 

5
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Recovery needs Redundancy
Time redundancy

Information redundancy

Spatial redundancy

e.g. if one considers s symmetric and b benign faults, 

then one needs N > 2s + b redundant units to mask the 

faults
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Fault Assumptions
Faults are seen only in the context of their definition 

within the fault model under consideration

Many mechanisms from security & fault-tolerance

e.g. encryption, authentication, ... 

BUT in the end, their impact on the faults they can 

produce is what really counts
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Network Graph 
Network Graph G is a digraph
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Network Graph 
General Communication Model

Reliability considerations:

increase path reliability/security

utilize multipath approach

9

Since this work relates to tolerance of faults of different
types under possibly pathological scenarios, we need to ex-
plore redundancy mechanisms. As such, any approach uti-
lizing multipath and multiflow communication could have
the potential for tolerating faults, if these concepts are ex-
ploited for reliability [28]. Many multipath and multiflow
approaches have been presented in the literature, but their
focus has not been on tolerating diverse faults but have
rather been limited to overcome benign link or node faults.
For example, the concept of multiflow has been used in [36]
in the context of QoS enhancement, however, the focus is on
transmission congestion. Multipath routing has been used
to increase end-to-end reliability, e.g. the MP-DSR proto-
col in [20] forwards outgoing packets along multiple paths
that are subject to a particular end-to-end reliability require-
ment, but the impact of faults as described here are not con-
sidered.

An approach actually considering the impact of topol-
ogy was shown in [21] where communication topology op-
timization is treated as a linear programing problem. How-
ever, there is no spatial information redundancy involved.
The impact of eavesdropping is considered in [19], where
a secret sharing approach is used. Whereas this addresses
confidentiality issues, it does not address tolerance of a
fault. In fact, more general data distribution schemes and
their impact on survivability have been extensively studied
within the PASIS project at CMU [38] and their suitability
to agent systems have been shown in [13].

An on-demand routing scheme called Split Multipath
Routing (SMR) was shown in [18]. The protocol estab-
lishes and utilizes multiple routes of maximally disjoint
paths to minimize route recovery and control message over-
head. Again omission faults are considered. Predicting fault
behavior has been advocated in [34], however this is ex-
tremely difficult even in the case of link failures for mali-
cious act. Similarly, intrusion detection may be unrealistic
due to the excessive resource constraints associated with in-
formation required by the IDS [27].

Primary and backup communication paths are consid-
ered in [22]. However, disjoint paths are not exploited for
data redundancy but discarded as unwanted overhead. In
their use of redundant disjoint paths the overhead to re-
silience tradeoff becomes unfavorable for a larger number
of paths [7, 24]. Rather than banking on multiple paths, ro-
bustness to node failures is addressed in [39] by using the
concept of reliable nodes and reliable paths. Whereas ro-
bustness is significantly increased, the gain is due to restric-
tions on faults of the reliable nodes.

An approach actually addressing fault-tolerance was pre-
sented in [25] where “misbehaving” nodes causing omis-
sion faults were detected by so-called “watchdogs”. The
impact of nodes that failed to relay packets was shown and
a method was presented that allows for tolerance of such

nodes. The concept was extended in [29] where collabo-
rating groups of malicious nodes were considered. In [5]
the effectiveness of various watchdog schemes was inves-
tigated. Their results suggest that watchdog schemes are
indeed able to detect a number of attacks such as omissions
and certain symmetric faults but exposes limitations, e.g.
fabrication of false route error messages. Wormhole attacks
were addressed in [31], where statistical analysis was used
for detection of nodes which launch them. Detection of ma-
licious behavior due to observation of monitoring nodes op-
erating in promiscuous mode was shown in [6].

Next, a network model is presented that combines a gen-
eralized version of the watchdog strategy above and a multi-
path approach to tolerate diverse faults.

2. Network Survivability Model

Before formulating the network survivability1 model the
basic philosophy will be described using Figure 1.

S Dprimary path

alternate path

alternate path

Figure 1. General Communication Model

In general, if a source node S wants to establish a com-
munication path with a destination node D, then the relia-
bility of the path S-D is clearly depending on the reliability
of the nodes and communication links along the path. To
tolerate faults, may they be of benign nature or maliciously
induced, one can chose to increase the survivability of the
primary communication path S-D, indicated in the figure as
a thick shaded path, or one can use a multi-path approach,
considering alternative paths under the assumption that a
certain threshold of “good” paths can mask faults.

The model below will address both approaches. First, a
method based on cross-monitoring is presented that takes
advantage of node proximity and cross-monitoring using
the wireless paradigm. In Figure 1 the participating nodes
are physically located in the shaded primary path. However,
these nodes, due to their relative proximity, become also
vulnerable to effects disrupting communication, e.g. jam-
ming or bad weather. As a result, disjoint communication
paths, taking advantage of spatial separation, may lessen
such effects. Each of these alternate paths may in turn
utilize the cross-monitoring scheme of the primary path.
However, the cost of multi-path routing, as has been re-
ferred to in Section 1, is high. Multiple paths need to be

1For our purposes, the term survivability and reliability may be inter-
changed. Survivability was elected to emphasize that the operating envi-
ronment may be malicious.
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Increasing Path Reliability
Two dimensional watchdog approach

Krings Axel and Zhanshan Ma, "Fault-Models in Wireless 
Communication: Towards Survivable Ad Hoc Networks",  
MILCOM 2006, 23-25 October, 7 pages, 2006.

Use neighborhood induced by general join graph (GJG)

10

G! denote the infrastructure graph.

General Join Graph: Now construct G as the network
graph between source vS and destination vD as follows:

1. A path between vS and vD defines the primary com-
munication path.

2. Let C1 be a clique of all vertices vi that is incident
from vS , i.e., for each vi ! C1 there exists eSi.

3. For each vj in the primary communication path de-
fine Cj as a clique of all vertices vi, for which there
exists an edge ehi from all vh ! Cj"1.

4. Let CD be a trivial clique containing only vD.

i j

S D
1 ... ...

Figure 5: General Join Graph

Figure 5 shows the general structure of G. Note that each
shaded oval is a clique containing one node of the prin-
ciple communication path. Furthermore, by the construc-
tion of the graph, there is an edge from each vertex in
Ci to each vertex in Cj . This makes the combined sub-
graph Ci"Cj a join graph. Note that, if all edges between
Ci and Cj are bidirectional, then Ci " Cj forms again a
clique.

Figure 6 shows a hypothetical join graph G that could
have resulted from the physical graph shown in Figure 4
if one were to increase broadcast power and make minor
node rearrangements. Note that in the context of [7] only
horizontal monitoring is possible, which allows for the
possible detection of nodes that do not forward, which
they refer to as “misbehaving nodes”.

The orthogonal dimension allows for ”true” cross-
monitoring. This kind of monitoring is more powerful,
since it offers the potential to react to observed behavior.
As will be pointed out next, there is however a require-
ment that redundant packets overlap in the queues of the
participating nodes.

3

6

85

2

7

9

S
D

1
4

Figure 6: Join Graph Example

3.5 Cross-monitoring Cost

In general, there is a temporal and space dimension asso-
ciated with cross-monitoring. Temporal relates to the fact
that cross-monitoring can only be performed as long as
the packet or event to be monitored is still in the queue or
event list respectively. Once the packet leaves the queue,
there is no frame of reference for the packet. This puts
a temporal constraint on the cross-monitoring nodes, i.e.,
the packet or event on any participating nodes must have
temporarily overlap in the respective queues. Obviously,
as the the difference in propagation delay between two
packets to be monitored grows, so must the queues of the
participating monitors. In the general model this is ad-
dressed by limiting cross-monitoring to a graph that is a
General Joint Graph. If one allows for more general graph
models then issues of larger variation in the overlap time
need to be considered. An example of this would be the
establishment of a slow communication link between v7

and vD in Figure 6.
The spatial dimension addresses overhead due to the

actual cross-monitoring and packet duplication. In the
horizontal dimension, where one node monitors the for-
warding of a packet of its neighbor in the primary com-
munication path, it induces overhead at the monitoring
node, but not the forwarding node. In the orthogonal di-
mension coss-monitoring implies data redundancy, i.e.,
packet redundancy. A node can only cross-monitor if it
contains the frame of reference, i.e., the packet it is verify-
ing against. Note that cross-monitoring for detection pur-
poses only does not require the packet to be present, since
it may suffice to have a signature, i.e., a hash, to verify the
consistency of the packet monitored. However, one does
not have to pay the cost of recovery by actually paying the
full cost of redundancy. It will be show later that redun-
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Example

shown in the top part of the figure. The undirected edges
along the routing path indicate bidirectional communi-
cation, the dashed edges indicate links capable of cross
monitoring1. Only nodes that are referred to later are la-
beled. The placement of the vertices in the graph relate
to the physical position of the nodes. The bottom of Fig-
ure 4 shows the logical graph, where vertices that can-
not contribute to cross-monitoring have been suppressed.
Let us denote the physical and logical graphs by GP and
GL respectively. Consider node vS in GP . All vj inci-
dent from vS can receive the packet. Node v1 can see
the packet, but is not capable of cross-monitoring with
any other node. Node vS can confirm that the packet was
received by v3 and can itself cross-monitor if the packet
was forwarded to v4. This was shown in [7] who called
the monitor “watchdog”. However, since vS cannot see
v4, it can only notice if v3 does not forward the packet
or falsifies it. Even if v3 appears to forward the packet
correctly, vS has no immediate way of knowing if v4 ac-
tually received it. These limitations were pointed out in
[7]. Node v2 adds no value in overcoming these problems
and could only be used as an alternate route in case eS3

would fail.

Next, consider node v4 in GL, whose packet sent to v5

is also seen by v6. Nodes v4 and v6 can verify that v5

received and forwarded the packet. However, only v6 can
actually verify if v7 actually received it. Thus, in the case
of a strictly omissive asymmetric fault, e.g. v5 does not
forward the packet to v7, then v6 can supply the packet.

In all cases of cross-monitoring it is required that the
packet is present in the monitor and the target node. As-
sume the case of v7 in GL who forwards the packet to-
wards vD. The packet could be forwarded via v8 or using
the lower path containing v9. Due to the different hop
counts in the upper and lower path, the packet may ar-
rive in v8 and v9 at different times. In order to be able
to cross-monitor, the packet would have to be in v9 when
v8 sends it to the final destination. This however may put
unrealistic constraints on queuing buffer sizes.

1There is no difference between an undirected edge and an edge with
two arrow heads. We simply omitted the heads to avoid visual clutter.
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Figure 4: Cross-monitoring in a Network

3.3 Two Dimensions
The previous subsection exposed that cross-monitoring
can occur in the direction of the network traffic, e.g. in
Figure 4 vS could be used to cross-monitor the packet for-
warded by v3 to v4. This cross-monitoring will referred
to as horizontal cross-monitoring. It can expose corrup-
tion and omissions but cannot verify actual delivery. The
watchdog monitoring scheme presented in [7] constitutes
horizontal cross-monitoring. More precisely, their moni-
toring is limited to the principle communication path.

On the other hand, it was shown that cross-monitoring
could also be orthogonal to the communication path, e.g.
v5 and v6 could cross-monitor each other to ensure that
the packet from v4 arrived correctly at v7. This dimension
of monitoring will be called orthogonal cross-monitoring.
It will be shown that, in general, horizontal monitoring
has the potential to detect faults, and that orthogonal mon-
itoring can detect and possibly correct faults, depending
on the fault type that is assume.

3.4 General Graph Model
We will now define the general graph model as a two-
timensional model, featuring a horizontal and orthogonal
plain. For two communicating nodes vS and vD a join-
graph will be derived from the infrastructure graph. Let

Assume nodes are moved to implement the GJG below
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G! denote the infrastructure graph.

General Join Graph: Now construct G as the network
graph between source vS and destination vD as follows:

1. A path between vS and vD defines the primary com-
munication path.

2. Let C1 be a clique of all vertices vi that is incident
from vS , i.e., for each vi ! C1 there exists eSi.

3. For each vj in the primary communication path de-
fine Cj as a clique of all vertices vi, for which there
exists an edge ehi from all vh ! Cj"1.

4. Let CD be a trivial clique containing only vD.

i j

S D
1 ... ...

Figure 5: General Join Graph

Figure 5 shows the general structure of G. Note that each
shaded oval is a clique containing one node of the prin-
ciple communication path. Furthermore, by the construc-
tion of the graph, there is an edge from each vertex in
Ci to each vertex in Cj . This makes the combined sub-
graph Ci"Cj a join graph. Note that, if all edges between
Ci and Cj are bidirectional, then Ci " Cj forms again a
clique.

Figure 6 shows a hypothetical join graph G that could
have resulted from the physical graph shown in Figure 4
if one were to increase broadcast power and make minor
node rearrangements. Note that in the context of [7] only
horizontal monitoring is possible, which allows for the
possible detection of nodes that do not forward, which
they refer to as “misbehaving nodes”.

The orthogonal dimension allows for ”true” cross-
monitoring. This kind of monitoring is more powerful,
since it offers the potential to react to observed behavior.
As will be pointed out next, there is however a require-
ment that redundant packets overlap in the queues of the
participating nodes.
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Figure 6: Join Graph Example

3.5 Cross-monitoring Cost

In general, there is a temporal and space dimension asso-
ciated with cross-monitoring. Temporal relates to the fact
that cross-monitoring can only be performed as long as
the packet or event to be monitored is still in the queue or
event list respectively. Once the packet leaves the queue,
there is no frame of reference for the packet. This puts
a temporal constraint on the cross-monitoring nodes, i.e.,
the packet or event on any participating nodes must have
temporarily overlap in the respective queues. Obviously,
as the the difference in propagation delay between two
packets to be monitored grows, so must the queues of the
participating monitors. In the general model this is ad-
dressed by limiting cross-monitoring to a graph that is a
General Joint Graph. If one allows for more general graph
models then issues of larger variation in the overlap time
need to be considered. An example of this would be the
establishment of a slow communication link between v7

and vD in Figure 6.
The spatial dimension addresses overhead due to the

actual cross-monitoring and packet duplication. In the
horizontal dimension, where one node monitors the for-
warding of a packet of its neighbor in the primary com-
munication path, it induces overhead at the monitoring
node, but not the forwarding node. In the orthogonal di-
mension coss-monitoring implies data redundancy, i.e.,
packet redundancy. A node can only cross-monitor if it
contains the frame of reference, i.e., the packet it is verify-
ing against. Note that cross-monitoring for detection pur-
poses only does not require the packet to be present, since
it may suffice to have a signature, i.e., a hash, to verify the
consistency of the packet monitored. However, one does
not have to pay the cost of recovery by actually paying the
full cost of redundancy. It will be show later that redun-
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Multi-Path Approach
Increased Reliability through Multi-path Routing

single path (even if GJG) may be subject to local disturbance

alternate paths can serve as multi-path option

multi-path is not a new concept, but this is different

what about the overhead....?
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Since this work relates to tolerance of faults of different
types under possibly pathological scenarios, we need to ex-
plore redundancy mechanisms. As such, any approach uti-
lizing multipath and multiflow communication could have
the potential for tolerating faults, if these concepts are ex-
ploited for reliability [28]. Many multipath and multiflow
approaches have been presented in the literature, but their
focus has not been on tolerating diverse faults but have
rather been limited to overcome benign link or node faults.
For example, the concept of multiflow has been used in [36]
in the context of QoS enhancement, however, the focus is on
transmission congestion. Multipath routing has been used
to increase end-to-end reliability, e.g. the MP-DSR proto-
col in [20] forwards outgoing packets along multiple paths
that are subject to a particular end-to-end reliability require-
ment, but the impact of faults as described here are not con-
sidered.

An approach actually considering the impact of topol-
ogy was shown in [21] where communication topology op-
timization is treated as a linear programing problem. How-
ever, there is no spatial information redundancy involved.
The impact of eavesdropping is considered in [19], where
a secret sharing approach is used. Whereas this addresses
confidentiality issues, it does not address tolerance of a
fault. In fact, more general data distribution schemes and
their impact on survivability have been extensively studied
within the PASIS project at CMU [38] and their suitability
to agent systems have been shown in [13].

An on-demand routing scheme called Split Multipath
Routing (SMR) was shown in [18]. The protocol estab-
lishes and utilizes multiple routes of maximally disjoint
paths to minimize route recovery and control message over-
head. Again omission faults are considered. Predicting fault
behavior has been advocated in [34], however this is ex-
tremely difficult even in the case of link failures for mali-
cious act. Similarly, intrusion detection may be unrealistic
due to the excessive resource constraints associated with in-
formation required by the IDS [27].

Primary and backup communication paths are consid-
ered in [22]. However, disjoint paths are not exploited for
data redundancy but discarded as unwanted overhead. In
their use of redundant disjoint paths the overhead to re-
silience tradeoff becomes unfavorable for a larger number
of paths [7, 24]. Rather than banking on multiple paths, ro-
bustness to node failures is addressed in [39] by using the
concept of reliable nodes and reliable paths. Whereas ro-
bustness is significantly increased, the gain is due to restric-
tions on faults of the reliable nodes.

An approach actually addressing fault-tolerance was pre-
sented in [25] where “misbehaving” nodes causing omis-
sion faults were detected by so-called “watchdogs”. The
impact of nodes that failed to relay packets was shown and
a method was presented that allows for tolerance of such

nodes. The concept was extended in [29] where collabo-
rating groups of malicious nodes were considered. In [5]
the effectiveness of various watchdog schemes was inves-
tigated. Their results suggest that watchdog schemes are
indeed able to detect a number of attacks such as omissions
and certain symmetric faults but exposes limitations, e.g.
fabrication of false route error messages. Wormhole attacks
were addressed in [31], where statistical analysis was used
for detection of nodes which launch them. Detection of ma-
licious behavior due to observation of monitoring nodes op-
erating in promiscuous mode was shown in [6].

Next, a network model is presented that combines a gen-
eralized version of the watchdog strategy above and a multi-
path approach to tolerate diverse faults.

2. Network Survivability Model

Before formulating the network survivability1 model the
basic philosophy will be described using Figure 1.

S Dprimary path

alternate path

alternate path

Figure 1. General Communication Model

In general, if a source node S wants to establish a com-
munication path with a destination node D, then the relia-
bility of the path S-D is clearly depending on the reliability
of the nodes and communication links along the path. To
tolerate faults, may they be of benign nature or maliciously
induced, one can chose to increase the survivability of the
primary communication path S-D, indicated in the figure as
a thick shaded path, or one can use a multi-path approach,
considering alternative paths under the assumption that a
certain threshold of “good” paths can mask faults.

The model below will address both approaches. First, a
method based on cross-monitoring is presented that takes
advantage of node proximity and cross-monitoring using
the wireless paradigm. In Figure 1 the participating nodes
are physically located in the shaded primary path. However,
these nodes, due to their relative proximity, become also
vulnerable to effects disrupting communication, e.g. jam-
ming or bad weather. As a result, disjoint communication
paths, taking advantage of spatial separation, may lessen
such effects. Each of these alternate paths may in turn
utilize the cross-monitoring scheme of the primary path.
However, the cost of multi-path routing, as has been re-
ferred to in Section 1, is high. Multiple paths need to be

1For our purposes, the term survivability and reliability may be inter-
changed. Survivability was elected to emphasize that the operating envi-
ronment may be malicious.
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Simple Overlay Scheduling 
Used in Real-time Multi-processor Systems

Ghosh [1994], Tsuchiya [1995], Ghosh [1997], Manimaran 
[1998], Al-Omari [2004],...

Primary-backup scheduling 

overhead is negligibly small in the fault-free case

non-preemptive task consists of primary and backup 

accept new task into system if feasibility test guaranteed that 
task can be scheduled to meet it deadline

uses backup overloading to avoid unnecessary overhead
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Conceptual Network Node
Node is viewed as having 

input queue(s)

output queues/links

This makes sense in fixed network, but what about 

wireless nodes?

MIMO

CDMA

TDMA
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There are similarities between this scheme and networks, where connections or
packets are accepted if QoS requirements can be satisfied. Essentially, this enforces
QoS guarantees and rejected traffic needs to reapply and inform the upper layer if al-
ternatives need to be found. Another argument is network performance if many packets
are lost, or links fail, and timeout mechanisms are used to detect the omission.

4.1 Scheduling Model
Whereas multiprocessor scheduling considers schedules tasks onto processors, we are
concerned with scheduling packets onto communication links. As such, a communi-
cation link, which in wireless networks can be interpreted as a channel or the entire
broadcast domain, is the analogous of a processor. Data packets are analogous to com-
putational tasks.

...
in-queue(s)

queue M

queue 1

queue 2

...

link 1

link 2

link M

Figure 7: Conceptual Network Node

To make the analogy between links and processors some justification is necessary.
We view a network node as having separate links, i.e., channels, as shown in Figure 7.
Packets are received into one or more input queues and scheduled on links via their
associated output queues. This makes perfect sense in fixed networks, but in wire-
less nodes this view is only conceptual. Only in the case of MIMO (multiple-input-
multiple-output), where dual-array multiple-antenna systems are used, is this represen-
tation apparent. However, in the absence of MIMO, we can still justify this view using
multiplexing. For example, consider code division multiple access (CDMA). Multi-
ple channels are multiplexed without dividing up the channel by time, thus logically
implementing the concept of Figure 7. Time division multiple access (TDMA) allows
multiple links to be emulated by sharing the link in a time-division scheme. Again,
assuming the time slots are relatively small, the concept in the figure is preserved.

Next, we introduce notation for scheduling packets on links, or practically, their
associated queues. Given the abstraction of a wireless node above, let Lj denote link
j. We will speak of “scheduling packets on links”, which actually means that packets
are scheduled in the respective queues.

Associated with each data packet Pi are the attributes arrival time, ai, i.e., the time
at which Pi enters the in-queue of the node, the ready time, ri, which is the time the
packet is ready to be moved to the outgoing link queue, the start time, si, the time the
packet is starting to be transmitted, transmission time, li, which is the time it takes to
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Packet Attributes
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A Packet Pj  is scheduled on link Li

Packet attributes

aj        arrival time

rj      ready time

sj      start time (of transmission)

lj      transmission time (depends on length and line speed)

 fj     finish time  

dj      deadline

CSIIRW 2007, Axel Krings

Primary-Backup
A packet Pi consists of two parts

Primary  Pri    

Backup copy Bki 

Bki serves as backup if primary fails

If Pri  is delivered successfully,  Bki is “unscheduled”

16
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Primary-Backup
Acknowledge time

constitutes the maximum time up to which one can wait for an 
acknowledge

Actual acknowledge time 

actual time when Pri  is acknowledged

alpha is a constant affecting how sensitive the fault detection is

ta is the expected time to acknowledge Pri  
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...
in-queue(s)

queue M

queue 1

queue 2

...

link 1

link 2

link M

Figure 2: Conceptual Network Node

we can still justify this view using multiplexing. For example, consider code divi-
sion multiple access (CDMA). In CDMA multiple channels are multiplexed with-
out dividing up the channel by time, thus logically implementing the concept of
Figure 2. Time division multiple access (TDMA), on the other hand, allows mul-
tiple links to be emulated by sharing the link in a time-division scheme. Again,
assuming the time slots are relatively small, the concept in the figure is preserved.

Next, we introduce notation for scheduling packets on links, or practically,
their associated queues. Given the abstraction of a wireless node above, let Lj

denote link j. We will speak of “scheduling packets on links”, which actually
means that packets are scheduled in the respective queues.

Associated with each data packet Pi are the attributes arrival time ai, i.e. the
time at which Pi enters the in-queue of the node, the ready time ri, which is the
time the packet is ready to be moved to the outgoing link queue, the start time
si, the time the packet is starting to be transmitted, transmission time li, which is
the time it takes to send out the packet of size l, the finish time fi, the time the
last bit of the packet has left the link, and the deadline di, which defines the latest
deliver time as needed to guarantee QoS. Note that li = fi ! si. With respect to
the realtime task scheduling models of [1, 7, 8, 12, 16], Lj , Pi, ai, ri, si, li, fi

and di are analogous to processor j, task i, its arrival time, ready time, start time,
computation time, finish time and deadline respectively.

For each packet Pi a primary Pri and a backup copy Bki are defined. The pur-
pose of Bki is that, if the transmission of Pri fails, it will serve as a backup. The
deadline for the acknowledgment of the primary’s delivery in the fault-free case is
called acknowledge time, ack(Pri). Thus ack(Pri) constitutes the maximal time
up to which one can wait for an acknowledgment. The actual time when Pri is
acknowledged is denoted by tack(Pri), with tack(Pri) " ack(Pri) in the fault-
free case. Thus, if an acknowledge of delivery has not been received by ack(Pri),

5

it is assumed that a fault has occurred. However, if Pri is successfully delivered,
which would be confirmed at tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri), then Bki can be discarded
from the queue. Thus, the backup only requires link resources if the primary fails.
Otherwise, the only penalty for utilizing the backup is the overhead associated
with queue management. From a practical point of view, the value for ack(Pri)
is chosen based on the expected transmission time in the no-fault scenario. If the
expected time it takes to acknowledge Pri is ta, then

ack(Pri) = s(Pri) + !ta

where ! " 1 is a constant affecting how sensitive the fault detection is. This
should be only an expected (pessimistic) value, and thus high accuracy in a mini-
mal ack(Pri) may not be meaningful1.

An acknowledge tack(Pri) of a packet Pi addresses the round-trip delay of the
packet, i.e. the time to deliver the packet plus the time it takes to send and deliver
the acknowledge back to the sender. Whereas it is easy to measure the roundtrip
delay of a packet transmission and its respective acknowledge, it is difficult to
determine how much of the time was spent on which leg of the roundtrip [5]. As
a result we will assume that the only way we can practically expect that a packet
is delivered is at the time of its acknowledge tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri). This way
we avoid the issues associated with the case where faults occur during the time
of transmission or acknowledge. Note that ack(Pri) is a parameter reflecting the
expected transmission time in the absence of faults. This should not be confused
with timeout parameters of the transport control protocol, e.g. TCP.

The packet attributes defined for Pi above will be used for Pri and Bki as
well, e.g. s(Pri) is the primary’s starting time or f(Bki) the finishing time of
the backup. We now state several assumptions associated with primary-backup
scheduling.

Assumption 1 In the schedule of packet Pi the timing relationship between Pri

and Bki is

ai ! ri ! s(Pri) < f(Pri) ! ack(Pri) ! s(Bki) < f(Bki) < tack(Bki) ! di.

Assumption 2 If Pri fails, then backup Bki will succeed.

This addresses the fact that at most one fault is assumed for packet Pi. It should be
noted that tack(Bki) ! ack(Bki) is always implied. We now state the following
fundamental lemma:

1Readers interested in details on timing are referred to articles such as [4].
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Restrictions on Primaries
Lemma 1

The primary and backup of Pi  cannot be scheduled on the 
same link 
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The same packet attributes defined for Pi above will be used for Pri and Bki

as well, e.g., s(Pri) is the primary’s starting time or f(Bki) the finishing time of
the backup. We now state several assumptions associated with primary-backup
scheduling.

Assumption 1 The timing relationship between Pri and Bki is

ri ! s(Pri) < f(Pri) ! ack(Pri) ! s(Bki) < f(Bki) ! di.

Note that acknowledgment is only relevant with respect to the primary, i.e., ack(Pri),
since it is defined for the fault free case. Also note, that confirmation in the case
of an omission would never happen.

Assumption 2 The primary and backup of Pi cannot be scheduled on the same
link, i.e., L(Pri) "= L(Bki).

This reflects the avoidance of common-mode faults, and thus prevents the loss of
primary and backup due to a single link failure.

Assumption 3 If Pri fails, then backup Bki will succeed.

This addresses that fact that at most one fault is assumed for Pi.

4.2 Backup Overloading
Figure 8, shows the concept of backup overloading, which is the principle behind
reducing overhead in primary-backup scheduling. Packet P1 has its primary Pr1

scheduled on link L1 and its backup Bk1 on L2. Similarly, P2 has Pr2 scheduled
on L3 with its backup Bk2 on L2, thus overloading L2 during the interval indicated
by !t. This has consequences for the assumptions about faults.

Assumption 4 If two backups Bki and Bkj are overlapping on a link Lk, then
Pri and Prj must be scheduled on different links, i.e., L(Pri) "= L(Prj).

Conversely, if Pri and Prj are scheduled on the same link, then their backups
shall not overload. Without this assumption the failure of the link that schedules
both primaries would cause one packet to be lost. Note, that L(Pri) "= Lk and
L(Prj) "= Lk follow directly from Assumption 2.

Upon successful delivery of Pri, which is indicated by ack(Pri), the backup
Bki can be deleted. Thus, if ack(Pr1) arrives in !t1 of Figure 8, Bk1 is deleted
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packet plus the time it takes to send and deliver the acknowl-
edge back to the sender. We will assume that the only way
we can practically expect that a packet is delivered is at the
time of its acknowledge tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri). This way
we avoid the issues associated with the case where faults oc-
cur during the time of transmission or acknowledge. Note
that ack(Pri) is a parameter reflecting the expected trans-
mission time in the absence of faults. This should not be
confused with timeout parameters of the transport control
protocol, e.g. TCP.

The packet attributes defined for Pi above will be used
for Pri and Bki as well, e.g. s(Pri) is the primary’s
starting time or f(Bki) the finishing time of the backup.
We now state several assumptions associated with primary-
backup scheduling.

We assume that in the schedule of packet Pi the timing
relationship between Pri and Bki is

ai ! ri ! s(Pri) < f(Pri) ! ack(Pri)

! s(Bki) < f(Bki) < tack(Bki) ! di.

Furthermore, we assume that if Pri fails, then backup Bki

will succeed. Thus, at most one fault is assumed for packet
Pi. Later we shall see that this can be extended to multiple
faults. We now state the following fundamental lemma:

Lemma 1 The primary and backup of Pi cannot be sched-
uled on the same link, i.e. L(Pri) "= L(Bki).

The proof of the lemma is trivial. Essentially, if Pri and
Bki are scheduled on the same link Lk, then a permanent
link fault on Lk causes the loss of Pi.

4.2. Backup Overloading

Backup overloading is the main mechanism for overhead
reduction in primary-backup scheduling. Figure 8 shows
the concept. Packet P1 has its primary Pr1 scheduled on
link L1 and its backup Bk1 on L2. Similarly, P2 has Pr2

scheduled on L3 with its backup Bk2 on L2, thus overload-
ing L2 from s(Bk2) to f(Bk1). This has consequences for
the assumptions about faults.

In the figure both backup packets overlap. Formally, we
say that two packets overlap if S(Bki) # S(Bkj) "= !,
where S() denotes the time slot during which the packet (in
its argument) is scheduled on the link.

Lemma 2 Given Lemma 1, if two backups Bki and Bkj

are overlapping on a link, i.e. S(Bki) # S(Bkj) "= !,
then Pri and Prj must be scheduled on different links, i.e.
L(Pri) "= L(Prj). Conversely, if Pri and Prj are sched-
uled on the same link, then their backups must not overload.

Bk1

Pr1

Pr2

L1

L2

L3

Bk2

timehead of queue

!t1

ack(Pr1)

ack(Pr2)

∬

Figure 8. Backup Overloading

The proof of this lemma follows directly from the fact that,
if both primaries were scheduled on the same link Lk, then
a permanent link fault on Lk would imply that both packets
must rely on their backups. This however is not feasible,
if the respective backups overlap. Without this lemma the
failure of Lk would result in packet loss.

The following lemma will be used to reduce the overhead
associated backup packets.

Lemma 3 Given packet Pi, backup Bki can be deleted
only if Pri is delivered successfully at tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri).

Deleting Bki during any time in the interval [f(Pri),
tack(Pri)), i.e. before its acknowledgment tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri), will cause the loss of Pi in the case where no
acknowledge is received. In Figure 8 a successful delivery
of Pr1 will be known if an acknowledgment tack(Pr1) is
received in "t1.

Let the Time to Second Fault (TTSF) be the time at which
a second fault can occur without risking the loss of a packet
due to overloading. TTSF(Li) indicates the time to second
fault with respect to link Li. Note that the smaller TTSF
is, the more resilient the system becomes to second faults.
In Figure 9 link L1 experiences a link failure, indicated by

Bk1

Pr1

Pr2

L1

L2

L3

Bk2

timeack(Pr2)

tack(Pr2)
fault

TTSF(L2)

TTSF(L3)

tack(Bk1)

Figure 9. TTSF after link fault

the star. Then one cannot tolerate another fault on L2 un-
til tack(Bk1), i.e. TTSF(L2) = tack(Bk1) ! ack(Bk1),
and on L3 until tack(Pr2), i.e. TTSF(L3) = tack(Pr2) !
ack(Pr2). Thus, TTSF = max{TTSF(L2), TTSF(L3)}.
This leads to the following theorem.

7
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Backup Overloading
Lemma 2

If two backups Bki and  Bkj  are overlapping on link Lk, then  
Pri and  Prj  must be scheduled on different links, i.e., 
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Bk1

Pr1

Pr2

L1

L2

L3

Bk2

timehead of queue

!t1

ack(Pr1)

ack(Pr2)

∬
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No-Fault Scenario
If acknowledgment tack(Pr1) arrives in !t1 then Bk1 is 

unscheduled
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Note: at tack(Pr1)  packet 
Pr2 may or may not have 
been sent out, but 
acknowledgment may 
not arrive until ack(Pr2)

Bk1

Pr1

Pr2

L1

L2

L3

Bk2

timehead of queue

!t1

ack(Pr1)

ack(Pr2)

∬

Pr2

L1

L2

L3

Bk2

time

!t1

ack(Pr2)

∬
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packet plus the time it takes to send and deliver the acknowl-
edge back to the sender. We will assume that the only way
we can practically expect that a packet is delivered is at the
time of its acknowledge tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri). This way
we avoid the issues associated with the case where faults oc-
cur during the time of transmission or acknowledge. Note
that ack(Pri) is a parameter reflecting the expected trans-
mission time in the absence of faults. This should not be
confused with timeout parameters of the transport control
protocol, e.g. TCP.

The packet attributes defined for Pi above will be used
for Pri and Bki as well, e.g. s(Pri) is the primary’s
starting time or f(Bki) the finishing time of the backup.
We now state several assumptions associated with primary-
backup scheduling.

We assume that in the schedule of packet Pi the timing
relationship between Pri and Bki is

ai ! ri ! s(Pri) < f(Pri) ! ack(Pri)

! s(Bki) < f(Bki) < tack(Bki) ! di.

Furthermore, we assume that if Pri fails, then backup Bki

will succeed. Thus, at most one fault is assumed for packet
Pi. Later we shall see that this can be extended to multiple
faults. We now state the following fundamental lemma:

Lemma 1 The primary and backup of Pi cannot be sched-
uled on the same link, i.e. L(Pri) "= L(Bki).

The proof of the lemma is trivial. Essentially, if Pri and
Bki are scheduled on the same link Lk, then a permanent
link fault on Lk causes the loss of Pi.

4.2. Backup Overloading

Backup overloading is the main mechanism for overhead
reduction in primary-backup scheduling. Figure 8 shows
the concept. Packet P1 has its primary Pr1 scheduled on
link L1 and its backup Bk1 on L2. Similarly, P2 has Pr2

scheduled on L3 with its backup Bk2 on L2, thus overload-
ing L2 from s(Bk2) to f(Bk1). This has consequences for
the assumptions about faults.

In the figure both backup packets overlap. Formally, we
say that two packets overlap if S(Bki) # S(Bkj) "= !,
where S() denotes the time slot during which the packet (in
its argument) is scheduled on the link.

Lemma 2 Given Lemma 1, if two backups Bki and Bkj

are overlapping on a link, i.e. S(Bki) # S(Bkj) "= !,
then Pri and Prj must be scheduled on different links, i.e.
L(Pri) "= L(Prj). Conversely, if Pri and Prj are sched-
uled on the same link, then their backups must not overload.
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The proof of this lemma follows directly from the fact that,
if both primaries were scheduled on the same link Lk, then
a permanent link fault on Lk would imply that both packets
must rely on their backups. This however is not feasible,
if the respective backups overlap. Without this lemma the
failure of Lk would result in packet loss.

The following lemma will be used to reduce the overhead
associated backup packets.

Lemma 3 Given packet Pi, backup Bki can be deleted
only if Pri is delivered successfully at tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri).

Deleting Bki during any time in the interval [f(Pri),
tack(Pri)), i.e. before its acknowledgment tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri), will cause the loss of Pi in the case where no
acknowledge is received. In Figure 8 a successful delivery
of Pr1 will be known if an acknowledgment tack(Pr1) is
received in "t1.

Let the Time to Second Fault (TTSF) be the time at which
a second fault can occur without risking the loss of a packet
due to overloading. TTSF(Li) indicates the time to second
fault with respect to link Li. Note that the smaller TTSF
is, the more resilient the system becomes to second faults.
In Figure 9 link L1 experiences a link failure, indicated by
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the star. Then one cannot tolerate another fault on L2 un-
til tack(Bk1), i.e. TTSF(L2) = tack(Bk1) ! ack(Bk1),
and on L3 until tack(Pr2), i.e. TTSF(L3) = tack(Pr2) !
ack(Pr2). Thus, TTSF = max{TTSF(L2), TTSF(L3)}.
This leads to the following theorem.
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ack(Pr2), i.e., TTSF(L3) = tack(Pr2) ! ack(Pr2). This leads to the following
theorem.

Theorem 1 Assume that packets are scheduled using backup overloading. Fur-
thermore, assume that at time t link Li experiences a permanent fault. Then an-
other fault can be tolerated at time t!, where

t! > maxj{TTSF (Lj)}

TTSF (Lj) = max{tack(Prj) : L(Bkj) = Li, f(Bkj) : L(Prj) = Li}.

If the exact time of tack(Prj) is not known, tack(Prj) = ack(Prj) must be as-
sumed.

The proof of the theorem follows the general argument of Theorem 1 in [7] for
the special case where tack(Prj) = f(Prj).

4.2.1 Fixed packet link allocation

If we assume that all packets have the same size, then the general link schedul-
ing patter shown in Figure 10 can be used. Analogous to [7], if there are m
links, L1, L2, ..., Lm, then slots for backup packets are reserved in such a fashion
that logically one “reservation” link is striped over the m links. Let Sp(Pri) and
Sq(Bki) denote time slots p and q in which the primary and backup of Pi are
scheduled. Then, each link reserves every mth slot as a backup slot and if asdf
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Show standard schedule using tiling. Unlike the processor environment of [?]
now the delay needs to be added, i.e. the Gantt chard and utilization formulas
need to be adjusted.
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packet plus the time it takes to send and deliver the acknowl-
edge back to the sender. We will assume that the only way
we can practically expect that a packet is delivered is at the
time of its acknowledge tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri). This way
we avoid the issues associated with the case where faults oc-
cur during the time of transmission or acknowledge. Note
that ack(Pri) is a parameter reflecting the expected trans-
mission time in the absence of faults. This should not be
confused with timeout parameters of the transport control
protocol, e.g. TCP.

The packet attributes defined for Pi above will be used
for Pri and Bki as well, e.g. s(Pri) is the primary’s
starting time or f(Bki) the finishing time of the backup.
We now state several assumptions associated with primary-
backup scheduling.

We assume that in the schedule of packet Pi the timing
relationship between Pri and Bki is

ai ! ri ! s(Pri) < f(Pri) ! ack(Pri)

! s(Bki) < f(Bki) < tack(Bki) ! di.

Furthermore, we assume that if Pri fails, then backup Bki

will succeed. Thus, at most one fault is assumed for packet
Pi. Later we shall see that this can be extended to multiple
faults. We now state the following fundamental lemma:

Lemma 1 The primary and backup of Pi cannot be sched-
uled on the same link, i.e. L(Pri) "= L(Bki).

The proof of the lemma is trivial. Essentially, if Pri and
Bki are scheduled on the same link Lk, then a permanent
link fault on Lk causes the loss of Pi.

4.2. Backup Overloading

Backup overloading is the main mechanism for overhead
reduction in primary-backup scheduling. Figure 8 shows
the concept. Packet P1 has its primary Pr1 scheduled on
link L1 and its backup Bk1 on L2. Similarly, P2 has Pr2

scheduled on L3 with its backup Bk2 on L2, thus overload-
ing L2 from s(Bk2) to f(Bk1). This has consequences for
the assumptions about faults.

In the figure both backup packets overlap. Formally, we
say that two packets overlap if S(Bki) # S(Bkj) "= !,
where S() denotes the time slot during which the packet (in
its argument) is scheduled on the link.

Lemma 2 Given Lemma 1, if two backups Bki and Bkj

are overlapping on a link, i.e. S(Bki) # S(Bkj) "= !,
then Pri and Prj must be scheduled on different links, i.e.
L(Pri) "= L(Prj). Conversely, if Pri and Prj are sched-
uled on the same link, then their backups must not overload.
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The proof of this lemma follows directly from the fact that,
if both primaries were scheduled on the same link Lk, then
a permanent link fault on Lk would imply that both packets
must rely on their backups. This however is not feasible,
if the respective backups overlap. Without this lemma the
failure of Lk would result in packet loss.

The following lemma will be used to reduce the overhead
associated backup packets.

Lemma 3 Given packet Pi, backup Bki can be deleted
only if Pri is delivered successfully at tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri).

Deleting Bki during any time in the interval [f(Pri),
tack(Pri)), i.e. before its acknowledgment tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri), will cause the loss of Pi in the case where no
acknowledge is received. In Figure 8 a successful delivery
of Pr1 will be known if an acknowledgment tack(Pr1) is
received in "t1.

Let the Time to Second Fault (TTSF) be the time at which
a second fault can occur without risking the loss of a packet
due to overloading. TTSF(Li) indicates the time to second
fault with respect to link Li. Note that the smaller TTSF
is, the more resilient the system becomes to second faults.
In Figure 9 link L1 experiences a link failure, indicated by
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Figure 9. TTSF after link fault

the star. Then one cannot tolerate another fault on L2 un-
til tack(Bk1), i.e. TTSF(L2) = tack(Bk1) ! ack(Bk1),
and on L3 until tack(Pr2), i.e. TTSF(L3) = tack(Pr2) !
ack(Pr2). Thus, TTSF = max{TTSF(L2), TTSF(L3)}.
This leads to the following theorem.
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The proof of this lemma follows directly from the fact that,
if both primaries were scheduled on the same link Lk, then
a permanent link fault on Lk would imply that both packets
must rely on their backups. This however is not feasible,
if the respective backups overlap. Without this lemma the
failure of Lk would result in packet loss.

The following lemma will be used to reduce the overhead
associated backup packets.

Lemma 3 Given packet Pi, backup Bki can be deleted
only if Pri is delivered successfully at tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri).

Deleting Bki during any time in the interval [f(Pri),
tack(Pri)), i.e. before its acknowledgment tack(Pri) !
ack(Pri), will cause the loss of Pi in the case where no
acknowledge is received. In Figure 8 a successful delivery
of Pr1 will be known if an acknowledgment tack(Pr1) is
received in "t1.

Let the Time to Second Fault (TTSF) be the time at which
a second fault can occur without risking the loss of a packet
due to overloading. TTSF(Li) indicates the time to second
fault with respect to link Li. Note that the smaller TTSF
is, the more resilient the system becomes to second faults.
In Figure 9 link L1 experiences a link failure, indicated by
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the star. Then one cannot tolerate another fault on L2 un-
til tack(Bk1), i.e. TTSF(L2) = tack(Bk1) ! ack(Bk1),
and on L3 until tack(Pr2), i.e. TTSF(L3) = tack(Pr2) !
ack(Pr2). Thus, TTSF = max{TTSF(L2), TTSF(L3)}.
This leads to the following theorem.
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Fixed Packet Link Allocation
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Figure 10: Backup Overloading

5 Overlay Scheduling for Hybrid Fault Models
Describe how the ”FERT” mechanisms can be added, e.g. TMR, however, within
the joint graphs TMRs can be implemented much simpler, as will be shown below.

5.1 BB Scheduling for Symmetric Faults

5.2 PB Scheduling for Symmetric Faults

5.3 TMR at no-TMR cost
Show how one can get TMR behavior at the cost of one packet transfer with
cross-monitoring. Essentially, one node takes action and the others cross-monitor.
If something wrong is sent, the monitors catch it. A tie can be resolved by the 3rd
”processor”. If two different packets are received, then a 3rd is requested. This
can deal with symmetric faults. Asymmetric faults do not exist ??? Check on this,
i.e. transmissive and omissive.

6 Reliability Model
Describe the general reliability model, given G! which contains everything.

1. Describe how one can find a subgraph G based on two strategies

(a) one building block are join graphs

(b) other is disjoint paths
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Overlay Scheduling for 
Hybrid Fault Models

The concept can be extended to include extensions, 

analogous to the alternatives in FERTstones 

[Bondavalli, Stankovic, Strigini 1993]

TMR, hybrid-selfchecking-TMR, k-of-N
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Hybrid-selfchecking-TMR
The concept is essentially equivalent to
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3.3 Primary Backup (PB) Scheduling
The previous discussion on backup overloading can be extended to consider primary-
backup (PB) scheduling. Due to space considerations this will not be elaborated
on. However, just as was done in the case of backup overloading, one can take
approaches shown in real-time scheduling and perform the reasoning above to
consider PB scheduling.

4 Overlay Scheduling for Hybrid Fault Models
Describe how the ”FERT” mechanisms can be added, e.g. TMR, however, within
the joint graphs TMRs can be implemented much simpler, as will be shown below.

4.1 BB Scheduling for Symmetric Faults
If one wants to detect symmetric fault behavior using primary-backup scheduling
one has to extend the concept to include two primary copies and a backup. Thus,
for packet Pi we consider primary Pri, secondary Sei and backup Bki. The
relationship between primaries and backup is shown in Figure 13. Without loss
of generality, we call the instance of packet Pi that is scheduled first the primary,
and the instance that is scheduled second the secondary. Thus we always have
s(Pri) ! s(Sei).

Bk1

Pr1

Se1

L1

L2

L3
time

!t1

ack(Pr1)

∬

Figure 13: Scheduling for detection of symmetric faults

Concurrent scheduling of primary and secondary allows for correction in the
case of a benign and omission fault and for detection for symmetric faults. In
the latter case, the possible tie between packets can be resolved with the backup
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Permanent Value Fault

Theorem 1 Assume that packets Pi are scheduled and at
time t link Lk experiences a permanent fault. Then another
fault can be tolerated at time t!, where

t! > max
j

{TTSF (Lj)}

and TTSF (Lj) =

max{tack(Pri) : L(Bki) = Lk, tack(Bki) : L(Pri) = Lk}.

If the exact time of tack(Pri) and tack(Bki) are not
known, tack(Pri) = ack(Pri) and tack(Bki) = ack(Bki)
must be assumed respectively.

The proof follows the general arguments of Theorem 1 in
[10], which in this context represents the special case where
tack(Pri) = ack(Pri) = f(Pri).

4.3. Scheduling for Value Faults

Whereas the previous discussion considered benign and
omission faults, we now turn to the impact of value faults,
i.e. the case where the content of a packet is manipulated.
To tolerate k such faults, by definition, one needs 2k +1 re-
dundant packets, which will guarantee that the good pack-
ets are in the majority. This should not be confused with
the Byzantine majority of asymmetric faults in distributed
agreement [17].

If one wants to detect a single value fault using primary-
backup scheduling one can extend the concept to include
two primary copies and a backup. Thus, for packet Pi we
consider primary Pri, secondary Sei and backup Bki. The
deadline for the acknowledge of both Pri and Sei is as-
sumed to be ack(Pri). Upon acknowledgment of both Pri

and Sei the backup Bki is unscheduled. Conversely, if ei-
ther Pri or Sei fail to acknowledge, Bki is required. It
should be noted that in principle scheduling of a primary
and a secondary on disjoint links allows for correction in
the case of a benign and omission fault and for detection
of a value fault. In the latter case, the possible tie between
packets can be resolved with the backup packet, constitut-
ing fault recovery. Thus, logically this scheme corresponds
to the so-called hybrid-SCP-TMR [8], where in the case
of real-time multi-processor scheduling two copies execute
first, implemented as a Self Checking Pair (SCP). If the out-
puts do not agree, the third copy is scheduled to break the
tie, thus implementing Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR).

In the context of link scheduling, the detection mech-
anism of the hybrid-SCP-TMR requires further explana-
tion. Note, that by the definition of this configuration the
detection of a value fault requires that a difference in the
packet content must be observed. In the multiprocessor
case of [8] this is done by a comparator, e.g. a voting task,
which detects that the results of the two tasks differ. In the

network protocol stack the detection of differences in the
packet content can be observed by the receiver of the pack-
ets, e.g. by the observation that the signatures (or frame
check sequences) of the primary and secondary packets do
not match.

If the receiving node detects that the content of Pri

and Sei do not match, then an explicit or implicit message
rejecti is issued. An explicit reject message identifies the
mismatch of the packet content between the two copies of
Pi. Alternatively, an implicit reject is realized by simply
not acknowledging a packet, thus triggering a timeout at
ack(Pri). In both cases backup Bki is sent to break the tie.

Next, we want to establish the timing relationships of the
packets. Assuming s(Pri) ! s(Sei), the timing relation-
ship between Pri, Sei and Bki is

r(Pi) ! s(Pri) ! s(Sei) < ack(Pri)

! s(Bki) < f(Bki) < tack(Bki) ! di.

Furthermore, we have f(Pri) ! ack(Pri) and f(Sei) !
ack(Pri).

Lemma 4 Assume there is a source for permanent value
faults. To avoid packet loss, the primary, secondary and
backup of Pi must be scheduled on different links, i.e.
L(Pri) "= L(Sei) "= L(Bki).

The proof of the lemma follows directly from the function
of a TMR, which can handle exactly one value fault under
the assumption of independence of faults. Scheduling two
or more copies of the packet on the same link would violate
this independence assumption.

As in simple PB scheduling we assume that if Pri or
Sei fail, i.e. one packet content is corrupted, then backup
Bki will succeed. We can now state the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Assume that packets Pi are scheduled using
backup overloading under a hybrid-SCP-TMR strategy.
Furthermore, assume that at time t link Lk experiences per-
manent value faults. Then another fault can be tolerated at
time t! = max{t1, t2, t3}, where

t1 = max{tack(Bki), #Pri : L(Pri) = Lk}

t2 = max{tack(Bki), #Sei : L(Sei) = Lk}

t3 = max{tack(Pri), tack(Sei), #Pri, Sei :
L(Bki) = Lk}

If the exact time of tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri) is not known,
tack(Pri) = ack(Pri) must be assumed. The same holds
for Sei and Bki.

The theorem is an extension of Theorem 1 and the proof
is derived by extending the arguments in the proof of that
theorem to include the secondary packet.
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Assume Value Fault
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or more copies of the packet on the same link would violate
this independence assumption.

As in simple PB scheduling we assume that if Pri or
Sei fail, i.e. one packet content is corrupted, then backup
Bki will succeed. We can now state the following theorem:

Theorem 2 Assume that packets Pi are scheduled using
backup overloading under a hybrid-SCP-TMR strategy.
Furthermore, assume that at time t link Lk experiences per-
manent value faults. Then another fault can be tolerated at
time t! = max{t1, t2, t3}, where

t1 = max{tack(Bki), #Pri : L(Pri) = Lk}

t2 = max{tack(Bki), #Sei : L(Sei) = Lk}

t3 = max{tack(Pri), tack(Sei), #Pri, Sei :
L(Bki) = Lk}

If the exact time of tack(Pri) ! ack(Pri) is not known,
tack(Pri) = ack(Pri) must be assumed. The same holds
for Sei and Bki.

The theorem is an extension of Theorem 1 and the proof
is derived by extending the arguments in the proof of that
theorem to include the secondary packet.

8
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Reliability of PB Scheduling

Consider again previous example

Four scheduling approaches

Single Path

PB Scheduling

Hybrid SCP-TMR Scheduling (for value faults)

Hybrid with benign faults only
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Analytical Model

Unreliabilities

30

Communication scenario Unreliability F (t) = 1!R(t)

Single Path F (t) = 1! e!!t

PB F (t) = 1! 2e!!t + e!2!t

Hybrid SCP-TMR F (t) = 1! 3e!2!t + 2e!3!t

Hybrid with Benigns F (t) = 1! 3e!!t + 3e!2!t ! e!3!t

Table 1: Unreliabilities

liability of a larger number of links (compared to the Single Path and PB), while
still only capable of dealing with a single fault (the value fault), overshadows the
benefits at the point where the two graphs intersect.

5 Conclusions
A new model for primary backup (PB) scheduling has been defined. The for-
malisms and primitive lemmas and theorems have been introduced that allow for
the expansion of earlier results from multiprocessor scheduling to link scheduling,
requiring to consider communication delays. The fault model of the PB approach
has been extended. Whereas only crash faults were considered in multiprocessor
systems, we addressed benign, omission and value faults in systems with multi-
ple communication links. Whereas scheduling has only been considered for the
aforementioned fault type, the general principle can be extended to include any
hybrid fault model.
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specifications during the entire time-interval [0, t] [9]. In the context of a commu-
nication channel we consider the reliability of packet transmission. Let ! be the
packet error rate.
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Figure 7: Communication link Unreliability - 100 seconds

In the analysis of the scheduling algorithms we will consider four different sce-
narios. In order to eliminate the impact of re-transmission in the data link layer of
the protocol stack, we consider simple datagram service. Recall that the acknowl-
edge deadline ack(Pri) was considered significantly shorter than the transport
layer’s timeout, e.g. the TCP timeout is measured in seconds. First, we consider
a Single Path, i.e. a communication path without packet redundancy. Second,
we will consider simple PB scheduling, however, we will relax the assumptions
about a guarantee of the backup packet, i.e. Assumption 2, since in a real system
no such guarantee can be given. Thus, the results shown are more realistic, but at
the same time more pessimistic. Third, we consider Hybrid SCP-TMR scheduling
for value faults under the relaxation of Assumption 5 for the same reason given
above. Fourth, we use the previous scheme, but only consider benign faults. This
effectively changes the hybrid SCP-TMR into a 1-of-3 system.
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Figure 8: Communication link Unreliability - 1000 seconds

The results of the four different approaches are shown in Figure 7 and 8, where
the graphs are labeled as Single Path, PB, Hybrid SCP-TMR and Hybrid with Be-
nigns respectively. It should be noted that the approaches obey the unreliabilities
shown in Table 1. The packet fail rate is assumed as ! = 1/1000s. Note that in ad
hoc or sensor networks this rather high fail rate may even be optimistic. Similarly,
the short times of observation reflect the link volatility of the target networks. It
can be seen in Figure 7 and 8 that PB scheduling shows significant improvements
in reliability. As expected, the Single Path scenario shows the least favorable un-
reliability, whereas PB and the Hybrid w. Benigns are significantly less unreliable.
It may be observed that the Hybrid SCP-TMR shows behavior that does not fol-
low the trend of the other graphs in Figure 8, i.e. the Single Path and Hybrid
SCP-TMR cross. The reason is that it is the only scenario that includes recov-
ery from value faults, whereas the others consider only benign or omission faults.
Since the Hybrid SCP-TMR is effectively a 2-of-3 configuration, the higher unre-
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Conclusions
Reliability and survivability of wireless networks can be 

greatly improved by using cross-monitoring, i.e. GJG

PB scheduling reduces overhead, increases network 

reliability and has potential to drastically reduce delays 

e.g.  RTO (Retransmission Timeout period) in TCP

Can be used to adapt network to the required level of 

reliability 
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1 Introduction 
There is a widening gap between our understanding of systems and their ever increasing complexity, 

functionality and connectivity.  We require more sophisticated functionality for novel applications, and systems to 

interoperate with each other dynamically and autonomously to meet their different objectives.  Piecemeal defences 

address limited technical problems, rather than tackle system requirements comprehensively.  This leads to brittle 

systems with single points of failure that break easily with unpredictable consequences.  We still often rely on the 

binary distinction between insider and outsider, whereas we need more fine grained measures to cope with a 

continuum of access rights and to manage the effects of successful attacks.  

Some security issues that need to be seriously addressed include emergent system behaviour, effects at a 

distance, unexpected changes to a system and its environment, and new methods of attack.  As Einstein said, “we 

can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them”.  We provide an informal 

architectural model that can be formalised, which can analyse systems that have multiple independent mechanisms 

operating at different layers and locations with different protective characteristics.  This helps to plan, design and 

build systems to help provide comprehensive protection and assurance that they will complete their missions in the 

presence of security vulnerabilities and functional defects rather than respond tactically to every little problem.   

Only a few systematic models of security can represent systems in their entirety, rather than as technical 

systems alone.  There is the longstanding effort in classifying the important aspects of dependability, including 

security, which offers a comprehensive taxonomy of the different types of fault and methods to manage them [1].  

Neumann [2], and originally Neumann and Parker [3], organised systems into eight layers for security analysis, 

which are listed starting from the highest layer as the external environment, user, application, middleware, 

networking, operating system, hardware and internal environment.  We consider this as a logical and useful aid to 

understanding systems, but we have introduced some new organisational criteria to give a simplified model that has 

only three layers.  Howard and Longstaff [4] present a classification system for network security incidents, which 

shows the different types of entity involved in an attack and their interrelationships.  The classification can be 

extended with dual concepts to model the defence, and by explicitly including the semantic and physical aspects of 

systems as well as computer and networks.  

2 The Layered Security Model 

2.1 The Layers 

We model systems and their interactions in a three-layer hierarchy, where each layer can have sub-layers 

when required for detailed analysis (figure 1).  The semantic or conceptual layer is the top layer that includes people 

and the abstract representation of systems including their requirements.  The logical layer is an intermediate layer 

containing entities in an intangible form including data and software that are stored and processed on computers and 

transmitted between them.  The purpose of this layer is to carry out the objectives of semantic layer entities, as they 

cannot interact directly with logical entities.  For example, people are represented by a logical proxy such as an 

account, a process or a cryptographic key to act on their behalf.  In addition, the logical layer contains helper entities 

such as network routers that aid other logical entities to fulfil their requirements.  The physical layer is the bottom 

layer that represents the physical or basic existence that all entities have in the real world.  The physical layer 

includes the physical components of systems and the environment including both tangible objects and 

electromagnetic radiation.   

Every subject, object, relationship or piece of information, except abstract concepts, has a physical 

representation in addition to its existence at higher layers.  Any activity carried out by a system is ultimately on 

behalf of a semantic subject, but the work must take place at the physical layer.  However, higher layer entities 
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cannot be understood at the physical layer.  For example, information is ultimately stored physically, but 

understanding involves knowing its meaning, purpose, and maybe other attributes such as its origin and correctness 

that can only be fully appreciated at a higher layer.   

This is much simpler than Neumann’s eight-layered model, but it can still provide detailed analysis of 

systems by allowing each layer to have sublayers.  For logical network communication, the best-known model is the 

seven-layer OSI network model [5].  We would use Tanenbaum’s simplified five-layer network model [6] as sub-

layers of our logical layer with the link, network and transport layers as intermediate sub-layers and the upper 

application and lower physical sub-layers interfacing to the social and physical layers of our model respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1-The three-layer model showing the sub-layers of the semantic and logical layers 

 

Each layer has a separate concept of location and distance between entities.  Higher layer entities also have 

a physical existence, so they are represented by different locations at each layer.  The entities at each layer have 

different extents, dependencies and interactions and should meet the system requirements for that layer.  A channel is 

an entity that carries flows of information and objects from one location to another at the same layer.  Entities in 

different locations at the same layer use a channel to communicate.  The channels at the higher layers are virtual, and 

must use a physical channel to communicate analogously to communication in the OSI network model (figure 1).  

The introduction of horizontal scope allows us to remove some of Neumann’s layers [2] such as the networking and 

middleware layers and represent them as horizontal communication channels for computer and application entities 

respectively. 

A virtual entity is a logical entity that uses some controls to limit access, so that it can only be understood, 

accessed or used with special methods or knowledge such as using cryptographic keys.  Application layer resources 

such as data and services can be virtualised by replicating them, which removes the reliance on protecting single 

locations and thereby avoids single points of failure.  In addition, many systematic controls can be represented using 

virtual entities including Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) and virtual machines.   

2.2 Protection 

All systems have a horizontal scope at every layer.  Neumann [2] considers four conceptual locations for 

compromise at every layer; from outside, above, within and below.  Protection from an external entity at the same 

layer requires horizontal controls, whilst protection from a higher layer entity requires a vertical boundary between 

the layers.  Insiders should be constrained by partitioning the system with additional internal system boundaries they 

should not be able to breach.  However, complete protection from insiders may not be possible, so these controls 

may use detection and recovery mechanisms such as auditing and redundancy, so that misuse of the system is 

detected and recovered from, rather than prevented.  Replication is an effective defence against insider attacks by 

backing up data or providing standby services in separate locations that insiders cannot access.  Some components 

that control the system must be trusted and so they should be made simple enough to assure.  They should reside in 

an inaccessible location at the bottom of the system or use a secure control network to stop external interference.  In 

conclusion, all entities, apart from unconditionally trusted entities, should be outsiders relative to one or more 

controls that moderate their use of the system.   
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The boundaries can be annotated with their access controls represented by logical predicates or probabilistic 

estimates of successful defence.  All the controls should be analysed together to show that they meet the system 

policy.  For example, a firewall could be annotated by the port numbers of protocols it blocks, and anti-virus 

software by the signatures of malicious code it detects.  This is intended to deal with attacks by partitioning the 

defence at the network and application layers, but a new virus using an allowed protocol would breach the defence, 

unless there were additional controls.   

3 Modelling Multi-layer Systems  

3.1 Coordinate Representation 

We can represent the location of logical entities in multiple dimensions as for physical entities.  For 

example, physically separate entities can communicate securely by the creation of a virtual tunnel that can be 

represented in a higher dimensional space.  The location of real entities is represented in real coordinates (x, y …), 

whereas cryptographic entities have additional dimensions as well, which are represented by complex coordinates (z, 

w …).  The coordinates indicate the location where an entity can access the data, which is only possible if it has 

access to the correct keys, indicated by access to the right virtual coordinates, and it can reach the real location 

represented by the real coordinates.  A specific example is an SSL connection, whose real components are the 

Internet addresses of the path taken, and the virtual component might be an integer identifying the cryptographic 

channel uniquely amongst current cryptographic sessions.  Cryptographic protection offers weaker protection 

semantics than physical security, as data can be deleted or altered with access to the physical location or 

communication path alone, without having access to any keys.   

The coordinate representation has many applications such as reasoning about possible breaches of security 

by attackers in different logical locations with different knowledge and abilities.  Bigraphs are a more abstract 

topological representation of this idea that only retains the shapes of entities by discarding the location coordinates, 

which simplifies the analysis and, in addition have executable semantics.  Both methods can represent Neumann’s 

four conceptual locations for compromise more formally [2]. 

3.2 Bigraphs 

Our model can be formalised using multi-level graphs with one level for each layer of our model.  We 

propose formalisation using Milner’s bigraph model [7] that can represent physical and logical levels and the 

interaction between them.  It represents the semantic layer indirectly through its actions and effects at lower layers.  

The model is quite flexible having its origin as a unification theory for process calculi such as Petri nets and the pi-

calculus that model communication, together with models such as the ambient calculus that handle physical 

movement.  The model natively incorporates the structure and organisation of the physical and logical layers 

including their interaction and dependence on each other, which is not considered in most security models.  We 

propose a novel use for modelling security architecture and apply it to critical infrastructure protection.  

The bigraphical structure composes two graphs with one to represent logical communication and the other 

physical mobility.  A bigraph can model the security architecture of systems, as security mechanisms can be 

represented as graph rewriting or reaction rules.  The application of a rule in one direction represents the defence, 

which is reversed by the user to access the system.  The defender’s objectives can be defined by invariants of the 

bigraph that hold in secure states of the system, and certain reaction rules representing actions that should only be 

performed by the defender.   

The system is represented by a bigraph with security requirements represented as constraints in the bigraph.  

Different types of attacker with various powers and locations can be represented using an attacker bigraph occupying 

a particular kind of node, having particular communication possibilities and accessing certain reaction rules.  The 

model is executed to discover if the attacker can breach or inactivate security controls, access critical assets or reduce 

system functionality.   

4 Critical Infrastructure Protection 
There are many applications of our three-layer model as computer systems and physical objects must 

always be used to meet higher-layer organisational and personal requirements.  One important application is 

modelling critical infrastructure, which are very complex systems that are impossible to analyse manually and the 

effects of failure could be devastating.  These systems have large numbers of people with various degrees of physical 

or logical access to parts of the system such as buildings, equipment, computers and control systems.  The large 
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horizontal extent at all layers may allow unauthorised remote access to computers, and access to insecure physical 

components.  They can function in unexpected ways with remote effects and complex interaction between the layers 

with unpredictable consequences.    

The model can faithfully represent both physical and logical attacks on control systems and communication 

links in critical infrastructure.  We can formalise the representation using bigraphs and analyse the resulting model 

for vulnerabilities.  It can model dependencies between components, attackers in various locations with various 

powers, and handle effects in remote locations and other layers.  It can model hybrid attacks that use several layers 

and transitive attacks that operate in several stages.  Controls can be proposed to avoid or mitigate undesirable effects 

by partitioning and isolating systems horizontally, and restricting changes of layer vertically.   

In figure 2, the ellipses represent physical locations, whereas the arcs represent logical communication.  The 

locations can be of different kinds, which may have different modes of interaction and communication.  The 

outermost ellipse might be a building, the small circle might represent a computer or machine, and an intermediate 

size ellipse may represent a room (or possibly a network).  The flexibility of the model is demonstrated by the 

example, as these ellipses could equally represent networks, computers and applications instead.   

The physical movement of people and tangible objects is modelled by movement between ellipses, which is 

controlled by the kinds of the nodes and the available reaction rules.  The arcs represent different types of 

communication, interaction and control including computer, telecommunication and power networks.  

Communication is controlled by the kinds of communicating entities, the type of the channels, and the available 

reaction rules.  Entities are allowed to move over communication channels as well.  A logical entity such as a user 

account (acting as a proxy for a person) may move over the logical link to the remote computer if it can log on.  All 

links should be protected cryptographically or by enclosure within a secure physical boundary.  This interaction 

between physical location and logical communication is represented natively using bigraphs, but not most formal 

models that discard location information. 

The lower large ellipse represents a building containing a room holding a telecoms switch S that can be 

accessed and controlled through the administrator’s workstation.  A defence objective is that there should be no path 

from the outside to the switch S by either physical or logical means from unauthorised people or malware.  

A user can access the administrator’s computer remotely if he can use the correct key K required for 

authentication, which is indicated by the graph reaction rule as shown.  The defence initially set up the requirement 

for external authentication using the reverse reaction rule.  Figure 2 shows that the switch S can be accessed in 

multiple ways from outside both logically through transitive access to S via the administrator’s workstation A, and 

physically by entering the building and then the room.  It is also possible to represent hybrid attacks where both 

logical and physical accesses are combined.  The link to the room containing S could be used to send a command to 

turn off the power supply for example.  All these controls can be represented by the kinds of node, types of channel 

and available reaction rules, so the model can be executed to determine if an external attacker can breach any of the 

controls to interfere with S. 

  

 

S

 

Figure 2 – Use of an authentication key K to remotely access an administrator’s workstation A through the 

boundary L represented by a reaction rule (© Milner (2005) [7]) 

 

When compared to our coordinate representation, the diagram can be considered a flattening of the 

multidimensional structure into two dimensions.  The physical entities such as buildings have height one, whereas 

the logical entities such as computers have height two.  Communication is considered to take place at the highest 

layer of the communicating peers.  The cryptographically protected communication channel is considered to occupy 

a fourth orthogonal dimension not accessible to real entities.  
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5 Conclusion and Further Work 
Comprehensive protection against the different types of threat can be provided by multiple defensive 

controls that each create a boundary meeting different protection requirements.  For example, it was suggested that 

further internal controls be used to protect against insiders, which allows the treatment of insiders and outsiders to be 

unified. 

We demonstrated an informal three-layer model for modelling security architecture that allows us to reason 

about the structure and organisation of systems components and their interaction.  A coordinate system was provided 

to represent the location of logical entities that allows the modelling of Neumann’s four conceptual locations of 

attacks at all layers.  We formalised the three-layer model using bigraphs and used it in the critical infrastructure 

example to show how systems can be compromised at the physical and logical layers including multi-layer attacks 

that use both.     

We have used bigraphs to represent cryptographic primitives such as hash functions and digital signatures 

[8] and intend to use it to analyse Kerberos, which is a complex network security protocol that takes account of 

physical vulnerabilities such as insecure workstations as well as logical vulnerabilities.   

We propose some extensions to the bigraph model to broaden its applicability and to model the security 

requirements of systems more faithfully.  Intermediate layers can be introduced to model different layers of the 

network stack such as the network and application layer.  Additional layers can also model the virtualisation of 

hardware or the operating system.  Users interact with the virtual layer, which is translated to the real activity 

performed by the layer underneath.  This sandwich layer allows, among other things, policy enforcement with 

additional security checks, or the virtual system acting differently to the underlying layer.   

An important application is modelling the interaction between the control elements of a system and its 

functional components.  The control space must interact with the rest of the system through physical proximity or at 

a distance through logical communication channels.  For example, a hardware-based Trusted Platform Module 

(TPM) has its own separate components in a secure location performing computation with its own processor, 

communicating with its own dedicated buses and using its own physical storage.  The TPM can be represented by a 

separate bigraph encapsulated within the complete system, which communicates through dedicated control channels 

to control access to the system resources. 
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Existing Systematic Models

Basic Concepts and Taxonomy of Dependable and Secure Computing
Avizienis, Laprie, Randell and Landwehr

Longstanding work to Classify the important aspects of dependability
including security

Practical Architectures for Survivable Systems and Networks
Neumann and Parker organised systems into eight layers for security

analysis

The external environment, user, application, middleware, networking,
operating system, hardware and internal environment

A Common Language for Computer Security Incidents
Longstaff and Howard present a classification system for network security

incidents

Shows the different types of entity involved in an attack and their
interrelationships
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The Layered Security Model

• Systems are modelled in a three-layer hierarchy

• The semantic or conceptual layer is the top layer
– Includes people, organisations and system requirements

• The logical layer is the intermediate layer
– Contains intangible entities including data and software that

are stored and processed on computers

• The physical layer is the bottom layer
– Represents the physical existence that all entities have in the

real world

– Includes both tangible objects and electromagnetic radiation
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Three-layer model with sub-

layers

• Each layer can have sub-layers for detailed analysis

• We use Tanenbaum’s five-layer network model as sub-layers of our
logical layer
– The link, network and transport layers are intermediate sub-layers

– The upper application and lower physical sub-layers interface to the social
and physical layers of our model respectively
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Locations and communication

• Each layer has a separate concept of location and distance between
entities

• Entities at each layer have different extents, dependencies and
interactions

• Entities in different locations use channels to communicate
– Channels at higher layers are virtual, and must use a physical channel to

communicate
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Modelling protection

requirements
• All systems have a horizontal scope at every layer

• Neumann considers four conceptual locations for compromise at
every layer

• From outside, above, within and below
– Protection from an external entity at the same layer requires horizontal

controls

– Protection from a higher layer entity requires a vertical boundary
between the layers

– Insiders should be constrained by partitioning the system with additional
internal system boundaries they should not be able to breach

– Some components that control the system must be trusted and so they
should be made simple enough to assure

Conclusion - All entities, apart from unconditionally trusted entities,
should be outsiders relative to one or more controls that moderate
their use of the system.
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Representing the 3-layer model

using bigraphs
• Any system represented in our model can be transformed into a bigraph

• Use the two levels of bigraphs to represent the lower two layers of our model
– Physical and logical layers are directly modelled

– Locations and communication channels can be physical or logical
• Represented by different types

– Semantic layer is represented indirectly through lower level activities and effects

• Vulnerabilities are never removed by the application of security mechanisms, but are
transformed into other vulnerabilities

– All vulnerabilities have a physical or logical location or channel

– The protective mechanism and the channel between the protection and the resource is
vulnerable

– Directly modelled by reaction rules in bigraphs, but not considered in most security models
• Keys are stored in locations that must be protected with additional controls

• Cryptographically protected resources exist in a virtual location encapsulated within special nodes that
represent the protection

• Attackers have physical and logical scope and powers that can be represented by
bigraphs

– Sites represent their location

– External names represent their potential communication

– Rewriting rules specify their powers
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Bigraph Purpose

• Bigraphs are graphs with two constituent graphs representing
locality and connectivity separately

• They are an attempt at a unifying theory for program semantics
– Have been shown to capture the semantics of the !-calculus, Petri nets

and mobile ambients faithfully

• Important aid to understanding systems with both physical and
logical aspects
– Ubiquitous systems

• Understanding systems at multiple layers is essential for security

This introduction to bigraphs is based on “Axioms for bigraphical
structure” by Robin Milner
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Bigraph description

• The ovals are nodes of the bigraph, which are the common component of the
underlying place and link graphs.

• Place graph edges are shown implicitly
– The nodes are nested inside each other to represent placing one entity inside another

• Link graph edges are show explicitly
– Each node has ports which may be linked to other nodes which models communication

• The linking and the placing of nodes is independent, shown by the way links cross
node boundaries in the diagram

• Each external link (shown emerging from the top in the diagram) can be joined to
some link of a host bigraph to model external communication
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Place Graph

• A place graph G = (V, ctrl, prnt): m"n has:
– An inner width m and an outer width n, both positive integers
– ctrl: V" # represents the kind of nodes

– A parent map prnt: m$V "V$n

• Represents n locations with a forest of n trees

• Represents m sites where other bigraphs can be placed

• The prnt map is the usual parent function for trees
– Represents containment

• Places can be real or virtual locations
– Keys, files and programs inhabit virtual locations
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Composing Place Graphs

• Each root of the place graph G0 is planted in a site of G1

– Identification points disappear in the composition

• If Gi = (Vi, ctrli, prnti): mi"mi+1 (i = 0, 1) be place graphs,

• G1 ° G0 = (V, ctrl, prnt) has prnt = (IdV0 $ prnt1) ° (prnt0 $ IdV1).
– prnt(p) = prnt0(p) if p% m0$V0 and prnt0(p)%V0

– prnt(p) = prnt1(m) if p%V0 and prnt0(p) = m%m1
• new parent node in inhabitant graph

– prnt(p) = prnt1(p) if p%V1

G1 G0 G1 ! GO
0

1
v1 0

10

v0 u0 u3

u1

0

u0

u1

u2

v0

u3 v1

u2
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Link Graphs
• A link graph G = (V, E, ctrl, link): X"Y

– Finite sets X of inner names, Y of outer names
– Function link: X$P " E$Y called the link map.

• The inner names X and ports P are the points of G, and the edges E and
outer names Y its links.

• The link map connects the attachment points to a communication channel

• The interior link graph  has a communication pattern that is enabled by the
exterior link graph through the binding between interfaces

• We draw a link graph’s inner names below it, and its outer names
above

• Outer names can represent local or global communication
– An outer name is an open link, an edge is a closed link

• The link graph can represent point-to-point or group communication
– The link map is a hypergraph, so ‘edges’ can connect several points

15/05/2007 CSIIRW 14

Composing link graphs

• The outer names of the interior link graph link to an exterior link graph via its
corresponding inner names

• Let Gi = (Vi, Ei, ctrli, linki): Xi"Xi+1 (i = 0, 1) be two link graphs, then G1 $ G0
= (V, E, ctrl, link) has

• link = (IdE0 $ link1) ! (link0 $ IdP1)
– link(p) = link0(p) if p % X0$P0 and link0(p)%E0

– link1(x) if p % X0$P0 and link0(p) = x %X

– outer name of G0 links to edge, which makes it local to composed graph or to
outer name of G1, which potentially makes it global

– link1(p) if p%P1
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Bigraph Definition

• Define the composition of bigraphs in terms of the
underlying operations on their constituent graphs

• An interface I = &m, X' consists of
– A positive integer m called a width, representing places

– a finite set X ( ) called a name set

• A bigraph takes the form G = (V, E, ctrl, GP, GL): I"J
– The interfaces I =  &m, X' and J = &n, Y' are its inner and outer

faces

• The map from I to J is determined by the underlying
place and link graphs
– GP = (V, ctrl, prnt): m"n a place graph

– GL = (V, E, ctrl, link ): X"Y a link graph

15/05/2007 CSIIRW 16

Composing Bigraphs

• The component place and link graphs are our previous examples

• The composition of the two bigraphs are formed from the combinations of
the place graphs and link graphs, which have orthogonal operations

• The sites in F indicate where the roots of an inhabitant bigraph G can be
placed

• Then the outer names of G are linked to the corresponding inner names of
F

• Note that G can be inserted two ways into F

• The two sites of G could represent a communication pattern that is
implemented when inserted into F
– Some of the nodes in G could be keys to protect communication over F, which

could represent an insecure medium such as the Internet
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Reaction Rules

• Different controls can participate in different reaction or
rewriting rules

• Each rule consists of a precondition, which may be
transformed into a post-condition wherever it occurs
– Both of these conditions are bigraphs

• Atomic nodes do not have internal nodes

• Complex nodes can be active or passive
– The control is active if reactions can occur inside them

– It is passive if no internal reaction is allowed

• The only method of reaction possible is when the passive nodes are
destroyed

15/05/2007 CSIIRW 18

Critical Infrastructure

• Very complex systems that are very difficult to analyse manually
– Large numbers of physical and computational entities and communication paths,

and people with various powers

– Large horizontal physical and logical scope
• Allows pervasive access

– Subject to both physical and logical attacks on resources, control systems and
communication links

– Intractable problem to avoid attacks
• Large and unmitigated number of vulnerabilities

– Goals of model in critical infrastructure protection
• Finds vulnerabilities

– Unexpected dependencies difficult to discover manually

• Suggest remediation measures
– Remove critical vulnerabilities

• Continue in face of an attack
– Avoid catastrophic failure modes

• Helps in design of system
– Avoid critical failure

– Partition systems to limit damage of successful attack
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Critical Infrastructure (2)

• The bigraph representation of our three-layer model can faithfully
represent critical infrastructure.  It can:
– Check objectives are satisfied

• Can give assurance of protection of critical assets or indicate critical
vulnerabilities

– Model architectural protection using defence-in-depth

– Model dependencies between components

– Discover linkage between layers
• Can discover attacks that operate and have effects at several layers

– Handle remote effects and dependencies
• Including transitive attacks that operate in several stages

– Represent attackers in various locations with various powers
• Including insider attacks

– Model different types of network and the interaction between them

– Model different scenarios by changes to attacker and defender

15/05/2007 CSIIRW 20

Critical infrastructure example

• Nodes of different types
– Outermost ellipses are buildings

– Circles are computers or machines

– Intermediate size ellipses may represent
rooms

• Representing requirements
– The lower large ellipse represents a

building containing a room with a
telecommunication exchange or controller
for an electricity substation S that can be
accessed and controlled through the
administrator’s workstation

– One defence goal is that there should be
no path from the outside to S by either
physical or logical means from
unauthorised people or malware

• Cryptographic channels
– The administrator’s computer can be

accessed remotely if the correct key is
used for authentication, which is indicated
by the graph reaction rule as shown
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Critical Infrastructure example (2)

• A user can access the administrator’s
workstation remotely when he authenticates
by proving he has access to the key K
represented in the reaction rule

• The defence initially set up the
authentication mechanism

– Represented by the reverse of the reaction
rule with the arrow in the opposite direction

• S can be accessed in multiple ways from
outside

– Logically through transitive access via the
administrator’s workstation A

– Physically by entering the building and then
the room

– Via a multi-layer hybrid attack where both
logical and physical accesses are combined

– The link to the room containing S could be
used to send a command having a physical
effect such as cutting the power supply to S

• All these controls can be represented using
bigraphs and model checking could
determine if the attacker can breach any of
the controls to interfere with S

15/05/2007 CSIIRW 22

Conclusion

• We demonstrated an informal three-layer model for
modelling security architecture

• We formalised the model using bigraphs

• We used bigraphs to analyse a simple critical
infrastructure example

• We suggested how the model unifies the treatment of
insiders and outsiders

• We have used the model to represent cryptographic
primitives (NSPW 2007 submission)

• We are investigating Kerberos, a complex network
security protocol, that considers both physical and logical
vulnerabilities
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Abstract - In the past few years, a number of large-scale worm outbreaks – such as Code 

Red, Slammer, Blaster – have caused widespread damage and raised concerns that a 

future outbreak could spread through the Internet faster than current defenses could 

effectively contain it. 

Current detection of worm outbreaks is based mainly on signatures. Signatures 

allow the most accurate detection but have two serious drawbacks: worms without known 

signatures will evade detection, and signatures for a new worm requires hours to develop, 

test, and deploy. Given that a fast worm epidemic might be finished before a signature is 

available, worm detection must also use behavior-based detection. 

We are studying the behavior of worm outbreaks through a “community of  

households” epidemic model. A household represents an autonomous system in the 

Internet. We are developing a novel Web-based worm simulator for the community of 

households. A proof-of-concept prototype of the Web-based simulator written in Java and 

Perl is available on the Web, although many features have not been implemented yet. 

Network simulators are typically written as standalone programs. Users are 

required to download and install a copy of the simulator program on their computers. 

This approach has a few drawbacks: programs are platform dependent and often require 

programming knowledge; graphical user interfaces can be varied and confusing; users are 

responsible for downloading and installing the latest version. 

To the best of our knowledge, our worm simulator is the first written as a Web 

application. The common Web browser is the interface for invoking the simulator and 

submitting input parameters. The simulator runs on a Web server, and outputs simulation 

results back to the browser. This approach offers a number of advantages over standalone 

simulators: the Web browser is familiar and easy to use interface; it is platform 

independent (since browsers run on all platforms); users do not have to be concerned with 

downloading and installing any code; users always access the most current version of the 

simulator program. An additional advantage is the capability to store simulation results 

on the server and easily share results between different users.  
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• Worm outbreaks can spread quickly, e.g., 
Slammer

• Early detection and warning systems correlate 
observations from distributed sensors to 
automatically detect new worm outbreaks, even 
unknown worms 

- Symantec’s DeepSight Threat Management System

- Internet Storm Center operated by SANS and 

Incidents.org

• Worm detection depends mostly on signatures

Early Detection Systems
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• Signatures allow accurate detection but

- Worms without signatures may evade detection

- Signatures for a new worm can take hours to 

develop

• Behavior-based (anomaly) detection is useful for 
detecting unknown worms

• After detection, outbreaks can be contained by 
quarantine (blocking) or rate throttling (slowing 
down)

• Outbreak behavior can be studied by epidemic 
modeling and simulation

Early Detection and Containment

3
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Community-of-Households Model

4

• Population consists of m households 
(autonomous systems)

- Hosts are initially susceptible (S) state, then change 

to infective (I) state and removed (R) state

- !ij = infectious contact rate from household i to 

household j (different than intra-household rates)

Household

Household
j

Household

Household
i

router R1 Ri

Rj router Rm

!ji

!ij

Subnetwork
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Web-based Simulator

• In addition to mathematical analysis, we are 
developing Web-based worm simulator

- Several existing worm simulators are written as 

applications, requiring users to download and 

compile

- Simulators are platform dependent

- Each copy of simulator and simulation results are 

tied to a physical machine

- Users are responsible for maintaining and updating

5
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Web-based Simulator

6

Simulation 
parameters

Results

Database

Web serverWeb client

Program
logic

Client-server architecture separates GUI from program logic

- Web browser provides 
familiar, consistent, 
user-friendly GUI
- Users do not have to 
download and maintain 
their own simulators

- Web server provides location-
independent and platform-
independent simulation
- Simulation results can be 
shared easily
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High Level Design
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Fig. 1. High-Level Design

A. Web-Based Front-End

The front-end is an interactive GUI application provided by
a Java applet and is shown in Fig. 2. It has provisions for
data entry, data validation, context-based help, execution, and
graphical display of the simulator’s output.

The user-provided parameters have been divided into four
categories; basic parameters, outbound rate control, inbound
rate control, and quarantining. The basic parameters help
specify the framework through which the worm would be
simulated; the number of Autonomous Systems (AS) in the
topology, algorithm for populating these nodes, link-capacities,
and queue length. They also specify the worm vector, whether
it is a uniformly spreading worm or a local-preferential one,
and if the later then the percentage of probes targeting hosts
of the same node.

The parameters relating to worm countermeasures can be
activated on a per-group basis. The parameters for outbound
rate control specify the percentage of households (AS) that
would have this capability, the selection algorithm for such
households, and the severity of throttling the worm traffic.
The parameters for inbound rate throttling specify similar
deployment criteria and throttle factor. In addition, they also
specify the trigger-type and threshold for activating this coun-
termeasure. Quarantining is the most severe countermeasure
where all incoming and outgoing worm traffic is blocked. This
measure will have its own deployment and triggering criteria.

Every parameter value is validated upon entry. If the valida-
tion fails, the field is highlighted in red color and positioning
the mouse over the field would display a pop-up message
explaining why the validation failed. When the Run button
is clicked, a quick check is made to ensure that all fields have
been successfully validated. If there are no validation errors,
then the parameters are encoded into an HTTP POST message
and sent to the applet’s web-server.

B. CGI Back-End

The CGI script at the back-end is a python program which
receives the simulation request containing the user-specified
parameters. It imports the python core simulator and passes

Fig. 2. Front-end of the NaSim simulator

these parameters to it along with a unique request-ID. It then
invokes the core simulation function. When the simulation is
complete the data is stored on the server using a file-name
based on the unique request-ID and a response is sent back to
the front-end. Upon receipt, the front-end reads the data file
on the server and displays it in graphical form.

C. Topology Generation
By design, the simulator does not have its own topology

generator. The aim is to take advantage of existing work in this
area and use data from one of the available topology generators
[7]. The simulator would then use this data to construct the
topology in its own object space and simulate the flow or
worms through it. Alternatively, one of the available data sets
for Internet topology may also be used.

D. Core Simulator
After the topology is determined, the CGI script invokes

the core simulation program which is a topological worm
simulator. It simulates the behavior of the specified worm as
it traverses the specified topology, subject to a combination of
countermeasures deployed and invoked per user specification.

After topology generation, the core simulator populates the
AS nodes with hosts and specifies the bandwidths for all the
links. It then deploys the countermeasures among a percentage
of the total nodes, selecting the nodes based on a user-specified
criterion (random, ascending, or descending in terms of the
node population). The deployed counter measures would then
be triggered at a certain point in the simulation process when
the triggering threshold is crossed. Each measure has its own
parameters for deployment and triggering. After this step the
core simulator starts the simulation.
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A. Web-Based Front-End

The front-end is an interactive GUI application provided by
a Java applet and is shown in Fig. 2. It has provisions for
data entry, data validation, context-based help, execution, and
graphical display of the simulator’s output.

The user-provided parameters have been divided into four
categories; basic parameters, outbound rate control, inbound
rate control, and quarantining. The basic parameters help
specify the framework through which the worm would be
simulated; the number of Autonomous Systems (AS) in the
topology, algorithm for populating these nodes, link-capacities,
and queue length. They also specify the worm vector, whether
it is a uniformly spreading worm or a local-preferential one,
and if the later then the percentage of probes targeting hosts
of the same node.

The parameters relating to worm countermeasures can be
activated on a per-group basis. The parameters for outbound
rate control specify the percentage of households (AS) that
would have this capability, the selection algorithm for such
households, and the severity of throttling the worm traffic.
The parameters for inbound rate throttling specify similar
deployment criteria and throttle factor. In addition, they also
specify the trigger-type and threshold for activating this coun-
termeasure. Quarantining is the most severe countermeasure
where all incoming and outgoing worm traffic is blocked. This
measure will have its own deployment and triggering criteria.

Every parameter value is validated upon entry. If the valida-
tion fails, the field is highlighted in red color and positioning
the mouse over the field would display a pop-up message
explaining why the validation failed. When the Run button
is clicked, a quick check is made to ensure that all fields have
been successfully validated. If there are no validation errors,
then the parameters are encoded into an HTTP POST message
and sent to the applet’s web-server.

B. CGI Back-End

The CGI script at the back-end is a python program which
receives the simulation request containing the user-specified
parameters. It imports the python core simulator and passes

Fig. 2. Front-end of the NaSim simulator

these parameters to it along with a unique request-ID. It then
invokes the core simulation function. When the simulation is
complete the data is stored on the server using a file-name
based on the unique request-ID and a response is sent back to
the front-end. Upon receipt, the front-end reads the data file
on the server and displays it in graphical form.

C. Topology Generation
By design, the simulator does not have its own topology

generator. The aim is to take advantage of existing work in this
area and use data from one of the available topology generators
[7]. The simulator would then use this data to construct the
topology in its own object space and simulate the flow or
worms through it. Alternatively, one of the available data sets
for Internet topology may also be used.

D. Core Simulator
After the topology is determined, the CGI script invokes

the core simulation program which is a topological worm
simulator. It simulates the behavior of the specified worm as
it traverses the specified topology, subject to a combination of
countermeasures deployed and invoked per user specification.

After topology generation, the core simulator populates the
AS nodes with hosts and specifies the bandwidths for all the
links. It then deploys the countermeasures among a percentage
of the total nodes, selecting the nodes based on a user-specified
criterion (random, ascending, or descending in terms of the
node population). The deployed counter measures would then
be triggered at a certain point in the simulation process when
the triggering threshold is crossed. Each measure has its own
parameters for deployment and triggering. After this step the
core simulator starts the simulation.

Web client Web server

HTTP post

Reply
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Simulated Network Example
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Prototype GUI

9

Model 
parameters

Rate 
throttling 
parameters

Quarantine 
parameters

Plot of 
infections 
per time

Sliders to 
adjust plot

Status and 
help 
window
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Prototype Current Features

10

• GUI is Java applet for data entry, data validation, 
context-based help, graphical display of results

• CGI script is python program to pass input 
parameters to core simulator program running 
on server back end

• Core simulator uses U. Michigan’s Inet 3.0 to 
generate network topology

• Simulation results are stored on server (with 
unique identifiers) for later retrieval or sharing
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Issues and Future Features

• Topology generation and simulation time slows 
down drastically with model size (number of 
households)

• Server can keep track of multiple simultaneous 
simulations (by job scheduling) but number is 
currently limited to prevent overwhelming

• Currently static routing (shortest routes 
computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm) but dynamic 
routing more realistic

• Rate throttling not fully implemented yet

11
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Trusted computing provides methods for 
software components to establish confidence in 
the code with which they communicate.  While 
commonly used for digital rights management, 
the same underlying mechanisms can be used 
to protect users from untrustworthy service 
providers and to provide strong isolation for 
critical functions running on common 
infrastructure 
 
This abstract discusses ongoing work to 
develop trusted computing architectures and 
policy models supporting multiple perspectives 
on trust.  The TrustView Security Architecture 
enables strong separation for critical functions.  
By moving some basic support for separation 
into the network infrastructure, the architecture 
enables limited performance isolation across 
function.  The trusted computing reference 
monitor mediates requirements and obligations 
for each software component providing mutual 
protection to all involved.  
 
The TrustView architecture leverages trusted 
computing technologies to protect multiple, 
possibly competing, interests within a system, 
including the interest of the end user against 
abuse by the companies with which they 
interact. The architecture supports strong 
isolation of functions at a coarse level of 
granularity. Such policies are easier to 
understand and can be readily implemented by 
virtualization technologies [3].  Such coarse 
grained policies are specified in a less dynamic 
way than traditional fine grained policies: the 
allowable flow of information between software 
components is specified through the creation of 
virtual systems [2].  Protection is provided by 
limiting the flow of information across virtual 
system boundaries.   
 

Most systems today allow programs to run in 
two modes, kernel and application.  A system’s 
Trusted Computing Base (TCB) resides in the 
hardware and kernel, and user applications run 
untrusted.  Early systems like Multics [1] 
provided more structure, with innermost rings 
composed of compact, heavily trusted code, 
and successively less trust required as one 
moves to outer rings.  The problem with this 
model when it is applied to distributed systems 
is that it assumes a fictitious hierarchy of trust.  
Software is either trusted or not, and the 
software implements whatever policy was 
decided by its implementer.    
 
In distributed, loosely managed systems like 
today’s Internet, certain processes may be 
more trusted by some entities, while other 
processes are more trusted by others.  This 
was illustrated in the past by the installation of 
root-kits on the PC’s of users who played CD’s 
produced by Sony.  To Sony, the user’s PC was 
not trusted, but their own software was (trusted 
does not mean worthy of trust).   The users 
soon discovered that it was Sony who should 
not be trusted.  For a security architecture to 
protect all users it  must provide mechanisms to 
deal with such mutual suspicion. 
 
Surprisingly, by weakening our trust 
requirements for modules that are certified for 
use in a trusted computing environment – i.e. if 
we accept and certify even partially trusted 
components – then we can derive significant 
security benefit for our systems and networks 
as a whole.  We can then use the trusted 
computing infrastructure to develop a virtual 
system abstraction that defines policies for 
interconnecting and managing the flow of 
information between instances of software 
modules running in a distributed system.  
Considering partial trust strengthens security 
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because modules that providers considered 
trusted (for example, those used by DRM 
systems  can be reclassified as only partially 
trusted since they might not really be worthy of 
trust from the perspective of the end user. 
 
The TrustView Security Architecture (TVSA) 
allows software components and protected 
resources to be placed in overlapping rings of 
protection.  Collections of functions and 
applications are associated with “virtual 
systems” that define views of trust from a 
particular perspective.  A process and its 
associated persistent data may reside in 
different rings within different virtual systems so 
that it is considered more trusted by some and 
less trusted by others.  At run time, information 
does not flow across ring boundaries except 
through processes that are members of multiple 
rings.  Virtualization techniques are used to 
provide strong separation between processes 
running in different virtual systems.  Individual 
processes mediate the flow across the 
boundaries which they span.  When a process 
joins a virtual system, obligations are 
negotiated which constrain the process’s ability 
to participate in other virtual systems based in 
part on attestation of the process’s ability to 
protect the flow of information across virtual 
system boundaries. 
 
In our architecture, the security attributes of 
applications that communicate across a 
network (and within individual hosts) are 
negotiated and communicated by code in the 
operating system and network stack on the 
communicating processors.  Applications run in 
‘virtual systems’, distributed across network 

nodes, whose policies for membership are 
specified during the installation of an 
application, and managed external to the 
application.  These virtual systems correspond 
to the rings in our system architecture. 
 
The components of a virtual system are the 
hardware, OS, and applications on participating 
nodes.  The level of trust placed in each of 
these components varies according to 
perspective: thus from the perspective of a 
node running part of a virtual system, those 
components running locally may be more 
trusted, while from the perspective of a server, 
those same elements of the system may be 
less trusted.   
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Today’s Systems are Weakly Managed

Our computing environment is federated

• Assets managed by different organizations

• Many assets hardly managed at all (home machines)

• There are natural conflicts of interest in security policies

• Assessment of trustworthiness based on observation

and shared reputation
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Trust has meaning in context

Trust has meaning only in a particular context

• A system is not trusted absolutely, but instead it is trusted to operate in a

particular way that is dependent upon its intended purpose.

• For a system to be secure, we must consider the different functions, and

manage the contexts associated with each function.

• We need basic security functions that can provide separation for each context,

allowing a trusted virtual system to be established for each context.

• Finer-grained access control can then be supported within each context.

Copyright © 2007 Clifford Neuman

Recent work emphasizes mechanism.

• How to provide attestation, isolation, and secure storage.

• Policy is understood in support of the mechanism.

But the mechanism must support policy.

• Policy focus has been limited to applications like DRM and NAC.

• These applications see a system as trusted or not.

• We need to understand how to define and enforce understandable policies

that better model real systems that support multiple views on trust.

The Focus of Trusted Computing
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TVSA Policies are separated into:

• First level provides coarse-grained authorization

• Basic Policies of separation supported by trusted computing functions of

attestation of components, isolation, and secure storage.

• Almost capability like

• Based on being in the right virtual system.

• Second level enforces fine-grained policies

• Supported by the trusted components within a virtual system.

• Precomputed policies for managing virtual systems

• Say how pieces fit together.

• Trust, ability, and obligation negotiated in advance.

The Trust View Security Architecture

Copyright © 2007 Clifford Neuman

Rings represent
Precomputed policy

Virtual System
identifiers used to
enforce simple
policies.

Fine grained policies
enforced by the
individual
components
embedded within the
rings to the right.

BNK

Qkn Brs

WEB

OS

DRM

PRV

The Trust View Security Architecture
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Once a Virtual System Formed

Accepted components have access to resources within the

virtual system.

• But they have agreed to limits on what they can do.

Copyright © 2007 Clifford Neuman

How to Allow Flow Across Boundaries

Some components trusted to make fine grained decisions

which allow data to flow across VS boundaries.

• Component is in multiple virtual systems.

• Data flows to component, in one VS.

• Data flows out of component in other VS.

• Component decides where data can flow.
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Joining of Virtual Systems Limited

May not be allowed to join certain other virtual systems.

• Could require approval by other members

• Might carry a policy that says what other components can join.

• Might allow joins if component is known to provide controls on cross VS
information flow.

• These are the pre-computed policies that determine what
policies are enforced by the basic control mechanisms.

These limits do not apply to new instances

• They can form new Virtual Systems

• But these components do not gain ability to move
information across VS boundaries.

Copyright © 2007 Clifford Neuman

Fine Grained Limits Enforced by Component Itself

The negotiation phase required assurances that the

component could and would enforce those limits.

Less trusted components end up encapsulated in components

that will provide the enforcement.
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What Kinds of Policy Work Best

     Can standard policy templates be created that correspond to the

intrinsic policies that people expect, corresponding to common

business, personal, government, or national security interactions.

     Can these “templates” be used to structure virtual systems around

particular functions that are commonly used in distributed systems.

Copyright © 2007 Clifford Neuman

Many Applications

DRM (or EDRM)

• But protect not just the content owner, also the systems on which the

data is accessed.

Lampson’s Red – Green Network

• But really a rainbow of color.

• Examples are NAC, secure VPN from external machines.

SCADA Applications

• Push 1st class of rules into network infrasstructure

• Get performance isolation
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  Toward Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks in
Power-Constrained Sensor Networks
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Background & MotivationBackground & Motivation

Wireless sensor network (WSN) applications are growingWireless sensor network (WSN) applications are growing

!! Military as well as civilianMilitary as well as civilian

!! Many research challengesMany research challenges

Typical deployment environment is proneTypical deployment environment is prone
to malicious attacksto malicious attacks

What makes security for WSN so unique What makes security for WSN so unique ……
!! Scarce resourcesScarce resources

 Energy, memory, computation, Energy, memory, computation,
 communications communications

!! Vulnerability to Denial of Service attacksVulnerability to Denial of Service attacks
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Instigating  Communication

Insecure channel

BobAlice

Alice and Bob: legitimate users

They would like to start communicating 

key?

“talk”?

Lets “talk”

Denial of Service MitigationDenial of Service Mitigation

Insecure channel

BobTrudy

Trudy wants to:   1) Drain Bob’s energy
       2) Impede him from talking to 

                        other legitimate users 

   How can we prevent that? 
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Denial of Service Mitigation ProcedureDenial of Service Mitigation Procedure

Alice Bob

Part A:
Alice proving to Bob her validity

A relatively energy draining procedure on Trudy’s side

If Proved

Part B:

Bob proving to Alice his validity
A relatively non energy draining procedure on Bob’s

side

If the authentication is
successful, as a result

Alice and Bob will also
have a shared key

The Denial of Service MitigationThe Denial of Service Mitigation
Part APart A

    (nnAA, e), e)! ! AliceAlice’’s public keys public key
    (    (nnAA, , ddAA))! ! AliceAlice’’s s private keyprivate key
    CR    CRA A ! ! AliceAlice’’s certificates certificate

    ID    IDA A ! ! AliceAlice’’s identifications identification

CR- A certificateCR- A certificate
The CAThe CA’’s signature on the association between s signature on the association between nnAA  and IDand IDAA

AAAA

CA

d

AAA

IDnIDnH

nIDnHCR CA

!"

=

),(

mod)],([
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The Denial of Service MitigationThe Denial of Service Mitigation
Part APart A

(CRA)
3 mod nCA =? H(nA,IDA)

If so, generates a message m:

x=m3 mod n
A

Alice Bob

nA

IDA

CR
A

t

xdAmod n A= m

 Y LSB of message m

compares

Timing and energy considerationsTiming and energy considerations
Part APart A

(CRA)
3 mod nCA =? H(nA,IDA)

If so, generates a message m:

x=m3 mod n
A

Alice Bob

nA

IDA

CR
A

t

xdAmod n A= m

 Y LSB of message m

compares

mnt
A

dA =mod

~ 160 mJ

~250 msec

(for a 512 bit key)

All other energy and timeAll other energy and time
consumptions (from theconsumptions (from the

other procedures)other procedures)
are are negligiblenegligible
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The Denial of Service Mitigation ProcedureThe Denial of Service Mitigation Procedure

Alice Bob

Part A:
Alice proving to Bob her validity

A relatively energy draining procedure on Trudy’s side

If Proved

Part B:

Bob proving to Alice his validity
A relatively non energy draining procedure on Bob’s

side

If the authentication is
successful, as a result

Alice and Bob will also
have a shared key

The Denial of Service MitigationThe Denial of Service Mitigation
Part BPart B

How can Bob prove his validity?

Several solutions:

1. Using the self-certified fixed key
method

2. Using RSA
3. Using ECDSA

I am Bob!

I am Bob!

????
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The Denial of Service MitigationThe Denial of Service Mitigation
Part BPart B

(1) Using the self-certified fixed key method(1) Using the self-certified fixed key method

When calculatingWhen calculating
the self-certifiedthe self-certified
fixed key, Bob isfixed key, Bob is
authenticated!authenticated!

Both have theBoth have the
message m Bob sentmessage m Bob sent
in part Ain part A

xxAA[[HH((IDIDBB  , , UUBB))* * UUB + B + RR  ]  ,]  , xxBB[[HH((IDIDAA  , , UUAA))* * UUA + A + RR  ]]

The final ephemeral key:
f( fixed key, m/without the Y LSB sent on the open channel)

t

Y LSB of m

Self certified DH key generation: Self certified DH key generation: Fixed keyFixed key

   

Node i Node j

IDIDjj  , , UUjjIDIDii  , , UUii

IDIDvv: identification of node v                                     - scalar: identification of node v                                     - scalar
UUvv        : node : node vv’’ss public key, generated by the CA          - a point on the curve public key, generated by the CA          - a point on the curve
XXv   v   : node : node vv’’ss private key, generated by the CA         - scalar private key, generated by the CA         - scalar

Each node is given by the CA (Certifying authority) a set of public and private keys:Each node is given by the CA (Certifying authority) a set of public and private keys:
((UUvv, X, Xvv))

Node i calculates:Node i calculates:  xxii[[HH((IDIDjj  , , UUjj)),* ,* UUjj +  + RR  ]        =]        = xxjj[[HH((IDIDii  , , UUii)),* ,* UUii +  + RR  ]]  :  :Node j calculatesNode j calculates  
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Self certified DH key generation: Self certified DH key generation: Fixed keyFixed key

RR     : the CA   : the CA’’s public key  = d*s public key  = d*G G                                           - a point on the curve                                          - a point on the curve
d    : the CAd    : the CA’’s private key                                                    - scalars private key                                                    - scalar
G G    : a generating group-point, used by all relevant nodes   : a generating group-point, used by all relevant nodes   - a point on the curve    - a point on the curve 
hhvv        : a random 160 bit number generated by the CA           - scalar: a random 160 bit number generated by the CA           - scalar

Node i calculates:Node i calculates:
xxii[[HH((IDIDjj  , , UUjj)),,**  UUjj  ++  RR  ]]
==xxii[[HH((IDIDjj  , , UUjj)),,**  hhjj * * G  G   ++  d*d*GG  ]]
==xxii[[HH((IDIDjj  , , UUjj)),,* * hhjj  ++  dd] ] **GG

=     x=     xii**  xxjj  **GG

 mathematical assertions  mathematical assertions ……

As given by the CA:As given by the CA:
UUii= h= hii * * G                                                         G                                                        UUjj= = hhjj * * G G

xxii= [= [HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),* ,* hhii  ++  dd  ] mod org ] mod org G                G                xxjj= [= [HH((IDIDjj, , UUjj)),* ,* hhjj + +  dd  ] mod org ] mod org GG

Node j calculates:Node j calculates:
xxjj[[HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),,**  UUii  ++  RR  ]]
==xxii[[HH((IDIDii, , UUii)),,**  hhii * * G  G   ++  d*d*GG  ]]
==xxii[[HH((IDIDii  , , UUii)),,* h* hii  ++  dd] ] **GG

=      =      xxjj**  xxi i **GG

The Denial of Service MitigationThe Denial of Service Mitigation
Part BPart B

(2) Using RSA(2) Using RSA

If so, the final ephemeral key:   Z

Message m, 512 bits

100 bits200 bits212 bits

xYZ

1. Bob calculates:

2. Bob send Alice: 

3. Alice calculates:  

CRB

IDB

nB

SB
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The Denial of Service MitigationThe Denial of Service Mitigation
Part BPart B

(3) Using ECDSA(3) Using ECDSA

If so, the final ephemeral key:   Z

Bob:
• Generates a random number: u. Calculate                  .

C- the scalar representation of point V.

• Calculates                                            .
The signature is the pair (C,L)

• Sends Alice  (C,L)

Alice:
•   Computes:

• Obtains the curve point:
C’- the scalar representation of point P

If C=C’, then the signature is valid, it is Bob!

Message m, 512 bits

100 bits200 bits212 bits

xYZ

The Denial of Service Mitigation, Part BThe Denial of Service Mitigation, Part B
Comparing the three methodsComparing the three methods

Method 3Method 3

(ECDSA)(ECDSA)

Method 2Method 2

(RSA)(RSA)

Method 1Method 1

(Fixed key)(Fixed key)

~12~12

Alice: ~0Alice: ~0

Bob: 6Bob: 6

Alice: 6Alice: 6

Bob: ~0Bob: ~0

~9~9~10~10OverallOverall
computationalcomputational
overheadoverhead

Alice: 2Alice: 2

Bob: 1Bob: 1

Alice: 2Alice: 2

Bob: 2Bob: 2

Part BPart B

Bob provingBob proving
his identityhis identity

Alice: 6Alice: 6

Bob: ~0Bob: ~0

Alice: 6Alice: 6

Bob: ~0Bob: ~0

Part APart A

Alice provingAlice proving
her identityher identity

The time is measured in: ECC point by scalar multiplicationsThe time is measured in: ECC point by scalar multiplications
Approximately: 40 Approximately: 40 msecmsec
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ConclusionsConclusions

PKC implementation in WSN is feasiblePKC implementation in WSN is feasible

ECC shows promise as crypto technologyECC shows promise as crypto technology

DoSDoS is a primary threat is a primary threat

Introduced a hybrid RSA/ECC framework forIntroduced a hybrid RSA/ECC framework for
mitigating mitigating DoSDoS attacks attacks

Using the fixed key approach or the ECDSAUsing the fixed key approach or the ECDSA
approach proved to be highly beneficialapproach proved to be highly beneficial

  Thank You  Thank You

  Questions ?  Questions ?
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Public Key CryptographyPublic Key Cryptography

plaintext
message, m

ciphertextencryption
algorithm

decryption 
algorithm

Bob’s public
key

plaintext
messagen  (m)

B

n 
B

Bob’s private
key

d 
B

m = d  (n  (m))
BB

Given a public key it should be impossibleGiven a public key it should be impossible
to compute the private keyto compute the private key

Requirements:

1

2

d  (n  (m))  =  m 
BB

Public Key Cryptography - RSAPublic Key Cryptography - RSA

plaintext
message, m

ciphertextRSA
f(m)

RSA
f-1

(m)

Bob’s public
key

plaintext
message

n 
B

Bob’s private
key

d 
B

f(m) m=f-1(f(m))

Algorithm using 
a public key

Algorithm using 
a private key
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RSA (RSA (Rivest-Shamir-AdelmanRivest-Shamir-Adelman): Choosing Keys): Choosing Keys

1. Choose two large prime numbers p, q. 
   (e.g., 1024 bits each)

2. Compute n = pq,  z = (p-1)(q-1)

3. Choose e (with e<n) that has no common factors
    with z. (e, z are “relatively prime”).

4. Choose d such that ed-1 is  exactly divisible by z.
    (in other words: ed mod z  = 1 ).

5. Public key is (n,e).  Private key is (n,d).

RSA: Encryption, decryptionRSA: Encryption, decryption

  Given (n,e) and (n,d) as computed above:

1. To encrypt bit pattern, m (m<n), compute

c = m   mod  ne (i.e., remainder when m   is divided by n)
e

2. To decrypt received bit pattern, c, compute

m = c   mod  nd (i.e., remainder when c   is divided by n)d

m  =  (m   mod  n)e  mod  ndMagic
happens!

c
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RSA: Why is that                                            ?RSA: Why is that                                            ?m  =  (m   mod n)e  mod nd

(m   mod  n)e
 mod  n  =  m    mod nd ed

Useful number theory result: If p,q  prime and
n = pq, then:

x  mod n = x                           mod n
(Fermat's Small Equation)

y y mod (p-1)(q-1)

=  m                             mod n
ed  mod (p-1)(q-1)

=  m   mod n
1

C – the encrypted message

(using number theory result above)

(since we chose ed to be divisible by
(p-1)(q-1) with remainder 1 )

=  m (since m<n)

Calculating the keysCalculating the keys

PPii- Pseudo random prime number- Pseudo random prime number

   ( nnAA,e,e))! ! AliceAlice’’s public keys public key
   (   (nnAA,d,dAA))! ! AliceAlice’’s s private keyprivate key

EulerEuler’’s Totient Function            returns the number of Integers lesss Totient Function            returns the number of Integers less
thanthan  nnAA

)1()1()( 21 !"!= ppnA#
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Calculating the keys Calculating the keys (cont)(cont)

e=3

•Public key is (nA,e)
•Private key is (n

A
,d)

Checking the CertificateChecking the Certificate

nnCACA and  and ddCACA are calculated using the exact procedure are calculated using the exact procedure

indicated aboveindicated above
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Abstract 

With the relentless growth in trusted systems software 
and governmental mandates for evaluation, automated 
support for visualizing and navigating software artifacts 
is no longer a luxury. Much of this growth is in post-
deployment and re-evaluations take considerable effort 
to complete. For those involved in evaluating software 
security, the job of examining their Target of Evaluation 
(TOE) for potential security vulnerabilities is daunting 
and often protracted. Making sense of the relationships 
between components, the supporting documentation, and 
the testing can stretch the limits of human capacities. 
Even seemingly innocuous software changes to the 
system can result in considerable effort establishing the 
extent of vulnerabilities that could be introduced. This 
paper describes research for using visualization 
technology for supporting trusted system evaluation. 
Recognizing that the more formal the software artifact 
representation form, we exploit more opportunities to 
use automation in the evaluation.  

1. Introduction 

In an era of heightened security concern, trusted 
software systems are increasingly growing, evolving, 
and sustaining changes. As changes are introduced, the 
process of assuring that security vulnerabilities are not 
introduced becomes increasingly labor intensive and 
error prone [1]. As society increasingly depends on 
software, the size and complexity of software systems 
continues to grow making them more difficult to 
understand and evolve. This trend applies equally to 
trusted systems. Manifold dependencies between critical 
elements of trusted software now drive the architectures 
and increasingly sway the overall system architecture 
[2]. When changes are introduced, it is often difficult to 
determine the resulting ramifications. Will the change 
introduce security vulnerabilities? Will the information 
assurance be compromised? To what degree can we be 
confident that the system will operate unhindered by 
outside attacks? These can be answered only if there are 
mechanisms to evaluate these aspects of the system. 

Considerable effort has been expended developing a 
software security evaluation process and associated 
criteria [3, 4]. With the Common Criteria Security 
Evaluation (CCSE) [5-7] [ISO/IEC Standard 15408] 

requirements mandated as of July 2002, the backlog of 
software to comply is immense and requires both 
process and automated support. This regulation created a 
sudden demand for understanding software and security 
impacts [1]. Evaluating software for security issues 
entails understanding common criteria related security 
requirements, their design dependencies in the systems 
under evaluation, and the degree to which their design, 
implementation, and testing processes and artifacts 
convey confidence that the security elements have been 
realized appropriately. 

The CCSE process is time consuming and labor-
intensive. It involves evaluators wading through large 
bodies of system and software documentation to 
determine if there is enough confidence to employ a 
software product in a secure environment. For a typical 
software system, several weeks of effort are expended to 
produce an evaluation that leads to a validation report. 
The evaluation is largely based on an evaluator’s opinion 
of how well the system meets the security criteria.  

While formal specifications of security requirements 
coupled with effective traceability techniques can 
provide leverage in the subsequent evaluation of trusted 
systems [8], the use of visualization technology can offer 
both and extension and confirmation of these 
approaches. Moreover, the use of visualization 
technology can help with the overwhelming amount of 
information and relationships between information that 
goes with the various software system artifacts. 

The development and maintenance life cycles entail 
traceability relationship dependencies that extend from 
early requirements to architecture, design, 
implementation, and all stages of testing. Source code 
has data and control dependencies that form program 
dependency graphs employed in software analysis. 
Managing the evolution of these systems still entails 
configuration and version dependencies. And now with 
the growth of packaged applications and component-
based development, interoperability between 
components must also be incorporated into the 
dependency network used to understand software. All of 
these contribute to a security evaluator’s understanding 
of the software and its respective security aspects. 

While understanding can be difficult from a 
development perspective, it is even more challenging 
from the maintenance or evolution perspective. 
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Constraints of an existing system with all of its software 
artifacts (or lack there of) can add significant complexity 
to the software change situation [9].  

While software requirements, architecture, and design 
methods provide effective means for dealing with some 
of this challenge, the software community has found it 
necessary to employ software impact analysis techniques 
such as traceability and source code analysis to 
understand and account for relationships between 
software objects [10-12].  

In this research we examine criteria for software 
security, effective means of organizing the software 
system information for evaluation, and visualization 
techniques for developing insights that lead to more 
effective security evaluations. Since software changes 
and evaluations are subject to subsequent updates, we 
pursue how visualization can help support tolerating 
changes while preserving security. 

1.1. Understanding Dependencies 

Software systems must be understandable in order to 
create and change them. However, short of developing 
systems with formal methods and specifications, most 
software development methods have significant gaps in 
dependency information that, when absent for software 
changes or security evaluations, leads to fragile software 
products or information assurance vulnerabilities. A 
situation that occurs time and time again is where a 
design decision is made without visibility into the 
potential impacts. For example, an exception handling 
approach for buffers is considered from the perspective 
of programming efficiency and left to the system to 
handle when overflow occurs. From a software change 
perspective, this might be entangled with many system 
services, some of which the ripple effect may not be 
deterministic. From a security perspective, this may (and 
has) turned out to be a significant security vulnerability 
where Internet intruders obtain access to system level 
services and reek havoc on the system. Had the software 
engineers had visibility into the issue, a different tactic 
might have been employed or at least some safety 
mechanism may have been implemented.  

While this example is one that most software 
engineers face, the real issue rests in the limited 
visibility that today’s technology provides for relevant 
software dependencies. Analogous to the situation when 
source code analysis tools were introduced, we now face 
considerable complexities that dependency analysis can 
alleviate. With the increased size and complexity, new 
artifacts have been introduced into the software product 
bringing more complexities still. The program 
dependency graphs (PDG) that were then and are now 
used to represent control and data flow dependencies 
must be extended to resolve this situation. The semantics 
of the objects and the relationships between them must 
be extended beyond programming idioms and include 
other specifications like requirements and design. 

Considerable traction can be achieved in developing 
an essential dependency model that encompasses 
requirements, architectural, and detailed design 
relationships and connects them with implementation 
dependencies. This would enable software engineers and 
software security evaluators to reason effectively about 
software change and security. Since demonstrating this 
for all software domains would dilute the effort, we 
focused on the software security area, building upon 
successful research work accomplished for the 
Commonwealth Information Security Center [13].  

1.2. Common Criteria Security Evaluation 

In the CCSE, the product to be evaluated is called the 
Target of Evaluation (TOE) and the organization that 
requests the evaluation is called the Sponsor. The 
certification laboratory is the Evaluator. The TOE can be 
evaluated to various levels of assurance called the 
Evaluation Assurance Levels (EAL). The outcome of 
evaluation is an Evaluation Technical Report (ETR), 
which is used to generate and publish the Validation 
Report (VR) by a Validator. The TOE is evaluated 
according to security requirements conveyed in the 
Security Target (ST). An application independent set of 
high-level security requirements for families of products 
is called a Protection Profile (PP). 

CCSEs essentially checks for completeness and 
correctness of a system’s security features. To check for 
correctness, first the evaluator needs to navigate through 
the labyrinth of software artifacts. The navigation 
through all software artifacts (e.g., requirements and 
design documents, code, tests, and related documents) 
can be arduous and time consuming. Further, the manual 
process does not provide the vendor, who is preparing 
the TOE, any mechanism to show the “gaps” or missing 
artifacts in the TOE document. Hence the vendor must 
wait for evaluator to go through the artifacts and inquires 
for missing or additional information.  

2. Formalism in Security Assurance 

The Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) determines the 
level of formalism or rigor required for a given 
application (EAL1 is most basic and cheapest, while 
EAL7 is the most rigorous and expensive).  

EAL1– Functionally Tested: Basic assurance of security 
by analyzing functional specifications and guidance.  

EAL2– Structurally Tested: Moderate level of assurance 
by EAL1 plus high-level design and independent testing 
of the security functions for vulnerability assessment. 

EAL3– Methodically Tested and Checked: Provides 
moderate level of assurance by including EAL2 plus 
evidence of sound development practices. 

EAL4– Methodically Designed, Tested and Reviewed: 
Moderate/high level of assurance - highest level 
economically feasible to retrofit an existing product line. 
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EAL5– Semiformally Designed and Tested: Provides 
security engineering based upon rigorous commercial 
development practices to ensure resistance to attackers.  

EAL6– Semiformally Verified Design and Tested: High 
assurance through security engineering techniques in a 
rigorous development environment to reduce risks.  

EAL7– Formally Verified Design and Tested: Highest 
assurance level - requires formal design verification. 

These indicate a trade-off between the rigor to ensure 
low security risks and the cost to accomplish it. That is, 
the investment to ensure security should align with the 
benefit gained from the rigor. Note that levels 5-7 
specify some range of formal representation – the more 
formal the representation, the higher the odds of 
identifying security vulnerabilities. A corollary to this is 
that with more formal representations, the opportunity 
increases to use automated verification and evaluation 
technologies such as theorem provers, analysis and 
modeling, and visualization tools – key research driver.  

3. Analytics and Visualization 

Analytic solutions offer a means of examining indicators 
that lead to discovery. The level of confidence goes up 
when we produce a mathematical equation or proof that 
supports our assertion or negation. Formulas, however, 
are an intermediate form of what we believe is true – we 
often “see” the answer before hand. This is the concept 
behind “visual thinking” [14]. Kriz outlines this idea in a 
number of accounts ranging from Albert Einstein to J. 
Willard Gibbs. Gibbs, a pioneer of thermal dynamics, in 
his ground breaking work [15], first analytically 
formulates the equations that form the basis for the 

mathematics used to describe the first and second laws 
of thermal dynamics today. Concluding his work, Gibbs 
dispenses with the analytics in favor of the visual form 
as he only used the analytics as an intermediation to the 
concepts he was trying to communicate. Note that at the 
time of writing, 1873, visual depictions did not exist as 
they do today. It makes one wonder what else Gibbs 
would have discovered if he had today’s tools.  

4. Security Impact Analysis Virtual 

Environment (SIAVE) 

Evaluating trusted software systems often entails large 
volumes of documentation containing related concepts 
that are not organized as such. There are frequently gaps, 
disconnects, and ambiguities. In our research we found 
that most of the evaluator’s effort was expended on 
organizing and wading through all of the material to gain 
an acceptable level of understanding. To expedite 
CCSEs, we prototyped the SAIVE to automate many of 
the CCSE process’s laborious tasks while retaining the 
creative part for humans. SIAVE partially automates 
tasks associated with both the vendor and evaluator. We 
had three key goals: 1) Improve efficiency of preparation 
process; 2) Improve evaluation cycle time through better 
preparation and evaluation process; and 3) Improve 
evaluation effectiveness through better visibility. 

Figure 1 depicts the workflow for the SIAVE. Once 
the ST/PP report is generated, the vendor opens the 
SIAVE template document and runs a GenerateTemplate 
macro which automatically generates the set of CC and 
requirement elements required for successful evaluation. 

 

 

Figure 1: Security Impact Analysis Visualization 
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The template is designed to help the vendor in 
revising the TOE to confirm to CC evaluation standards. 
The SIAVE template lists the CC elements, connected 
requirements, architecture, design, code and other 
software artifacts that need to be filled in for a successful 
CCSE. The vendor then pours into the template the 
appropriate TOE information which includes image files 
also. The “fill in process” enables the vendor to 
understand gaps in the system that needs to be addressed 
prior to submitting the system for evaluation. Once the 
template is filled in, the exportdata macro is executed by 
the vendor to convert the document into a series of SQL 
statements and stores in a SQLX document. The images 
in the document are saved as separate files into the 
directory where the document exists. The SQLX 
document is then executed using a custom built 
application called the DB Input Driver. This application 
does error and document structure checking before 
storing the contents of the document in the database. 

The evaluator by means of the 3D environment then 
views the contents stored in the database. The 3D 
environment (two other versions were developed in 
phase one) is the enabler that helps the evaluator to 
check for completeness of security aspects (the first view 
shows the important components and how they are 
linked) and to check for correctness (helps to navigate 
through the artifacts faster). The environment allows the 
evaluator to view the whole system, and then explore 
parts of the system more deeply. The immersion 
mechanism allows the evaluator to select an object of 
interest, read about its details and even get immersed in 
that object – become the object of interest and view the 
system from that object’s perspective.  

5. Conclusions 

This research takes the two proven areas of impact 
analysis and virtual environments, and applies them to a 
relevant and growing area of trusted system evaluation. 
We produced a model of dependency relationships, a 
basic prototype environment using key impact analysis 
identification techniques (transitive closure, slicing, and 
semantic inference) and incorporating the initial 3D 
visualization interface with improved navigational 
instruments for security evaluators.  

The SIAVE uses two key approaches for the 
preparation and evaluation process: templates to 
facilitate ingestion of the TOE and, immersion 
technology to assist in navigation and visual analytics. 

To improve efficiency of the preparation process, we 
reduced time in creating and revising TOE by providing 
standard templates into which vendor can “pour in” 
information about the system. We provide automated 
customization of the template for a specific TOE and 
EAL. We reduced effort and time spent in vendor-
evaluator interaction cycles – the template served as a 
checklist, giving the vendor an initial indicator if the 
system might pass the certification. 

To improve evaluation cycle time through better 
preparation and evaluation process, we reduced the 
conceptual distance between the various artifact 
representations and the standardized format used in the 
SIAVE system by automated generation and partial 
customization of the template. We reduced effort and 
time by identifying failing evaluations early via the 
aforementioned checklist. The map created for 
navigation has a great feature of providing an initial 
analysis (if the map is not complete enough for 
navigation, it is probably an indication of likely failure 
and a pruning opportunity for an overburdened 
evaluation process). 
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Tolerating Change in a

Secure Environment:

A Visual Perspective

Shawn Bohner

Virginia Tech

May 15, 2007

Common Criteria Evaluation DilemmaCommon Criteria Evaluation Dilemma

! Common Criteria Security Evaluations (CCSE)

Demand exceeding supply of Evaluators

" Labor intensive CCSE process

! Effort in Weeks and Calendar time in Months

" National Information Assurance Acquisition Policy (NSTISSP #11) July 2002

mandate for security related software evaluation

" Limited number of Testing Labs

" And then there are all the software updates…

! How can this situation be alleviated?

" Relax policy & allow lesser/non-evaluated systems

" Increase supply of Evaluators

" Increase the productivity of Evaluators  !

Problem
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Quicken and Clarify CCSEQuicken and Clarify CCSE

! Improve Efficiency of CCSE Process through

Better Navigation

" Reduce time in navigating the documentation

(shorten the conceptual distances)

" Reduce effort and time by identifying failing

evaluations early

" Reduce time for key time consuming activities

! Improve Effectiveness of CCSE Process through

Better Visibility

" Increase confidence of evaluations

" Better decisions

Research Goals

NIST/NIAAP’s CCTool Application

CCSE via Security Impact AnalysisCCSE via Security Impact Analysis

Virtual EnvironmentVirtual Environment

SIAVE Application

Security

Objectives

Target OfTarget Of

EvaluationEvaluation

(System &(System &

Documents)Documents)

Security 

Requirements

EnvironmentalEnvironmental

ConsiderationsConsiderations

(Policies, Threats,(Policies, Threats,

& Assumptions)& Assumptions)

Security 

Target (ST) /

Protection

Profile (PP)

Revised

TOE

CommonCommon

CriteriaCriteria

EvaluationEvaluation

Common

Criteria

Standard

Shawn Bohner and Denis Gracanin and Funded by Virginia Commonwealth Grant

SIAVE
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The SIAVE Research VisionThe SIAVE Research Vision

! Vendor Uses CCTool to Generate ST/PP

! ST/PP Used to Generate TOE Template in

Vendor’s Documentation Environment

! TOE Template Populated and

Updated to form the Revised TOE

! Revised TOE Transformed into

Software Life Cycle Objects that

Populate the Database along with Dependency

Relationships

! CC Evaluator Analyzes and Navigates Security

Dependency Database in an Immersive Virtual

Environment

SIAVESIAVE

XLST

file

Vendor’s

TOE

TOE Artifacts 

& Security

Dependencies

(SQLX)

SecuritySecurity

Target/Target/

ProtectionProtection

ProfileProfile

Parsers   Parsers   

Vendor Preparation Environment

Revised TOE

 (Tagged)

Populate TOE

Template

XML

CC Evaluator’s Environment

SIA Virtual Environment

DependencyDependency

AnalyzerAnalyzer

SIAVE

Shawn Bohner and Denis Gracanin (Funded by Virginia Commonwealth Grant)
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Technical ApproachTechnical Approach

! Employ Complementary Technologies

" Software Impact Analysis (dependency based)

" Software Visualization / Virtual Environments

! Two Phase Approach– Evaluator then Vendor

! Phase 1: Automation for Evaluator’s Tasks

" Security Impacts Model to Analyze Relevant Dependencies

" Visual Environment for Evaluators

! Phase 2: Automate TOE capture for Vendors

" Build on CCTool to derive TOE templates

" Start with common Vendor Documentation Tools

" Templates & Parsers for TOE Capture

! ST/PP derived TOE Template Generation

! Capture & Revise TOE in Vendor friendly tools

! MS Word to XML translation & DBMS population

Evolution of SIAVE

    TOE Template    TOE Template
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TOE Analysis and Navigation

VisualizationVisualization and Navigation
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Dependency DatabaseDependency Database

SIAVE PrototypeSIAVE Prototype

Dependency AnalyzerDependency Analyzer

TOE ConditioningTOE Conditioning

& Capture Parsers& Capture Parsers
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Evaluation Assurance LevelsEvaluation Assurance Levels

! EAL1– Functionally Tested: Basic assurance of security by
analyzing functional specifications and guidance.

! EAL2– Structurally Tested: Moderate level of assurance by
EAL1 plus high-level design and independent testing of the
security functions for vulnerability assessment.

! EAL3– Methodically Tested and Checked: Provides moderate
level of assurance by including EAL2 plus evidence of sound
development practices.

! EAL4– Methodically Designed, Tested and Reviewed:
Moderate/high level of assurance - highest level economically
feasible to retrofit an existing product line.

! EAL5– Semiformally Designed and Tested: Provides security
engineering based upon rigorous commercial development
practices to ensure resistance to attackers.

! EAL6– Semiformally Verified Design and Tested: High
assurance through security engineering techniques in a
rigorous development environment to reduce risks.

! EAL7– Formally Verified Design and Tested: Highest assurance
level - requires formal design verification.

Status and Next StepsStatus and Next Steps

! Completed two Phases of prototype of
Evaluator’s Visual Environment

! Populated SIAVE with Initial Test TOE

! Refining VE used to Analyze and Navigate TOE
artifacts during Evaluation

!! Next frontierNext frontier is to introduce Formalism

! Moving into EAL 5-7 with formal specifications

" Build on Lamsweerde’s constructive approach to
the modeling, specification, and analysis of
application-specific security requirements

" Consider Specifying Systems in B or VDM++

! Engaging Testing Lab to use live TOE and
explore SBIR possibilities
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Backup Slides
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Prototype Assumptions

! Proof of Concept Prototype

" Navigation and Analysis

" Assume XML and Java (for now)

! Evaluate Dependency Analysis Models

" Software Architecture + Security

! Experiment with Appropriate Metaphors

" Investigator/Explorer

" Universe/Geographic Space

" Immersion in Virtual Environment

! Establishes Foundation

" More Aggressive Analysis and Navigation

" Formal Specification Analysis

" Software Architecture Analysis

ISO StandardsISO Standards

! Version 3 of CC released

" Substantial changes – more concise and clear

! The International community maintains CC as an

ISO Standard

" ISO 15406 – Common Criteria

" ISO 18045 – Common Evaluation Methodology

" ISO 17025 Requirements for Common Criteria

Evaluation Lab

" ISO 15446 – PP/ST Authors Guide

" ISO 19791 – System Evaluations based on CC

product evaluations

" ISO 15292 – Protection Profile Registration

Procedures
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Integrating Visualization into UIMAUIMA
! Integrate Visual Analytic tools in the UIMA

Framework

! Explore feasibility of using standard integration

mechanisms in UIMA

! Understand impact on architecture

design
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Extracted

Metadata

and Facts

Text
Database

Search
Index

Visualization

Shawn Bohner Funded by IBM Academic Innovations Grant

Software Visualization

Research & Development Experimental

Collaboration (RDEC) - Applied Research

Center

How can we find

relevant information

within a mountain of

data ?

“Finding the Dots”

How can we identify those

 in the threat network?

“Connecting the Dots”

With Nick Stone – Funded by Intelligence Community Grant Through SAIC

Software Visualization
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RDEC:RDEC:  Visualization of Connected Visualization of Connected ““DotsDots””

Terrorist 

Group X

Suspect 

Group Z

Resolve Aliases Predict &

Assign

Attributes

Detect Links & 

Identify Groups 

works

for

knows

Suspect 

Group X

Suspect

Group Y

works

for

knows

 = Known Terrorist

 = Unknown

Visualization

Billions of people

Shared Network

 = Known Non-threat

Predicted

Criminal/

Terrorist

Group

With Nick Stone – Funded by Intelligence Community Grant Through SAIC

Software Visualization

Fundamental Software Impact Analysis

False Positive
Impact Set

(FPIS)

AIS = CIS + DIS - FPIS

Discovered
Impact Set

(DIS)

Candidate
Impact Set

(CIS)

Perform
Software
Change

Starting
Impact Set

(SIS)

Actual
Impact Set

(AIS)

Examine
Software

Specification

Trace
Potential
Impacts
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Program

Dependence

Graphs

Traceability View of Life Cycle ObjectsTraceability View of Life Cycle Objects

Code 1Code 1

Code 2Code 2

Code 3Code 3

ReqReq’’tt 1 1

ReqReq’’tt 2 2

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Evaluation

Criteria

Design1Design1

Design2Design2

Design3Design3

Type and Strength
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Two Complementary Views for Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection 
-- Macroscopic and Microscopic 

 

Chin-Tser Huang 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering 

University of South Carolina 

huangct@cse.sc.edu 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Network-based Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are of increasing significance because of their role as the 

frontline of an entire network of computers. These systems primarily belong to one of two types: signature-based 

and anomaly-based. A signature-based NIDS, such as Bro [1] or Snort [2], examines network traffic in an effort to 

match the patterns of the traffic, or rules, to preestablished patterns of malicious activity. Such systems provide 

excellent detection capabilities against the known attacks, but require constant update to provide protection from 

new attack strategies. An anomaly-based NIDS works on the assumption that malicious network traffic is 

distinguishable from normal network traffic, as discussed in [3]. These systems attempt to quantify the protected 

network’s “normal” network traffic and reports deviations from this norm.  

 

Anomaly-based detection has attracted major research interest, since it has the ability to detect novel attack 

strategies that are often missed by signature-based methods. By understanding and defining what is “normal” in a 

network, deviations from this norm indicate activities that require further investigation. This method of detection 

maintains the same level of sensitivity in the presence of novel and classic attack strategies. However, current 

anomaly-based intrusion detection systems also face the following challenges: 

! How to keep the advantages of anomaly-based detection while reducing the false alarms? 

! How to lower the overhead and detect anomalies in a timely fashion? 

! How to automatically differentiate and categorize the detected anomalies? 

! How to hold attacking hosts accountable for their behavior? 

Our research efforts aim to construct two separate but complementary views of the network’s state in order to 

address the above challenges and provide a comprehensive and precise interpretation. The first is a macroscopic 

view, in which the overall network traffic is viewed as time-series signal. We apply wavelet-based technologies to 

expose the anomalies with the normal traffic regarded as the noise. We develop a framework called Waveman, 

which use an open source tool called LastWave [4] to provide a real time analysis of network traffic. The second is a 

microscopic view, in which network is viewed as a collection of individual hosts. We apply an adaptive algorithm to 

charge individual host for anomalous behavior. We develop an anomaly-based NIDS, Fates, which attempts to 

alleviate the challenges specified above while maintaining the advantage of detecting novel attacks. Fates has the 

ability to differentiate between characteristics of individual hosts and independently assess their threat to the 

network.  

 

2. A Macroscopic View with Waveman 

 
In any NIDS, it is desirable to automatically detect and categorize the anomaly in real time, such that less human 

interference is required and more response time is gained. To this end, we design and implement a Waveman 

framework, as shown in Figure 1, to carry out a real time wavelet analysis which is also used in [5]. Traffic is 

captured at an available interface using libpcap. Two counters corresponding to packet and byte counts are 

incremented on a per packet basis. To manage the capturing and sampling, two processes are used: one to capture 

the traffic on a per packet basis and update the appropriate byte and packet counters, and the other to access these 

counters via shared memory (shmget()), every 5 seconds.  

 

Next, a time series signal of packets vs. time (sampled every 5 seconds) is built, prepared and sent to LastWave. 

Since LastWave can also be used as a scripting language, we develop our own scripts for the analysis, which are 

executed on a per analysis basis. The first three coefficients are of value to us (since any greater coefficients of the 
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analysis would contain very sparse information), and these are calculated as the output of LastWave (Coeff1, Coeff2, 

Coeff3 in Figure 1). 

 

LastWave output is then processed, for purpose of normalization and ease of calculation of percentage deviations. 

The window we work with is five minutes long; i.e. five minutes worth of traffic, sampled every five seconds (these 

values are consistent with general network monitoring practices). Hence our window contains sixty samples. This 

size is consistent with the fact that a small window is good for localization. Several intermediate scripts are written 

in Perl to process and prepare the data for the next phase. The percentage deviations are calculated and recorded at 

each analysis. These values are normalized for ease of comparison.  

 

In the last stage, Gnuplot is used to plot the graphs in the form of JPEG files, and an Apache web server is used to 

serve the current results of the analysis to remote viewers. The graphs were plotted every five seconds by default, 

providing an updated real time snapshot of the current analysis every five seconds. Most of the framework and 

analysis work was done on a Pentium 4 (Hyperthreaded), 1 GB RAM, Gigabit interface NIC, running Fedora Core 3, 

and initial development and testing was done on a Dual Xeon (Hyperthreaded), 1 GB RAM, Gigabit NIC, running 

RHEL 3. 

 
Figure 1.  Framework of Waveman, a wavelet-based real time network traffic analysis. 

 
One of the most important and distinct advantages of Waveman is it can use any wavelet function in its analysis. 

This feature allows us to apply different wavelet functions on analyzing the same anomalous traffic trace and 

evaluate their performance. Evaluation of the wavelets is based on twofold criteria: to have good localization in time 

characteristics, and to have a low mean deviation over the duration of the signal. Moreover, we can use Waveman to 

determine if there is a correlation that some wavelet function performs better in detecting some specific type of 

network attack or anomaly.   

 

In order to evaluate the performance of various wavelet functions on detecting different types of anomalies, we 

employ two metrics, namely percentage deviation and entropy. The percentage deviation of the coefficient value 

measures the average deviation from the median for all the sample points in the coefficient. The rationale behind this 

is that those coefficients that display a lower PD are better, because the amount of deviation from the origin is 

indicative of an anomaly. To be more specific, a “better” wavelet should show a larger deviation at the locations of 

the start and end of an anomaly and show smaller deviations at all other locations in the signal, such that the contrast 

is larger and the anomaly is more identifiable. Entropy is a type of information measure of disorder in signals and 

systems. A spontaneous change in a system disperses energy and increases its entropy, which is indicative of an 

anomaly. From the experimental results we derive the conclusion that the percentage deviation-based method and 
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the entropy-based method generate consistent evaluation results in our tests and they can both be used to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the wavelets on detecting and analyzing network anomalies. 

 

We use four widely used wavelet functions, namely Coiflet, Morlet, Daubechies, and Paul, to analyze traffic traces 

from MIT Lincoln Lab IDS evaluation dataset [6] and a domain name service company that contain five types of 

attacks/anomalies, namely Neptune, Smurf, Mailbomb, a simple portscan (ipsweep), and a stealth scan. The 

evaluation results show that Coiflet and Mexican Hat wavelets have better characteristics when faced with the 

anomalies considered in this work, based on a five-minute, sixty-sample window. 

 

3. A Microscopic View with Fates 

 
One insufficiency of the above approach is that it does not provide information about the source of attack or 

anomaly. This information is desirable because we can use it to apply corrective or containing schemes on the 

misbehaving host in order to minimize the impact on other hosts in the network. In an effort to provide both the 

granularity and the economy of operations required in modern networks, we develop a microscopic view of the 

network traffic. It is instructive to compare this approach with the related works by Jung et al. [7] and Weaver et al. 

[8], which use a Threshold Random Walk (TRW) scheme to assess the health of the network according to the 

likelihood ratio for packet delivery or the number of unacknowledged connection attempts a host makes. The health 

of a host is represented by a single value, and if this value exceeds a predefined threshold, the system disallows any 

new connection attempts. However, both [7] and [8] fail to distinguish between varying traffic needs. The thresholds 

they use are static and global, therefore these systems are unable to adequately represent a network of diverse traffic 

needs. In Fates, we incorporate dynamic, individual thresholds for each monitored host. As a result, Fates is able to 

independently assess individual host’s health while keeping the processing load economical. 

 

Fates examines the network as a collection of individual entities using three subsystems: a sniffer (Clotho), a 

measuring unit (Lachesis), and an alarm unit (Atropos). Clotho is a passive listener that records packets as they enter 

and leave the network. Lachesis, utilizes the granular view in internal-to-external monitoring. This is achieved with 

an internal hosts monitor component (IHM), which uses connection classification in order to assess the overall 

health of a specific monitored host. Atropos generates alarms according to the analysis result of Lachesis and the 

alarming policy defined by the administrator. 

 

The IHM component utilizes both the a priori IP address information provided at initialization and current 

connection state information to produce an analysis of individual hosts in the network. Prior to active monitoring of 

the network, the measuring unit acquires a list of active IP addresses (or range of addresses) in the monitored subnet 

and the minimum thresholds of the host (or range of hosts). Fates regards each IP address or range of addresses as a 

separate unit with its own threshold and scoring so that it can differentiate between various traffic needs for a variety 

of hosts and support any number of protected hosts and any degree of granularity. The minimum threshold is the 

lowest sustainable threshold that Fates allows the host to have and uses the minimum threshold to adjust the current 

threshold of the host.   

 

When IHM processes an IP packet, it first determines if the upper-layer protocol is connection-oriented, such as 

TCP, or connectionless, such as UDP. In the case of TCP, the state of the connection is of primary concern. The 

IHM component determines whether the packet is destined to or originated from a monitored host and the packet 

type. If the destination of the packet is a monitored host, the IHM component first finds from the IP_List the element 

corresponding to the destination address, uses the source IP address to index into the element’s I/OCache, and then 

subtracts one from the I/OCache entry’s current value (conversely, if the source of the packet is a monitored host, 

add one to the corresponding entry). The IHM component then assesses a charge for the packet using the entry’s 

resulting value. The formula for calculating this charge is shown in Table 1. If the value of the entry is less than or 

equal to zero, the state is set equal to zero and the host is not assessed a charge. If the value of entry is greater than 

zero, the state is set equal to the entry’s value. The reason for the multiplication of the state information by two is to 

provide a quick jump in charges in the presence of persistent unacknowledged outgoing messaging. Note that in a 

standard three-way handshake and packet transmission (the destination transmits an ACK for each message received) 

the monitored host receives a net charge of zero. In the case of a UDP packet, the packet’s payload is of importance 

because there is no connection information associated with protocol. When the IHM component processes a UDP 

packet, it uses the payload of the packet to index the IP_Packet_Table, increments the entry’s count value by one, 

and sets the TTL of the entry to 255. If the source of packet is a monitored host, the IHM component then assesses 
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the host a charge. Note that an arbitrary non-duplicate packet would result in no charge. In the case of any other 

protocol, Fates skips the packet as the design of Fates is for standard practice. ICMP packets are also skipped 

because the same type of ICMP packets have identical payload and present an ambiguity to Fates.  

Table 1. Formulas for packet charge. 

Packet Type Formula 

TCP Charge " #1*2 $% state  

UDP Charge " #1*2 $% count

 
At the expiration of each time step, the IHM component assesses the health of all monitored hosts by calculating the 

cumulative charge for all packets for each host seen during the current time step, resulting in a threat score for the 

host. The IHM component compares the threat score to the current threshold of the host. If the threat exceeds the 

current threshold, the IHM sets the threshold equal to the threat score and makes a note of the change in a log file. If 

the threat is less than the threshold, the IHM component compares the threshold with the minimum threshold.  If the 

values are equal, the IHM component takes no action.  In all other cases, the IHM component uses a threshold 

adjustment scheme. A threshold is easily increased but further analysis is required to determine if the threshold 

should be lowered. The principle idea is that the component attempts to ascertain an appropriate upper bound of a 

host’s activity.  A well-behaved host’s threshold will plateau, but a scanning host’s activity constantly causes the 

host’s threshold to increase. In the IHM component’s threshold adjustment, the threshold will remain the same until 

being exceeded by a host’s score. Once a host’s score exceeds the host’s threshold, the value of the host’s threshold 

will increase to the score that exceeded it. For every time step afterward, if the weighted average score of the host is 

lower than the minimum threshold, then the threshold value decreases by half of the difference between the 

minimum threshold and the weighted average score until it reaches the minimum threshold value. After the IHM 

component adjusts the thresholds of each host it then prepares for the next time step by resetting the threat score to 

zero, decreasing the TTL of each entry in the I/OCache by one, and decreasing the TTL of all elements in the 

IP_Packet_Table by one. If the TTL of an entry in the IP_Packet_Table is equal to zero, the IHM component sets 

the count of the entry to zero.   

 

We test the Fates system on several different datasets in order to understand how the system functions under 

environments with different characteristics. The results show that Fates provides an accurate analysis of the current 

state of a network with regard to scanning behavior. Furthermore, Fates does not falter in the presence of lost 

acknowledgements. Instead, it tolerates occasional packet losses without instantaneous flagging of the host as 

malicious. At present Fates is intended to serve a small to medium sized network environment, but we will continue 

to investigate the scalability issue of Fates. 
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E B6&')'(+6/1+.3661&+E B>$&7*,4+71%/$,*(7++
E V&'-3%1(+/37$,+&1$-$G>1+$,$>=(*(

38
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

9,*881&

C ^88>*,1+-161%6*',

E V$&(*,4+0.V-37) 8*>1(+'8+)&1<*'3(>=+&1%'&-1-+

6&$88*%

C X1$>"6*71+-161%6*',

E V&'7*(%3'3(+%$)63&*,4+'8+)$%A16(+$(+6/1=+

%'71+*,6'N'36+'8+6/1+,16@'&A

276276



K_

39
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

9,*881&

40
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C 0/1+6*71+'8+')1&$6*',+*(+-*<*-1-+*,6'+6*71+
(61)(+g)&1-18*,1-+G=+6/1+3(1&h

C 96$6*%+@*,-'@(+$&1+3(1-+6'+%36+-'@,+',+
)&'%1((*,4+6*71

C B>>+-$6$+3(1-+*,+$,$>=(*(+/$(+$+6*71"6'">*<1+
71$(3&1-+*,+@*,-'@(

E B>>1<*$61(+(A1@*,4+'8+&1(3>6(

277277



K!

41
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C #$*,6$*,(+$+>*(6+'8+*,61&,$>+LV+$--&1((1(

C 0@'+)&'%1((*,4+%'7)',1,6(

E :R61&,$>+9%$,+5161%6*',+.'7)',1,6

C 5161%6(+(%$,(+8&'7+6/1+'36(*-1+@'&>-

E L,61&,$>+2'(6+#',*6'&+.'7)',1,6

C :R$7*,1(+6/1+(6$61+'8+7',*6'&1-+/'(6(Q $%6*<*6*1(

42
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C :R61&,$>+9%$,+5161%6*',+.'7)',1,6

E B))&'R*7$6*',+%$%/1+'8+7*((+G1/$<*'&

E V&'<*-1(+$+G1(6+$))&'R*7$6*',+'8+)'61,6*$>+

(%$,(+@*6/+8*,*61+()$%1+&1c3*&171,6(

E L8+,1*6/1&+6/1+('3&%1+'&+-1(6*,$6*',+*(+$+

7',*6'&1-+/'(6H+6/1+)$%A16+%'3>-+G1+)$&6+'8+$+

(%$,

278278



KK

43
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C 2$(/+'8+6/1+9'3&%1+$--&1((+*(+6/1+*,-1R+*,6'+$,+$))&'R*7$6*',+
%$%/1

C 00a+*(+(16+$6+1$%/+6*71+(61)+$,-+@/1,1<1&+1,6&=+*(+$%%1((1-

C L8+%'3,6+1R%11-(+$+6/&1(/'>-H+6/1+('3&%1+*(+>*(61-+$(+$+)'61,6*$>+
(%$,,1&

44
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C L,61&,$>+2'(6+#',*6'&+.'7)',1,6

E #',*6'&(+(3G,16+G=+LV+'&+&$,41+'8+LV+g(6'&1-+*,+

G*,$&=+(1$&%/+6&11h

C B+/$(/+6$G>1+'8+/'(6(

C .3&&1,6+6/&1(/'>-

C .3&&1,6+%/$&41

E V&'-3%1(+%373>$6*<1+%/$&41(+6'+G1+%'7)$&1-+

6'+*,-*<*-3$>+6/&1(/'>-(

279279



KP

45
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C :$%/+/'(6+*(+%/$&41-+8'&+1$%/+)$%A16+*6+(1,-(

C ./$&41+*(+$+&1(3>6+'8+)$%A16+6=)1

E .',,1%6*',>1((

E .',,1%6*',"'&*1,61-

Packet Type Formula

0.V ./$&41

;5V ./$&41+

" #1*2 $% state

" #1*2 $% count

46
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C 0.V+(6$61

E L,%'7*,4+)$%A16(+

-1%&1$(1+(6$61+G=+',1

E ^364'*,4+)$%A16(+

*,%&1$(1+(6$61+G=+',1

0=)1 #'-*8*1&

L,%'7*,4

9`?

B.\

bL?

9`?B.\

bL?B.\+

m!

^364'*,4

9`?

B.\

bL?

9`?B.\

bL?B.\

X90+

"!

280280



KS

47
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C ;5V+%'3,6

E ?37G1&+'8+)$%A16(+@*6/+-3)>*%$61+)$=>'$-

E .'3,6+'8+)$%A16+*(+(6'&1-+*,+$,+$))&'R*7$6*',+

%$%/1+

C V$=>'$-+*(+/$(/1-+6'+*,-1R

C :,6&*1(+$(('%*$61-+@*6/+$+00a

48
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C B6+1,-+'8+6*71+(61)

E 96$61(+3(1-+*,+0.VNLV+$&1+$-J3(61-

C L8+4&1$61&+6/$,+d1&'H+-1%&171,61-+G=+',1

C L8+>1((+6/$,+d1&'H+*,%&1$(1-+G=+',1+

E 00a+'8+1>171,6(+*,+;5VQ( $))&'R*7$6*',+

%$%/1+*(+-1%&171,61-+G=+',1

C L8+00a+*(+d1&'H+%'3,6+*(+(16+6'+d1&'

281281



KU

49
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C B6+1,-+'8+6*71+(61)+g%',6*,31-h

E B>>+%/$&41(+6'+/'(6(+$&1+$--1-+3)

E 0/1+6'6$>+*(+%'7)$&1-+6'+6/1+/'(6Q(+*,*6*$>+

6/&1(/'>-

C L,*6*$>+6/&1(/'>-+*(+3(1&+-18*,1-+8'&+1$%/+/'(6

C L8+6/&1(/'>-+*(+1R%11-1-H+6/&1(/'>-+*(+(16+1c3$>+6'+

6/1+6'6$>

50
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C 0/&1(/'>-+-1%$=

E L8+*,+(3G(1c31,6+6*71+(61)(+6/1+$<1&$41+*(+

>1((+6/$,+6/1+*,*6*$>+6/&1(/'>-H+*6+*(+-1%$=1-

E B<1&$41+'8+6*71+(61)+%/$&41(

C =>? @4=>?A-.> B4%6+!&4C4D)E=(FG=-?. B4%!&

282282



KW

51
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V$%A16+V&'%1((*,4

C 0/&1(/'>-+-1%$=+&$61

E D20--.1E@D20--.1E+6#:%D818E8=( H =>?&

E n3$>*6=M

C 9>'@>=+&1-17)6*<1

C 51%$=+&$61+*(+-*&1%6>=+%'&&1>$61-+6'+6/1+/*(6'&=+'8+$+

7',*6'&1-+/'(6

52
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

B>$&7*,4

C L,+$+@1>>"G1/$<1-+,16@'&A+6/1+6/&1(/'>-(+
&1$%/+1c3*>*G&*37

C L,+)&1(1,%1+'8+(%$,,*,4+6/1+6/&1(/'>-+
%',6*,3$>>=+4&'@(+g',>=+)>$61$3(+$6+
($63&$6*',h+

C 0/*(+G1/$<*'&+*(+'G<*'3(+3)',+'G(1&<$6*',+
g-1)1,-1,6+',+/37$, *,61&)&16$6*',h

283283



Ke

53
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

01(6*,4

C :R)1&*71,6$>+5$6$

E 9>$771&+g(*73>$6*',h

C O1&=+1881%6*<1+@'&7

C D>$6$,6>=+'G<*'3(+(%$,,*,4+G1/$<*'&

E ?7$) g'G(1&<1-+,16@'&A+6&$88*%h

C 96$,-$&-+*((31+(%$,,*,4+6''>

C ;(1-+6'+61(6+0.VNLV+-161%6*',+%$)$G*>*6*1(

54
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

01(6*,4

C :R)1&*71,6$>+5$6$+g%',6*,31-h

E F'&>-+'8+F$&%&$86 g'G(1&<1-+,16@'&A+6&$88*%h

C 9)'&$-*%+)$%A16+6&$,(7*((*',

C 0$R1-+(1&<1&(+@*6/+,11-+8'&+&16&$,(7*((*',

E V11&"6'"V11&+g'G(1&<1-+,16@'&A+6&$88*%h

C ;(1(+(%$,,*,4+6'+1(6$G>*(/+'<1&>$=+,16@'&A

C B>>'@(+8'&+8*>1+6&$,(81&

284284



Kf

55
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

9>$771&

C 2*4/"()11-+@'&7

C V&')$4$61(+6/&'34/+;5V+)$%A16(

C V&'<*-1(+$+4''-+>'@1&"G'3,-

56
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

9>$771&

C 9*73>$6*',

E B-<$,6$41(M
C ?'+>14$>+*((31(

C 9)1%*8*%(+'8+6/1+6&$88*%+$&1+$>&1$-=+A,'@,

C B-J3(6$G>1

E ^)6*',$>+)$&$7161&(M
C X$61+'8+L,81%6*',

C 0*71+'8+)&')$4$6*',

C 9*d1+'8+,16@'&A

C 51>$=+G18'&1+*,%1)6*',+'8+*,81%6*',

285285



Ki

57
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

9>$771&
Current Score 1S Delay

_

U__

!___

!U__

K___

KU__

P___

PU__

S___

SU__

U___

! U i !P !e K! KU Ki PP Pe S! SU Si UP Ue

T ime Step

!iKI!WfI!I!_!

!iKI!WfI!I!_P

Threshold 1S Delay

_

K___

S___

W___

f___

!____

!K___

!S___

! S e !_ !P !W !i KK KU Kf P! PS Pe S_ SP SW Si UK UU Uf

T ime Step

!iKI!WfI!I!_!

!iKI!WfI!I!_P

Current Score 3S Delay

_

K__

S__

W__

f__

!___

!K__

!S__

!W__

!f__

! U i !P !e K! KU Ki PP Pe S! SU Si UP Ue

Time Step

!iKI!WfI!I!_!

!iKI!WfI!I!_P

Theshold 3S Delay

_

K__

S__

W__

f__

!___

!K__

!S__

!W__

!f__

! S e !_ !P !W !i KK KU Kf P! PS Pe S_ SP SW Si UK UU Uf

T ime Step

!iKI!WfI!I!_!

!iKI!WfI!I!_P

58
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

?7$)

C 0/1+,16@'&A

E 93G(16+'8+6/1+;,*<1&(*6=+'8+

9'36/+.$&'>*,$Q(+,16@'&A

E #',*6'&*,4+f+NKS+(3G,16(

E X3,,*,4+9,'&6+8'&+

%'7)$&*(',

C 0/1+(%$,(

E 2$>8"^)1,+(%$,

C B>('+A,'@,+$(+9`?+(%$,

E B.\+(%$,

C 5*(6*,%6+(%$,+6=)1

E bL?+(%$,

C 961$>6/

E X90+(%$,

C 961$>6/

286286



P_

59
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

?7$)

C .>1$,+;9.+6&$88*%

E 0/&1(/'>-(+61,-+6'+YJ37)Z $,-+Y)>$61$3Z

E 0/1+,16@'&A+&1$%/1(+1c3*>*G&*37+

USC Thresholds (Clean)

_

K____

S____

W____

f____

!_____

!K____

!S____

!W____

!f____

! U i !P !e K! KU Ki PP Pe S! SU Si UP Ue W! WU Wi eP ee f! fU fi iP ie !_! !_U !_i !!P !!e !K!

T ime Step

60
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

?7$) 0/&1(/'>-(
Half - Open Scan

_

!______

K______

P______

S______

U______

W______

e______

f______

i______

! P U e i !! !P !U !e !i K! KP KU Ke Ki P! PP PU Pe Pi S! SP SU

Ti me  S t e p

A C K scan

_

!____

K____

P____

S____

U____

W____

e____

f____

i____

!_____

! K P S U W e f i !_ !! !K !P !S !U !W !e

Ti me  S t e p

F IN  Scan

_

!____

K____

P____

S____

U____

W____

! K P S U W

T ime St ep

RST Scan

_

K____

S____

W____

f____

!_____

!K____

!S____

!W____

!f____

! K P S U W e f i !_ !! !K !P !S !U !W !e

Time

T
h

re
s
h

o
ld
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P!

61
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

F'&>-+'8+F$&%&$86

C #$((*<1>=+#3>6*)>$=1&+^,>*,1+X'>1"V>$=*,4+

]$71+g##^XV]h

E !IU+7*>>*',+3(1&(

E 91<1&$>+(1&<1&(

C 5*<*-1-+*,6'+&14*',(

E V'((*G*>*6=+'8+>$4+-31+6'+%',41(6*',+$6+(1&<1&(

62
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

F'&>-+'8+F$&%&$86

C 0.V-37) '8+S+/'(6(+',+$+/'71+,16@'&A

E B>>+&$,+200V+6&$88*%

E ^,1+&$,+$+F^F+%>*1,6

C X1%'&-1-+K_+7*,361(+'8+,16@'&A+6&$88*%

E L,%>3-*,4M+<*-1'+(6&1$7*,4H+200VH+$,-+F^F+

6&$88*%

288288



PK

63
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

F'&>-+'8+F$&%&$86

WOW Current Score

_

U__

!___

!U__

K___

KU__

P___

PU__

! i !e KU PP S! Si Ue WU eP f! fi ie !_ !!P !K! !K

T ime Step

!iKI!WfIKI!

!iKI!WfIKI!P

!iKI!WfIKI!i

!iKI!WfIKIW

WOW Threshold

_

U__

!___

!U__

K___

KU__

P___

PU__

! i !e KU PP S! Si Ue WU eP f! fi ie !_ !!P !K! !K

T ime Step

!iKI!WfIKI!

!iKI!WfIKI!P

!iKI!WfIKI!i

!iKI!WfIKIW

C 0/1+()*A1(+$&1+8&'7+6&$,(81&+G16@11,+(1&<1&(

C :<1,+*,+6/1+)&1(1,%1+'8+>$&41+>$4H+,'+1R6&171+

J37)(+*,+%/$&41(+

64
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V11&"6'"V11&+?16@'&A(

C .>*1,6(+3(1+(%$,,*,4+6'+8*,-+'6/1&+)11&(H+

'&+%',6$%6+$+%1,6&$>+(1&<1&(

C .>*1,6(+7$*,6$*,+$+>*(6+'8+(1&<1&(H+G36+6/1+

(1&<1&+>*(6+%/$,41(

C X1(17G>1(+(%$,,*,4+*,+8*,*61+()$%1+

289289



PP

65
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V11&"6'"V11&+?16@'&A(

C 01(6+-$6$

E 0.V-37) '8+:73>1 6&$88*%+8&'7+$+/'71+

,16@'&A

E !+/'(6+g,'+,16@'&A+$%6*<*6=h

E !+/'(6+&3,,*,4+:73>1 %>*1,6

C .',6$%6*,4+(1&<1&(

C 0&$,(81&+8*>1(

66
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

V11&"6'"V11&+?16@'&A(

Emule Current Score

_

!___

K___

P___

S___

U___

W___

e___

! S e !_ !P !W !i KK KU Kf P! PS Pe

T ime Step

!iKI!WfI!__

!iKI!WfI!I!_!

Emule Threshold

_

!___

K___

P___

S___

U___

W___

e___

! P U e i !! !P !U !e !i K! KP KU Ke Ki P! PP PU Pe

T ime Step

!iKI!WfI!__

!iKI!WfI!I!_!

C 0/'34/+G1,*4,+6/1+$6617)6+6'+%',,1%6+6'+6/1+
(1&<1&(+&1(17G>1(+(%$,,*,4

C B(+$+&1(3>6H+6/1+6/&1(/'>-+>''A(+(*7*>$&+6'+(%$,(+
(11,+*,+6/1+;9.+-$6$(16

290290



PS

67
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

:<$>3$6*',

C B-<$,6$41(

E 0/1+(*7)>1+%$>%3>$6*',(+$&1+(6*>>+1881%6*<1+*,+

-161%6*,4+(%$,(+

E L,-*<*-3$>+$((1((71,6+'8+/'(6(+$*-(+*,+

%'&&1%6*,4+6/1+$,'7$>=

E 5=,$7*%+6/&1(/'>-(+)&'<*-1+G1661&+

3,-1&(6$,-*,4+'8+-*<1&(1+,16@'&A+1,6*6*1(

68
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

:<$>3$6*',

C 5*($-<$,6$41(

E 5'1(+,'6+-*(6*,43*(/+G16@11,+G1,*4,+$,-+

7$>*%*'3(+(%$,,*,4

C L,61,6+*(+,'6+'3&+8'%3(

E 9%$>$G*>*6=

C 0/1+>1((+6/1+4&$,3>$&*6=H+6/1+>1((+6/1+)&1%*(*',

E B((371(+('3&%1+$--&1((1(+$&1+,'6+()''81-

C #$,=+'6/1&+(3%/+(=(617(+$&1+$>('+<*%6*7+6'+6/*(

291291



PU

69
!"#$%&'()*+,'-+').-/)0-1,-''(,-1)2)3-,4'(5,&6)"7)*"%&8)!.("9,-.

B&1$(+'8+L7)&'<171,6

C L,614&$61+$+];L+*,61&8$%1
E B>61&,$61>=H+*,614&$61+*,6'+'6/1&+(=(617(

C L,614&$61+$+&$61+'8+%/$,41+$,$>=6*%$>+6''>+
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Insiders, those within or closely related to an organization, pose the greatest
risk to an organization’s information systems. Organizations grant insiders both
authorized access to and knowledge of their information systems, primarily com-
puter systems and the organization’s network. In the past, insiders have abused
this trust by stealing or corrupting data, committing fraud, and modifying per-
formance reports [10]. Because these insiders may act within the bounds of their
privileges, mitigation of the insider threat di!ers from that of external threats.

Undesirable insider behavior involves any willful or negligent misuse of re-
sources in an organization’s information systems. Numerous existing systems,
such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDSs), seek to mitigate the
threat that parties external to an organization pose to its information systems.
Unfortunately, these mechanisms often do not restrict or monitor insiders [1].
Little research beyond access control strives to mitigate the threat that mali-
cious or apathetic insiders may introduce. These insiders present a particularly
insidious problem as they may behave adversely without violating access con-
trol policies. A 2004 survey of security and law enforcement executives found
that, among respondents that experienced e-crime or intrusions and could clas-
sify attacks as internal or external, an average of 29% of attacks against their
organizations came from insiders [11]. This fact, combined with the established
di"culty of the insider problem [7] and the ability of a single malicious insider
to cause significant financial impact ($500 million in one case [1]), demonstrates
the need for further research on insider threat detection systems.

This document describes the Intelligent Insider Threat Detection (I2TD)
system for monitoring and evaluating insider behavior to detect potentially ma-
licious or otherwise undesirable activity. The system observes an insider’s local
system and network-based activities and is extensible to other aspects of the
information system. A rule-based method immediately notifies administrators of
activity known to be suspicious, and data mining tools regularly inspect compiled
user behavior for anomalies that could indicate undesirable activity. Although
the monitoring, rule-based, and data mining components of the system are all
of critical importance, this document focuses on the data mining component.

Numerous systems have attempted to apply machine learning and statistical
learning techniques to detect intrusions and other forms of fraud. Anderson et

! This research was performed during an internship at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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al. used a statistical approach to evaluate the deviation of present user behav-
ior from past behavior [2], and Chan et al. applied data mining techniques to
the similar problem of detecting credit card fraud [4]. [8, 9] describe work to-
wards real-time intrusion detection using data mining. The underlying systems
use learning agents to regularly mine data and extract patterns that serve as
classifiers for real-time detection of intrusions. [8, 9] are complementary to this
paper: additional mining algorithms could assist in refining the I2TD system’s
set of real-time rules. This work attempts to derive additional utility beyond [8,
9] by considering characteristics of aggregated data.

The Minnesota Intrusion Detection System (MINDS) detects anomalous net-
work connections based on characteristics of other connections over the same
time period [5, 6]. MINDS does not detect anomalies in real time, but similar to
[8, 9], it also mines for association rules to assist in real-time detection. Because
MINDS is not real time, it may derive and analyze characterizes of aggregate
data that allow more accurate evaluation. The data mining component of this
work utilizes an approach similar to MINDS to assess user behavior.

The data mining component of the I2TD system regularly retrieves recent
user activity from a database and analyzes it for anomalies. Rather than mining
the raw data, the system computes aggregate characteristics of user activity
during the period with the goal of smoothing inconsequential deviations and
producing more accurate results. Following aggregation, the system compares the
characteristics to those of the user during past periods to compute an anomaly
score for the most recent period. The system also o!ers additional information
regarding the impact of various behavioral characteristics on the anomaly score.
An analyst may use the anomaly score and additional derived data to determine
whether a user’s behavior over a given period warrants further exploration.

At this time, the data mining component considers seven derived character-
istics: number of logins, number of host machines used, number of file opens
caused, number of file deletes caused, number of unique files accessed (opened or
deleted), number of unique files opened, and number of unique files deleted. The
system presently operates under the assumption that deviations from typical
login and file access patterns are an e!ective indicator of undesirable insider be-
havior. Various other behavior attributes may also be useful, such as network or
database accesses. Because the system presently aggregates data on a daily basis
and considers only a user’s personal historical data, however, the sample space
may be small. Given a small sample space, high dimensionality may scatter the
data points too greatly to draw meaningful inferences. Thus, naive consideration
of additional characteristics may have an adverse impact on analysis.

Like [5, 6], the data mining component of this system isolates anomalies using
the local outlier factor (LOF) metric, developed by Breunig et al. [3]. Given an
item in a data set, algorithms for LOF map the set to vector space and establish
a group of n nearest neighbors for the item. The algorithms then determine how
much more or less isolated the item is than its nearest neighbors and use the
ratio to produce the item’s LOF score. If the item is part of an evenly dispersed
cluster, the LOF for the item will be close to one. An LOF far greater than
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one may occur if the item’s nearest neighbors are relatively far away yet those
neighbors are members of tight clusters.

To determine whether a user’s behavior on a given day is anomalous, the sys-
tem examines the day’s activity record in the context of previous days’ records
and computes an LOF score for the day. Prior to this step, however, the sys-
tem computes the standard deviation of each characteristic in previous days’
records and uses the results to normalize all characteristics of the records. Be-
cause the LOF algorithms look at the mapping of records to vector space, this
normalization step prevents characteristics with greater deviation from having
a disproportionate impact on the Euclidean distance between records.

The rationale behind the use of LOF as opposed to a single cluster or multiple
clusters is that user tasks may change from day to day and some tasks may result
in greater behavior variation than others. If certain task combinations arise with
reasonable regularly, a stable set of clusters will emerge. During a user’s first
few days in the system, the data may be too sparse and widely dispersed for
the data mining component to draw meaningful conclusions. Thus, management
must closely monitor users’ initial activity until simple patterns begin to emerge.
As patterns emerge, automated analysis increases in e!ectiveness.

In addition to the local outlier factor metric, the data mining component
determines each characteristic’s relative contribution to an item’s LOF and o!ers
the results to administrators. This additional impact information not only makes
analysis far quicker and easier for administrators but also raises the possibility
that supervisors may be able to assist in threat detection. In general, supervisors
are most familiar with a user’s day-to-day tasks, and therefore, most qualified
to assess the actions necessary to complete those tasks. Unfortunately, not all
supervisors are equally technically literate. Additional information beyond a
cryptic local outlier score, if presented properly, is a critical first step towards
making results accessible to non-technical users.

Preliminary results indicate that the data mining component e!ectively de-
tects anomalous behavior in synthetic data sets. Also, the additional character-
istic impact information is meaningful and helpful in those tests. System admin-
istrators have the ability to use LOF scores in whatever manner they choose:
an administrator may look at all users with LOF scores above a given thresh-
old or may consider only users with the top k anomaly scores. Should an event
occur that an administrator knows will influence the anomaly scores of certain
users in a given manner, the administrator can filter those scores to remove false
positives. Administrators may even create more complex rules, such as ignoring
certain LOF scores heavily influenced by attributes that the administrator con-
siders insignificant. The strength and adaptability of this data mining approach
indicate that it may be a useful tool for uncovering novel insider threats.

The prototype implementation of the system is presently only partially com-
plete. Extensions are necessary for the monitoring tools, and the analysis com-
ponents are not optimized for wide-scale deployment. Continued testing of the
analysis components of the system as new insider activity data becomes available
would be useful. Comprehensive analysis of system- and network-level charac-
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teristics of user behavior also may yield insight regarding the utility of these
characteristics in assessing insider threat. For example, certain aspects of user
behavior be too noisy to serve as reliable indicators while others may be ex-
tremely consistent over time. Finally, the system would benefit from the addi-
tion of components to mine continuously for heuristic rules to supplement the
system’s real-time rule-based analysis component.

Acknowledgments. Calandrino and McKinney performed this research while
under appointment to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Scholarship
and Fellowship Program, administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science
and Education (ORISE) through an interagency agreement between the U.S. De-
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All opinions expressed in this paper are the authors’ and do not necessarily
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An Example

• Enters false data

• Receives promotions, bonuses, control

• Financial impact:  $500 million

"[A bank] employee gained control over data after
performing several preparatory actions, such as
eliminating some monitoring ... or convincing ...
personnel to take deliberately corrupted data from his ...
computer instead [of] from the official Reuters terminal."

-From Anderson et al., 2004
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Undesirable Insider Behavior

• Results in ~29% of attacks against organizations
(US Secret Service et al., 2004)!

• Can devastate an organization

• Fundamentally differs previously addressed threats

• Comes from trusted individuals

• Is a fuzzy threat

• Is tedious to identify
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Roadmap

• Existing work

• Our contributions

• Mining approach

• Evaluation

• Discussion

• Conclusion and Future Work
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Existing Work

• Insider threat characterization

• Intrusion detection

• Machine learning / data mining

! Statistical deviation (Anderson et al., 1995)!

!Real-time IDS (Lee et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2001)!

!MINDS (Ertöz et al., 2004; Chandola et al., 2006) !
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Our Contributions

• Designed a system to:
!Monitor insider system and network activity

! Perform rule-based (or other static) analysis

!Mine compiled behavior for anomalies

• Implemented the system
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Data Mining Component Role

• Periodically extracts aggregate data

• Analyzes data to isolate points of interest

• Identifies novel threats

• Generates new rules (future work) !
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Characteristic Derivation

• Daily data analysis

• Per-user data

• System-level events alone…  for now

• Seven characteristics (file accesses, hosts, logins)!

• Normalization using historical SD
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Data Analysis

• Similar to MINDS (implementation differs):
!Map data to vector space

!Compute local outlier factor (Breunig et al., 2000) !

• “Neighborhood” outlier metric

• Euclidean distance – not mandatory

!Derive additional hints for administrators

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Local Outlier Factor

Image Reproduced from Breunig et al. (2000) !
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Local Outlier Factor

Image Reproduced from Breunig et al. (2000) !
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LOF Scores

• Could report to administrator

• Supervisors may be preferable
! Supervisors are most familiar with day-to-day tasks

! Supervisors may be less technically literate

• Consider impact of characteristics on outlier factor
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Evaluation

• Generated 28 Days of artificial data
! Presume patterns

• No activity on weekends until final weekend day

• Activity comes from distribution on weekdays

! Is real behavior like this?

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Test Data

• Graphically (scaled):

logins

hosts

opens

delete

unique accesses

unique opens

unique deletes
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Results
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Results

• What’s wrong?

logins

hosts

opens

delete

unique accesses

unique opens

unique deletes
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Results

• Why guess?  Look at hints for 2/17, 2/23…

logins hosts opens deletes files accessed files opened files deleted

17-Feb

23-Feb

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Discussion

• Caught added anomaly

• What about the four others?
!All were “anomalous”

!Hints allowed rapid analysis

!Depend on parameters, administrator focus
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Conclusions

• Insider threat – important problem

• Data mining – helpful technique

• New tool – promising results

• TODO list – long
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Future Work

• Additional aspects and characteristics

• Issues:  drift, deja vu

• Better test data

• Rule extraction
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Thank You

• Questions?

Calandrino and McKinney performed this research while under appointment to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
Scholarship and Fellowship Program, administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) through an
interagency agreement between the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and DHS. ORISE is managed by Oak Ridge
Associated Universities (ORAU) under DOE contract number DE-AC05-06OR23100.  All opinions expressed in this paper are
the authors’ and do not necessarily reflect the policies and views of DHS, DOE, or ORAU/ORISE.
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Overview 

Experience with the first five generations of modern military data net-
works has shown a need to address physical and operational security 

of computer based functions. The sixth generation of large scale, 

complex systems software represents a major change in how 

computing and communications will support military operations. This 

new paradigm requires that network security and information 
assurance be addressed in the earliest phases of the system life cycle. 

An affordable and deployable system must begin with an analysis of 

security requirements in the context of anticipated operational use. 

How the network is used and operated is likely to have a significant 
impact on its intrinsic security.  This paper takes a first step towards 

establishing requirements oriented models to assess security needs in 

the context of overall system performance objectives. This paper 

presents an abstract and, in this first issuance, a simplified view of 
network security and information assurance as it pertains to the 

evolving vision of network centric warfare. When system requirements 

can be quantified, it is possible to make informed technical decisions 

concerning development options and expected functionality. If 
important functional requirements can be broadly understood and 

quantified, then accurate and precise answers concerning a design’s 

adequacy can be given early in the design lifetime. This, in turn, will 

significantly reduce the overall cost of the system. 
. 

Introduction 
Cost reduction and expected reliable performance are two goals of 
model based system design. This is especially true for the design of 

weapon systems and command and control systems, which are 

particularly difficult to test in situ.  The coming generation of complex 

systems, and the Future Combat System in particular, will be tested 
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piecemeal prior to their combat debuts. This makes model based 

studies the only way to predict the overall performance of these 

systems prior to their critical use. Informative model based studies 
must be built on quantifiable definitions of performance metrics.  

The ability to share data is a critical feature of the Future Combat 

System. In the absence of heavy armor, superior situational 

awareness and understanding are essential for an engaged unit to 
survive and complete its mission. Because the Future Combat System 

is a highly mobile force, data sharing will be enabled by an ad hoc, 

wireless data network. This network will need to be robust, reliable, 

and carry a great quantity of information. It will, therefore, be 
expensive.  

Stringent performance requirements and the anticipated high cost of 

the Future Combat System data network strongly motivates careful 

identification of its functional requirements. The most essential 
requirements must be quanifiable to allow for early, model based 

studies of proposed designs. Network security is one of these critical 

requirements, and one that should be subjected to early, detailed, and 

methodical scrutiny. This paper recommends a research effort to 

develop a methodology for analyzing network security and information 
assurance requirements for network centric combat systems. A 

security focused requirements analysis methodology is essential if 

affordable and deployable network centric systems are going to be 

produced.   
The remainder of this paper presents a preliminary model that serves 

to illustrate how security related requirements analysis might be 

conducted.  However, only a few of the many security and 

performance attributes1 of modern systems (or system of systems) 
are empirically understood. A comprehensive analysis methodology is 

beyond the scope of this paper; a complete methodology will require 

an intensive and focused research effort.  

The benefit of pursuing such a research agenda will be a quantifiable 

understanding of security and assurance requirements as they relate 
to modern tactical data networks. If successful, there will be two long 

term benefits. First, a substantial reduction in the lifetime cost of these 

systems will be possible due to a reduction in experimental 

development, improved system of systems testing and validation, and 
reduced maintenance and configuration management costs. Second, 

the operational performance of network centric systems (or system of 

systems) will be improved. These benefits will be the result of a 

precise understanding and articulation of system performance 
requirements.  
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Requirements analysis for net-

centric systems

• What do I need?

• Can we build it?

• How much will it

cost?

• What are my

alternatives?

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Precision mortar munitions

Target locationWeapon delivery
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Precision mortar munitions: Metrics

Target location error Guidance error

+

Weapon system

accuracy
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Quantifying performance

Absolute miss distance

P
ro

b
a
b
ili

ty

Target location error

Guidance error

Net error
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Main features of this model

• Quantified key performance characteristics

• Anticipates overall system performance

• Allows us to ask

! Is it good enough?

! Where should I spend my money?

! What can I expect from the system when built?

• These question must be asked early in the system

lifecycle!!!!!!!

• Ask later and you only find out what you got for

your money - big gamble!

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Design of networked systems

• How much security do I need?

• What will it cost?

• How will the system perform?

• What are my alternatives?

• If you can’t answer these questions
early, then you can not design
network based systems
! Expensive to build

! Even more expensive to maintain and
operate

! Need constant supervision to ensure
consistent performance
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• Embedded systems are rapidly replacing desktop

systems for critical applications

• Embedded systems are becoming more powerful

and more flexible

• Embedded systems are often invisible systems

• No owner

• No administrator

• No upgrades or patches

• Ubiquitous

• Are they secure enough?

• How secure should they be?

Modern Systems Attributes include:

Networked, Embedded

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Networked systems are becoming

pervasive for the armed forces

• Global Information Grid

• Future Combat System

• Unmanned vehicles and

sensors
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Mix of embedded and “standard”

applications

• World-spanning military network tied to
regional tactical networks
! Embedded, networked systems in sensors,

vehicles, weapons

! Connect to critical command and control
applications through the network

• Secure operations = kitchen sink?

• How much security is enough?

• How much will it cost to build, operate,
and maintain?

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Implications of networked,

embedded systems

• Vulnerable systems will be difficult to locate, and

impossible to “fix”

• Attackers can use relatively insecure embedded

systems to silently access and move through the

network

• Our current approach to network security does not

handle this new paradigm well
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Characteristics for a Preliminary Model for

Information Assurance and Systems Security

• Security related requirements analysis

• Security and performance requirements understood
early in the system lifecycle

• Marginal additional assurance of measures
considered better understood

• Cost consequences in two dimensions better
understood
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Notional Vulnerability Model Offered for Illustration

• Illustrate specification needed to inform

requirements determination and design decisions

• Expected operational life time of a threat

• Appraise performance metrics for essential

security processes

• Describes expected operational life-time of a

threat in terms of

! Identification

! Elimination
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A Probabilistic Model Formulation

• D(td) - probability of identifying the attack within
the time interval [0, td] after the attack has
begun

• [K(t)|D(td)] is the conditional probability of
neutralizing the attack at time t given that the
attack was identified at time td.

• K(t) is probability of neutralizing the attack after
a time t

• K(t) = [K(t)|D(td)]D(td) is the expected lifetime of
an attack.
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Notional (cont’d)

• k(t) is the probability density function of K(t)

This is the quantified vulnerability

! 

E[K] = tk(t)  dt
0

"

#
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Example 1; GPS Jamming

• D(td) denotes the time, in minutes, to detect jammer
! triangular distribution with [0, 60] minutes as end points and

a mode of 30

• [K(t)|D(td)] is a random variable denoting the

time in minutes to kill jammer following detection
! [0, 10] minutes as end points and a mode of 5 minutes

! 

D( t
d
) =

0 if t < 0

t
2

/1800 if 0 " t " 30
t

2 #120t+1800

#1800
if 30 < t " 60

1 if 60 < t

$ 

% 

& 
& 

' 

& 
& 

! 

[K(t) | D( t
d
)] =

0 if t < 0

t
2
/ 50 if 0 " t " 5

t
2 # 20t+ 50

#50
if 5 < t " 10

1 if 10 < t

$ 

% 

& 
& 

' 

& 
& 

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Example 1; GPS Jamming (con’t)

• K(t) time needed to

kill the jammer is

• expected attack lifetime is = 30 minutes

! 

K(t) = [K(t) |D(t
d
)]D(t

d
) =

t
4

90000
if 0 " t " 5

t
2

1800

t
2 # 20t + 50

-50
if 5 < t "10

t
2

1800
if 10 < t " 30

t
2 #120t +1800

#1800
if 30 < t " 60

1 if 60 < t

$ 

% 

& 
& 
& 
& 

' 

& 
& 
& 
& 

! 

t
d

dt
K(t)  dt

0

"

#
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Can now ask…

• Can my system continue to operate with a

30 minute loss of the GPS sub-systems?

• If not, should I improve

! Detection?

! Elimination?

• Which is more cost effective?

• How much improvement is needed?

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Early Understanding Is Valuable

• Fundamental relationships between system
performance parameters can be studies early

• Quantified requirements can be validated by
simulation
! Force on force simulations using assumed

performance parameters

! Adequacy of a requirement to detect within a
critical time period can be evaluated in (simulated)
operations

• Modeling allows a host of assumptions and
scenarios can be evaluated before the
system is built!
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Conclusions

• A research program is needed to develop a
quantitative, model based, requirements analysis
methodology for network security and information
assurance

• This is needed to
! Produce testable requirements that contribute to

security and assurance

! Produce requirements that can be validated before the
system is built

! Clearly communicate design criteria to stakeholders
and developers

! Reduce the total lifetime cost of network-centric
systems
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Physical protection in mobile

constrained devices

Benjamin Arazi

A fundamental problem

Mobile devices like wireless sensors or RFID tags

can be physically accessed by any party, raising a

particular need for physically protecting the secret

key they use in secure communication.

This vulnerability should be treated while also

considering the constrained conditions (cost, energy)

under which such devices operate.
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State of the art

Physical-security state of the art:    Current physical

security techniques resort to using special glue, coating

methods, and the like. No fundamental proofs are

employed here, beside the 'good feeling' of the

designers.

Channel-security state of the art:  The security level of

current channel security techniques is proved by

mathematical theories.  Solutions must be

accompanied with security modeling and proofs.

Motivation for physical security

R&D

The security of a system is as strong as its weakest link.

The security of an entire RFID or mobile sensor

system is currently based on `art' rather than

science.

There is a need to devise physical security mechanisms

whose strength can be evaluated and proved based on

established theories from physics.
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Suggested physical security R&D

Security strength is based on the extent of the inability of

an adversary to perform an operation that is easily

performed by valid users.

Two challenges:

- devising means for executing this principle     and

- devising means for accurately evaluating the

   adversary's inability.

The possibility of harnessing nanotechnology tools in

satisfying secured memory execution and evaluation

should be considered.

Molecular memory

In nonvolatile molecular memory, a molecule is used to

store a charge. Setting and resetting a memory cell is

implemented by applying appropriate electric bias.

Multilevel molecular memory involves nanowires

whose electrical conductance is adjusted by molecules

that accept or give electrons.

Such principles provide ample possibilities for

preventing external probing, whereby the interaction

between the probe and the molecule disrupts the stored

charge or the electrons that control the conductance of

nanowires.
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More on probe interaction

The energy needed for reading a stored value by an

external tampering probe, and the meaning of the

interaction between the probe and the charge or

electrons that support the memory, can be exactly

evaluated using rules from classical physics.

A provably secure memory should be based on an

approach whereby the mere attempt to read a stored

value by resorting to illegal means would provably

destroy the value attempted to be read.

Magnetic QCA

Special attention will be dedicated to the possibility of

using here magnetic QCA. (Quantum Cellular

Automata.) These nano-scale devices use magnetic

particles for both storage and processing.

The integration of storage within the processor, in a

nano-scale frame, opens new horizons in physical

memory security. The extremely low power

consumption of a magnetic processor is another

advantage of this application when considering

constrained components like RFID or wireless sensors.
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Mechanical considerations

Secured memories based on established theories from

mechanics should also be considered.

For example, possible implementation of

electromechanical supports that would collapse when an

outside probe approaches the structure.

Another aspect of physical

security: Functionality obfuscation

The problem:

The possibility of hiding the functionality of a program or

a logic circuit has major security implications. The hidden

functionality can be regarded as a secret key, known only

to the designer.

Trying to obfuscate the functioning of a CMOS logic

circuit, it is obviously realized that an adversary can

“shave” a circuit layer-by-layer and copy the fabrication

masks. The circuit’s functionality can then be analyzed.
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Static vs. dynamic ‘reverse engineering’

QCA circuitry lacks fabrication masks that can be shaved

off-line, under static conditions, and optically copied. The

circuit functionality is rather forced to be analyzed under

dynamic conditions. That is, logic values actually have to

be measured in order to realize the circuit functionality.

This observation is further enhanced when considering

that in order to differentiate here between an AND and an

OR gate, there is a need to measure the value of a fixed

bit. This makes the problem similar to reading a stored

value, making obfuscation similar to storage security.

Mixture of logic gates and conduction lines

In standard microelectronics, the transistors and the

conduction lines are made of different substances,

introduced into the process by different masks. As the

masks can always be recovered by reversed engineering,

the logic gates and the functionality of the circuit are

recovered.

On the other hand, QCA cells are the building blocks of

logic gates as well as the conduction lines that join the

gates when forming a logic circuit. Having the gates and

the conduction lines being made of the same cells

obfuscates the discrete logic structure.
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Hardware encryption based on controlled

reversible computation

Traditionally, cryptographic transformations are based on a

mathematical algorithm. The algorithm is first devised and analyzed,

and then executed in a general CPU or by dedicated hardware. This

approach dictates hardware resources that cannot always be

met by constrained components like RFID.

The possible implementation, directly in hardware, of

cryptographic transformations, where the cryptographic

strength of the implementation is analyzed based on

hardware/physical means should be investigated. This will

facilitate the efficient implementation of cryptographic means in

highly constrained environments.

Summary

Mobile devices raise a particular need for physically protecting a
stored secret key

Current physical security solutions are more art than science

Nanotechnology can be possibly harnessed in satisfying secured
memory execution and evaluation

The meaning of the interaction between a probe and a storage cell
should be modeled under a variety of implementations

Storage security can be utilized in functionality obfuscation

Physical security mechanisms can be possibly utilized in devising
hardware-based secured reversible transformations
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Standards and Interoperability have exposed 
Energy Management System Commands and Data 

to Cyber Attack 
by Dennis Holstein and Jay Wack 

ABSTRACT 

The good news is that standards have greatly improved the interoperability of Energy 

Management System (EMS) components and access to and use of EMS data. The bad 

news is these improvements have provided means to execute a wide variety of cyber 
attacks that can disable the EMS system operation or to steal the information that 

resides in the EMS repositories. The Department of Homeland Security has funded an 

initiative to address these issues. This work is nearing completion and is ready to be 
deployed by EMS asset owners to meet the emerging government standards for cyber 

security. This paper describes the features and capabilities offered in the solution set 

and describe the tests conducted at the Idaho National Laboratories to evaluate its 

effectiveness. Specifically, a cryptographic-based schema is used to protect commands 
throughout the EMS system to the external interface of the EMS servers. The same 

schema is used to protect data that resides in any EMS repository by controlling access 

to that data and controlling the use of the data to those who have legitimate access 
privileges. This solution requires minimal changes to the EMS software and data 

repositories. Access and use privileges are controlled using an ANSI-based standard 

that requires two factor authentication supported by a hierarchical security management 
that can be tailored to any organizational or responsibility need. 
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EMS Cyber SecurityEMS Cyber Security

Dennis Holstein, OPUS PublishingDennis Holstein, OPUS Publishing
Jay Wack, TecSecJay Wack, TecSec
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Good news – Bad News

• Standards have greatly improved
interoperability and use of EMS data

• Insider cyber attack is getting easier
– Disable EMS system operation

– Steal EMS information

• DHS is aggressively sponsoring
research to find solutions
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Clear statement of need

• Asset owners want a comprehensive
solution – not stove pipe or band aids

• Business case needs to address
– How to recover cost

– Liability exposure

– Technical wizardry doesn’t sell

• Foundational requirements are addressed

2006-08-19 4

7 foundational requirements
1. AC: Access Control - “Control access to selected devices, information

or both to protect against unauthorized interrogation of the device or
information.”

2. UC: Use Control –“Control use of selected devices, information or both
to protect against unauthorized operation of the device or use of
information.”

3. DI: Data Integrity- “Ensure the integrity of data on selected
communication channels to protect against unauthorized changes.”

4. DC: Data Confidentiality – “Ensure the confidentiality of data on
selected communication channels to protect against eavesdropping.”

5. RDF: Restrict Data Flow – “Restrict the flow of data on communication
channels to protect against the publication of information to
unauthorized sources.”

6. TRE: Timely Response to Event – “Respond to security violations by
notifying the proper authority, reporting needed forensic evidence of
the violation, and automatically taking timely corrective action in
mission critical or safety critical situations.”

7. NRA: Network Resource Availability - “Ensure the availability of all
network resources to protect against denial of service attacks.”
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The devil is in the details
• Solutions require cooperation between IT and

Operations
– Security policies must be extensible to

accommodate operational constraints
– Central control (IT) with distributed execution

(OPS) is the preferred approach

• Timely response to Event involves everyone
• Access and Use control is extremely important

– The subject of this paper
– HSARPA initiative: TecSec, GE, OPUS & INL
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ANSI X9.69 defines the
core technology for RBAC

• X9.69 originally designed for the
financial industry
– ANSI X9.73, X9.93 and X9.96 included

– Currently being adopted as an ISO
standard (ISO 22895)

• Applied successfully to selected
critical infrastructure sectors
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Cryptographic-based schema

• Protect EMS/SCADA commands

• Protect data residing in any EMS repository

• Control requires legitimate privileges
– Access to data

– Use of data

• Minimal changes to EMS software and data
repositories

2006-08-19 8

Cool! How does this work?

• Control who has access to what using Role Based

Access Control (RBAC) & Granular Encryption

• Provide physical & logical access control through

Smart TokensTM and Cryptography

• Integrate the solution into existing business

systems and processes
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Encryption – logical view

CKMCKM®®

CombinerCombiner

Random Value

Maintenance Value

Domain Value

TokenToken

Credential Pairs

Working KeyWorking Key

Cred 1
Public

Cred 1
Private

Cred 2
Public

Cred 2
Private

CKM HeaderCKM Header

Cred 2
Public

Cred 1
Public
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RBAC roles & credentials
• Roles are established by function/responsibility in

Communities of Interest (COI)
• A Role is defined by a set of credentials

– Each credential represents an attribute
– Credentials may be further refined by access mode:

• Read
• Write

• Individuals who are assigned to more than one
Role may be issued multiple credentials reflecting
those information access needs

• Individuals assigned the same role, and thus
having the same credentials, share the ability to
access the same information
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Example of who needs what
External Users Internal to the host utility

Data

types

Power

pool

member

ISO Merchant

generator

Energy

traders

System

planning

Crew

Dispatch

Revenue

Accounting

(billing)

Status R R R R

Outages R R

Billing

data
R @ R @ R @

R

Sched.

outages R R R R/W

Energy

contracts
R @ R @

Energy

bids
R/W

@

R/W @ R/W

@

@ = access to only that business entity’s own data
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A typical XA/21™ SCADA/EMS

Substation RTU

Control Center – XA/21™

SCADA/EMS

Substation RTU

FEPs

Substation RTU

Other 

Control Center
Local ES AP Nodes

ICCP

Remote ES

Any network connection
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SCADA/EMS Security
Implementation

AuthorizationAuthorization

Identity Management

Permission Management

PK/PKI

Federation Device

Operational Environ

Who are you? Where are you?

What are you

allowed to do?

CKM

Platform/Device Management
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GE has verified security
• All XA/21 programs are digitally signed before being installed on

the operational system
• XA/21 validates the digital signature prior to execution and will

abort application if it has not been digitally signed
• Every application that directly issues a supervisory control request

requires a CKM® token with write access to a Supervisory Control
role

• Every system operator that will be performing supervisory control
requires a personal CKM® token with write access to a Supervisory
Control role

• Special logic present in SCS messages to transparently ‘pass’
(proxy) access control information from originating source

• SVC logic in the Front End Processors have a CKM® token that
grants it read access to Supervisory Control ACL

• SVC checks all supervisory control requests – if they were not
issued by authorized actor in the Supervisory Control ACL, it will
log and reject the request.

SVC: Supervisory Control
ACL: Access Control Logic
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The next steps
• Test security implementation in XA/21 at

Idaho National Labs
• Commercialize as an option for future

XA/21 release
•  Implement CKM-based security in other

SCADA/EMS systems
– Current efforts are underway with Siemens
– Additional efforts to include this approach in the PJM

Power Grid Architecture w/ NERC

• Continue field testing CKM-based security
in utility operational environments
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Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
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Jay WackJay Wack
jayw@tecsec.comjayw@tecsec.com

703-744-8447703-744-8447
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